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From projects to joint study
programmes in Virtual
Space Design
Matevz Juvancic1, Michael Mullins2, Tadeja Zupancic1
1
2

Faculty of Architecture, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
The Department of Architecture and Design, University of Aalborg, Denmark

Summary
The topic of joint degrees is high on the higher
education policy agenda. The paper continues a
discussion-forum, which raises and discusses open
questions of joint curriculum development in the
field of virtual space design. The starting points of
the discussion can be found in the ongoing endeavours of the e-Learning project entitled VIPA, follow-up Erasmus intensive programme (IP) DIVE
and the current curricular changes in the ‘new’ EU
countries following relevant directives and declarations. The main goal of this forum is the development of the specific criteria for quality assurance, to enhance the motivation of joint curricular
developments and to find suitable and most practical paths towards joint curriculum developments
in the field mentioned. Introduction is followed by
suggested adaptation of quality assurance criteria,
strategies for curricular developments, comparison of long and short term projects/programmes
serving as ‘stepping stones’, and implications for
joint curricular developments. The experience disseminated is not valuable only in the field of virtual space design but also relevant for similar joint
curricular developments in general.
Key words. Architectural Education; E-Learning; Virtual Space; Joint Curriculum Development;
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Introduction
The term virtual space design seems ambiguous: its meaning depends on the emphasis taken.
Focus on ‘space design’ can be understood in the
broadest sense of architectural activities. Focus on
virtual space indicates that the field of architecture is perhaps limited to design of virtual space
as the final user’s space. Education deriving from
these two starting points may lead to diverse educational profiles. The paper presented focuses on
the general notion of the term and is taken from
the e-Learning project entitled VIPA (Mullins et.
al., 2006), a transnational e-learning and research
platform for European architectural schools; and
a potential platform of curricula developments in
virtual space design. When the emphasis is shifted
from ‘space design’ to ‘virtual’ the specific questions of architectural education seem to be ‘overwritten’ by general ones; and joint curricular endeavours seem more relevant than in the case of
‘traditional’ architectural education. Educational
programmes and their parts oriented towards virtual space design are linked by the development
of new specializations in architecture or even new
professions (3D Artist); their target groups are
(besides architects) game designers, visual designers, computer scientists etc.; and are employable
in industry.
What are the possible criteria for selection of
existing and introduction of new courses into a
joint curriculum? What can be ‘regulated’ in the
fast developing field such as virtual space design,
95
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especially while understood in the narrow sense,
and what should be left for any further development? What are the possible ways of establishing
joint curriculum solutions? What is the level of
professional degree most suitable for a joint solution in this field? What are the educational profiles
most needed in this field? What does this mean for
‘traditional’ architectural education?
Work within the e-Learning project entitled
VIPA has raised the question of synergies, between
both the project partner institutions and also a wider organizational framework. Shared project scenarios show that different formats for architectural
education still limit the actual freedom of joint
curriculum developments. The needs and expectations of a sustainable project require solutions
beyond these limitations. The path towards joint
or shared programmes is often not an occurrence
but rather a process extending over some period
of time. The process is at least twofold: a) going
through formal and procedural motions (school
boards, national commissions, etc) and b) cooperating, developing relationships, ‘getting to know’
partners involved and continuing the actual work
in the field chosen. For this purpose the projects of
different kinds (Erasmus Intensive Programmes,
CEEPUS networks and summer schools, international workshops, etc.) and durations can act as
stepping stones toward final joint curricular path
providing organizational, contextual and financial
intermediate frameworks.
The paper starts with the perennial question of
quality assurance and criteria, common strategies
and scenarios for joint curricular developments,
continues with an example of the e-Learning
VIPA project that started the idea, showing possible ways of following up on the initial project
with smaller scale and shorter term projects, illustrated by an example of Erasmus IP DIVE. After
a comparison of two different projects the conclusions and implications for overall joint curriculum
efforts are drawn.
Quality assurance and criteria
It has been argued that the topic of joint degrees is high on the higher education policy
agenda (Rauhvargers, 2006). The Bologna
96

process is promoting the development of joint
degrees between institutions from more than one
country of the European Higher Education Area.
The Bergen Communiqué (May 2005), calls for
actions to support the recognition of such degrees.
At the same time the European Union, with the
Erasmus Mundus programme, is supporting a large
number of European institutions in establishing
and delivering joint master’s degrees that involve
a minimum of three higher education institutions
from at least three different member states (European Commission Education and Training, 2006).
Masters courses constitute the central component
around which the Erasmus Mundus programme
is built; the programme presently offers approx.
50 joint degrees, however there are no programmes at all under the heading ‘architecture,
urban and regional planning’. Mutual recognition and quality assurance is one of the key issues of joint curricular developments, leading to
recognition of individual degrees and other proofs
of course/curriculum finalization. Instruments
aiming at transparency of qualifications consist
of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS),
introduced by the Commission more than 10 years
ago as a common basis for recognising students’
study periods abroad and more recent initiatives
such as the European Qualifications Framework
(EQF).
Recent discussions within the Working Party
Diplomas as part of the Advisory Body on the
Education and Training in the field of Architecture
show that there are many new, open questions in
the field. The ‘new’ Directive (2005) maintains basic criteria from the previous version (1985), but
the Bologna process and developments in architectural educational have already introduced new
formats and models. Local curricular contents of
architectural education could be regarded as being
in compliance with the directive, as long as they
clearly follow the guidelines of the 2005 directive.
It can thus be argued that the 2005 directive
allows the space for any orientation architectural
schools may wish to follow. The implication is
that 60 ECTS from the final ‘masters’ years or the
5 ‘architectural’ years (regardless of the formal
educational model employed: 4+1, 3+2, or 5+1)
is the maximum which can be oriented to ‘virtual
space design’ exclusively. The rest of the pro2009
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gramme should demonstrate the balance of the 11
guideline points and the spirit of the directive. The
third Bologna cycle, on the other hand, offers even
more freedom although the level of this freedom
depends on the system of programme financing.
From this perspective, the 2005 directive for
architects may be used to establish a set of criteria
shared by the developers of the joint curricula in
the field of virtual space design. This is not a purely juridical question but a question of the establishment of minimal joint standards in the field to
introduce existing or new parts into a shared curriculum, which is independent of different formats
for architectural education and different ECTS
practices, employed by the partner universities.
Joint quality assurance is essential, it enables recognition processes, and it enhances convergence
and transparency of systems.
Application of the criteria from the 2005 directive to the field of virtual space design may serve
as the platform of quality assurance in the related
field-focus:
1. an ability to create virtual architecture/
spatial creations that satisfy the aesthetic
and other needs of the end-user
2. an adequate knowledge of cultural studies
and technologies
3. a knowledge of the fine arts as an influence
on the quality of virtual space design
4. an adequate knowledge of information and
communication sciences
5. an understanding of the relationship between
people and virtual spaces, and between
virtual spaces in relation to people

6. an understanding of the evolving and rapidly
changing professions
7. an ability to prepare a brief for a virtual
design project
8. an understanding of the engineering topics/
problems related to virtual space design
9. an adequate knowledge of problems and
technologies related to accessibility/safety
and stability of virtual designs and systems
10. the necessary skills to meet formal
regulations in the field
11. an adequate knowledge of the industries,
organizations and procedures involved in
translating design concepts into systems,
accessible for end-users.
The quality assurance system is developed by
the network of evaluators. The possibility to engage people from the existing network of reviewers (i.e. eCAADe and the sister organizations in
the case of Virtual Space Design field) seems one
of the realistic options to develop the personal infrastructure of programme evaluators.
Common strategies for curricular
developments
The process of educational reform (the Bologna process, and, especially after 2004 in the
‘new’ EU countries, such as Slovenia, trying to
meet all the EU directives, changing the curricula
from the first to the third ‘Bologna’ cycle) offers
an opportunity for new EU educational coherence.

Table 1. First steps towards a joint curriculum of virtual space design (case: VIPA).
Theory (__ECTS)

Practice (__ECTS)

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

Module 6

Partner 1

courses not
available

courses not
available

courses not
available

courses
available

missing ECTS

courses not
available

Partner 2

courses
available

courses not
available

courses
available

courses not
available

courses not
available

courses not
available

Partner 3

courses
available

courses not
available

courses
available

courses not
available

courses not
available

courses
available

Partner 4

courses
available

courses
available

courses not
available

courses
available

missing ECTS

courses
available
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On the other hand, the level of educational variety
increases with new members. The 2005 architectural directive raises an analogy of development of
simple set of joint criteria relevant for all the participants willing to develop joint programmes (or
their components); criteria, which are area specific
and enable first mutual recognition of curricular
components and possible joint new development.
Special conditions of the cultural context can thus
be respected but general requirements met simultaneously. Due to the diverse needs of institutions willing to participate in joint endeavours,
the level of coherence with the common platform
may be different for each participating institution.
The ‘easiest’ part of new curricular development,
which is part of an ‘ideal’ joint programme may
even stay virtual for a while, but still serves as a
reference for educational linkages.
The VIPA project’s results show the possibility of complementary joint curricular developments, where the needs of particular institutions
vary from the need of new contents in existing
courses to the needs of development of new cur-

ricula. The legal framework for joint or double
degrees is set up in all the countries relevant, but
their needs and pedagogies are still different. Joint
programme organization doesn’t necessarily lead
to joint accreditation processes (certification) and
degrees. Best-practice examples of joint doctoral
programmes organization (European University
Association, 2005) show that a degree from the
home institution, with an additional certificate indicating the joint nature of the curricular organization, is a good compromise. This solution takes
into account the multiple identity of the diversity
of partners involved still oriented into their common goal. Nevertheless, the generalist nature of
the field of virtual space design leads to further
examination of the motivation to develop joint
curricula in the most coherent manner possible.
Table 1 illustrates the step of checking of how the
existing courses of motivated partners fit to their
joint ‘ideal’ prototype curricular structure (see
also Mullins et. al., 2006). This is one of the key
starting points to develop strategies for the implementation of this curriculum (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Possible scenarios of joint curricular implementation (case: VIPA).
98
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Erasmus Intensive Programmes as stepping
stones towards joint programmes
A path from EU project (such as VIPA e-learning project) to joint programmes or even joint degrees can be long and tedious process that while
taking its formal course sets aside the most important issue of why establishing the joint degrees in
the first place: to offer the student an opportunity
to study in international setting, to get a hands on
experience with different field specialized teachers, with also different cultural and discipline
perspectives. Internationality aspect is built into
the core of the Erasmus IPs (at least 3 institutions
from different EU countries), they can be consecutive (establishing sustainability over 3 year period)
and are as such ideal ways of testing the concept
(or part) of envisioned joint programme in the ‘inbetween’ years.
Not only do they offer a testing ground for
teaching methods, specialized tools and preparation of suitable contents, they at the same time test
the more mundane but in cooperation with partners
very important factors: a) partner commitment (in
providing teaching personnel, attracting the students into the programme), b) familiarization with
institutional organization of partner schools, c)
responsiveness of partners (in terms of communication, solving of organizational and educational
problems), d) practical level of students’ knowledge and skills (specialized and general). This is
not done only in theoretical conditions of research
or applicative project (‘on paper’) but in also very
important and problem occurring-solving practical way. Such a programme can clarify the relations and alarm the participating institutions about
the incoming problems in advance.
The advantage of IP is that although it requires
formal institutional commitment of the organizing
institution (on the university and on the faculty
level) it only requires a general formal commitment from partner institutions. The time and process consuming school board or even higher up
approvals can be avoided.
And last but not least - the intermediate (limited) funding of joint endeavours (organization of
such programmes, travel costs and subsistence for
participants) can be facilitated through such small
scale follow-up projects.
2009

Case study IP: DIVE – “Designing and
Inhabiting Virtual Environments”
Erasmus IP DIVE, coordinated from Ljubljana
Faculty of architecture, has been proposed as a
follow-up project of VIPA partners to fill the void
after the end of e-Learning project and future joint
programme ambitions. At the same time it was to
be used as (further) testing ground for the VIPA
tools, proposed teaching methods, theme concepts
and ideas.
The more conventional and widely used teaching method of so called ‘workshop’ has been rethought and upgraded into a formal framework,
established funding, put into the perspective of
joint programme concept with all its specific and
specialized themes, contents, its ‘acting part’, aims
and goals. The project fills part in the “Design of
Virtual Space & Virtual Space Design” module in
joint programme scheme proposed by VIPA, at the
same time establishing ‘a laboratory’ and partly
covering topics from modules „Theories of Digital Space” and “Theories of Space, Architecture
and Urban Systems”.
The DIVE IP attempts to bring an insight into
the emerging and fast changing field of virtual
space design and its possibility to be merged with
more ‘physical’, traditional but urgent topic of
preservation of especially sensitive places. Following the thread of virtual space design and design in
sensitive places (Wortham, 2005), the DIVE series
starts from the topic of (i) ‘Skipping dimensions’
(2008), continues to (ii) ‘Humanization of virtual
environments’ (2009) and finishes with the omnipresent ‘DIVE’ theme of (iii) ‘Respecting fragile
places’ (2010). The starting points of all the three
IP-s can be found in the physical-cultural environment. Thus the workshop addresses both more
‘traditional’ physical and virtual aspects of space
design.
Two consecutive runs finished and one still
ahead amounted to plenty of experience, both
educational and organizational, as also to some
positive and negative implications for joint endeavours.

99
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Figure 2. Examples of the DIVE workshop results – thematic framework: design interventions and the
notion of scale (2008), humanization of virtual environments (2009); (authors: E. Skouboe Poulsen, C.
Raun; source: Zupancic and Juvancic, 2009).
Comparison: from long/short term projects
to joint degrees
Instead of discussing ‘lessons learned’ the
comparison between the initial VIPA project and
DIVE follow-up can be drawn along with implications for future joint degree programmes.
Conclusions
The path described in the paper and shown in
figure 2, has so far proven to be the most natural
and practical way towards joint programmes for
partners involved.
The initial longer term, substantial and ambitious project has helped to kick-start the partnership and offered some much needed discussion
and time to think about the concept as well as
bring it to life. The joint course structure has been
100

negotiated time and again, making it the most flexible to take on different contents but at the same
time have as stable structure as possible. Tools
have been proposed, worked upon and developed.
Teaching methods have been discussed and set.
The first test runs have shown what has been adequately thought trough but also indicated some
room for improvement. All these could not be facilitated through mosaic of short-term projects.
The shorter term follow-up projects that have
been following since have solid curricular, pedagogical and contents backbone provided by the
initial project. With these questions set aside they
can focus on specific themes within overall concept and ‘start working’ immediately. Through
them the overall concept and partnership is constantly put to the test, being fine tuned and adapted, which is essential in the fast changing field of
virtual space design.
2009
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Table 2. The comparison between the initial VIPA project and DIVE follow-up can be drawn along
with implications for future joint degree programmes
e-learning VIPA project
long-term project

Erasmus IP DIVE
short-term ‘project’

Implications for the joint degree
programmes

Good responsiveness of partners
Some partners less responsive (no formal or
cooperating for deliverables
informal means of coercing them to be more
(sometimes unofficial ‘peer pressure’
responsive) – the programme has ‘peak’
helped); online collaboration and
periods prior and during the workshop: less
communication really worked – work
presence in ‘hearts and minds’ throughout
has been done throughout the whole
the year.
year: continuous presence.

Responsiveness
of partners

Formal establishment of consortium,
contract bonds for all partners and set
of communication protocol is essential;
building on personal contacts helps
solving most urgent matters quickly;
continuous presence of communication
and work is important.

Approval of the EU commission and
The leader of IP can propose changes in
of all the partners was needed (during partnership to national organization up to a
the project) – stable partnership, new, month before the IP takes place – partnership
candidate partners are examined in
is prone to annual change, changes are
detail.
quicker and easier.

Addition of
new partners,
changes in the
‘network’

Stability of partnership is needed
for quality assurance and long term
commitment; the feeling ‘we are all in
this together’ solves more problems then
constant changes in partnership.

Teachers
commitment

The identification of teachers with the
programme is important; contribution to
initial aims, framework, contents, etc will
establish stronger commitment; getting
paid for work helps raise commitment
and also holds teachers accountable.

The teachers involved with the
project were also leaders of the
deliverables directly linked to the
process, they were also paid from
the project – commitment at a very
high level.

The teachers involved are invited on their
specialization and IP theme basis; they are
less bound to the programme and work on
voluntary basis – lesser identification with
the programme leads to lower commitment.

The test runs where students’ skill
Different skill and knowledge levels are
and knowledge levels could be
playing the part (different institutions, students
playing part were isolated on partner of different study years); the most able students
Student skill
institutions and in specific study
‘raise the bar’; the work has to be organised
and knowledge
years thus equalizing and reducing
either in teams each student contributing at
level
the problem of different levels;
his skill, knowledge and specialty level or
teachers had to ‘raise the bar’ and
knowledge has to be conveyed and ‘equalized’
challenge the students.
within a team/group.
The test runs were incorporated
into existing courses, becoming
part of obligations – the motivation
was moderate (the final grades,
ECTS and opportunity to contribute
to international project); student
numbers were thus not problematic.

Students working with international
Participation in the project is voluntary,
peers achieve more interesting results,
the level of motivation is apriori quite high;
are higher motivated and gain more from
the reward of ECTS is not as high on the
Pool of
the programme;
student agenda as acquiring additional skills,
students and
getting sufficient number of students is
knowledge and work in international setting;
their motivation
one of the crucial issues for sustainable
nonetheless, getting sufficient student
study programme and its financial
numbers solely on the voluntary basis proved
viability.
to be hard work.

Teaching methods were set in
advance, along with the envisioned
tools and curricula; the flexibility
has been built-in; in test runs the
emphasis has been laid on the
process of learning and only partly
on the outcomes.

Teaching methods and tools are adapted
to: situation, student skill and knowledge
levels, site specifics, available mentors, etc;
possibilities to experiment with previously
unused tools; the process (learning,
experimenting) is more important than the
final project.

The content structure of the project
was set from the beginning; thematic
framework of proposed courses
had to be defined and fitted into an
overall programme; test runs have
been more flexible/open to changes.

The structure represents fundamental
framework and guidelines for work
(orientation) but is always adapted to
resources and specific topics – much more
opportunities to leave the set structure and
follow the new, emerging or potentially
interesting direction.

The programme is externally reviewed
The project had internal and external
(not field-specifically) with minor internal
reviewing system and was thus
assessment. Due to short duration of
constantly assessed and evaluated –
programme there is less time reserved for
these in themselves do not guarantee
assessment.
the quality but can help keep
In regard to quality assurance and previously
participants vigilant.
proposed ‘adapted’ directive the programme
does not cover the whole range of points.
The applicant for the project was
a private company (ADM), which
also led, (successfully) coordinated
the project and communicated with
the commisions; faculties have
been acting in the role of partners
and were to some extent relieved of
tedious duties.

2009

Mixing students with different skill and
knowledge levels can be stimulating
for less experienced students, but also
destimulating for more experienced –
caution with mixing is suggested.

Faculty of architecture in Ljubljana is
the leading partner and applicant, which
means that it has to divide its time between
organization, coordination and teaching at
the workshop; the workload for partners is
much reduced in the fields of organization
and coordination.

Teaching
methods and
tools

Teaching methods and tools have to
be sustainable: flexibility is good, too
much improvisation can result in failure
reaching set aims – in joint programmes
both the process (learning) and the
outcome (skills and knowledge gained)
are important.

Following the
envisioned
content
structure

Long run joint programmes need
fundamental and firm content structure,
as well as courses with defined thematic
framework. This sets them apart from
short term projects or workshops which
can add, remove or change directions
more easily.

Assessment
methods
/ Quality
assurance

The joint programme is subject to
intensive assessment at the start, but it
also needs long run quality assurance
criteria – the suggested criteria from
directive adapted to the field of virtual
space design seem viable candidates for
that purpose.

Leading and
managing or
‘who is the
boss?’

Joint programme needs advocates/
liasons at each partner institution; it is
good practice to have a leading partner
that can ‘end the debate and put things
into motion’; as outside managing
company is usually out of the question,
the intra faculty services can be used.

101
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After several short term projects, the practice, experience and time will show, whether the
partnership is ready to take the next step towards
shared or joint study programmes. But as mentioned before: joint programme organization needs
not always lead to joint accreditation processes.
Common curricular orientation with partner universities has in itself many advantages – tighter
inter-partnership cooperation, easier exchange of
students and teachers (on all levels) based on mutually established quality assurance, simplified decision making and a lot of ‘synchronized’ material
when applying for research or other projects. All
of these benefits also lead to certain knowledge,
experience, pedagogical, research and political
weight when partnership decides to address the
other parties.
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Electronic Health Record,
utopia or reality?
Current state of affairs of
Electronic Health Record
endeavors in United States
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Summary
It is general belief that medical electronic records can reduce medical errors, increase physician efficiency and reduce health care costs, as
well as promote standardization of care. However,
confusion caused by non-standardized terminology, lack of regulation and overwhelming financial
support explains current state of affairs in Health
Information Technology that is present non only
in United States but world-wide. This confusion is
caused by lack of clear leadership and vision that
would bring all involved parties in health care industry together to the common ground. Required
technology consistent of fast computer workstations, networks supported by world-wide-web do
exist, as well as software programs that can breach
lack of communication between different health
care electronic networks. Basic rules and regulations though limited to small health care networks also exist, as well as security “fire-walls”
that should prevent alienation of sensitive health
care information. However, ethical and regulatory
principles are scarce and confusing with lack of
clarity that will prevent abuse of widely accessible health care information. Upcoming future has
to improve and implement regulatory principles,
adapt current and introduce new laws and guidelines rather than to improve technology aspect of
EHR. Only in this manner, broad base utilization
of EHR will become reality and not a utopia.
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Introduction
Health Information technology (HIT) describes
several terms used for digitalized patients’ medical records: a) Electronic medical record (EMR);
b) Electronic patient record (EPR); c) Electronic
health record (EHR); and d) Computer-based patient record (CPR).
These terms have been used interchangeably
or generically but there are some specific differences identified. For example, an EMR or EPR is
defined as encapsulating a record of care provided
by a single site (e.g. hospital database of patient
encounter information, usually within one health
care organization – that is at “the local level”).
In contrast, an Electronic Health Record (EHR),
provides a longitudinal record of a patient’s care
carried out across different institutions and sectors
(e.g. individual record that conforms to nationally
recognized interoperability standards and that can
be created, managed, and consulted by authorized
clinicians and staff across more than one health
care organization). But such differentiations are
not consistently observed. Regardles of the afore
discussion, an electronic health record or electronic medical record is a patient’s health record that
has been compiled into a digital format.
It is generally accepted and believed that electronic records can reduce medical errors, increase
physician efficiency and reduce costs, as well as
promote standardization of care (1-20). However,
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confusion caused with terminology is an example
that explaines current state of affairs in HIT, not
only in U.S. but world-wide. That confusion entails lack of clear leadership, vision and financial
support that would bring all stakeholders in health
care business together to the common ground.
The technical advantages of the EHR implementation are following:
1. Replacement of paper-based medical record
which can be incomplete, fragmented
(different parts in different locations), hard to
read and (sometimes) hard to find. Provides a
single, shareable, up to date, accurate, rapidly
retrievable source of information, potentially
available anywhere at any time. Requires less
space and administrative resources (1).
2. Potential for automating, structuring and
streamlining clinical workflow (6).
3. Provision of integrated support for a wide
range of discrete care activities including
decision support, monitoring, electronic
prescribing, electronic referrals, laboratory
ordering and results display (3).
4. Maintain data and information trail that can be
readily analyzed for medical audit, research
and quality assurance, epidemiological monitoring, and disease surveillance.
5. Support for continuing medical education (6).
Based on the above technical and network advantages, the health care system would benefit in
the following areas:
1. Improved access to medical records. Medical
records must be kept for as long as 21 years
typically placed into long-term storage
areas. Electronic medical records would
enable health care organizations to access
old records instantenously, thereby allowing
them to exchange patient information in the
event of an emergency. For example, many
of EMR/EHR systems now offer integrated
Patient Portal or Personal Health Record
systems which allow patients and third
parties to access medical records with a
secure username and password (12).
2. Duplication of lab tests, diagnostic imaging,
work-ups, and other services can be prevented
by good record-keeping of any type decreasing
the cost of the health care (11).
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3. Potential clinical trial participants may
be more easily identified, administrative
overhead costs may be lessened, while
data errors could be reduced, and adverse
outcomes may more rapidly identified (18).
4. Improved billing accuracy. Although billing
is now mostly electronically filed, claims
often require additional documentation
from a patient’s medical record that is time
consuming task usually required to be
fullfilled by physicians (11).
The advantages of EMRs are obvious. However, current technology is still in development
and communication between different interested
health-care entities is heavily dependant on the
internet. Some believe that future implementation and utilization of EMR/EHR at national level
is 20% dependant on technology, and 80% on
governmental agencies, private sector initiative,
willingness of the market to embrace this technology and invest into further development, as well
as willingness of health care providers to use this
technology for their own benefits (11). In contrast,
patient would benefit by having his/her records
immediately available at any site or physician office. However, this sensitive information can be
used for wealth but also abused and endanger very
same patients via ID theft or misusing some of
sensitive information to deny health care service
either (4,7,13,15).
Current state of technology
There is a large number of certified software
solutions (>25) for complete or various aspects of
specialized health care (16). The most prominent
is VistA that is succesfully implemented in VA
hospitals (13). In addition to the program itself,
there is interoperability issue. It is usually one of
the major concerns for exchange of patient information between different entities. At the present
time, neither of the afore mentioned software solutions are able to communicate directly to each
other (13). However, this conundrum is addressed
by many published and endorsed protocols. The
most popular and utilized are (14, 15,16):
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HL7
A standardized messaging and text communications protocol between hospital and physician
record systems, as well as between practice management systems;
DICOM
An international communications protocol standard for representing and transmitting radiology
(and other) image-based data, sponsored by NEMA
(National Electrical Manufacturers Association);
ANSI X12 (EDI)
A transaction protocols used for transmitting
patient data, though mainly used for transmission
of billing data.
CONTSYS (EN 13940)
A system that supports continuity of care, record standardization. With utilization of these protocoos, different software programs can communicate to each other and provide so much needed
information exchange.
To access EHR, computer equipment is required, such as sufficient number of workstations,
laptops, or other mobile computers that must be
available to accommodate the number of healthcare providers at any one facility. Majority of the
hospitals already have computers and workstations in place (1,14,15).
The networking between the hospital, offices,
labs, and other servers are usually at the speed
similar to cable networking, therefore enabeling fast exchange of the information. If hospital
is unable to establish network by themselves, the
phone or cable companies may establish or provide needed network at adequate speed. In addition, new mobile technology may bypass many
problems of network hardware conectivity issues
(such as replace network cables with broad band
mobile phone lines) (15).
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EHR software ought to be backwards compatible with older technology so that existing technology infrastructure can be used.
In summary, the technology that would support broad network, communication and exchange
of EHR is available. The major problem in terms
of interoperability can be bypassed by utilization
of standard communication protocols (interfaces,
such as DICOM and HL7). The information can
be exchanged quickly and efficiently via broad
band networks. However, there are still no clear
front runners that would be able to unify EHR at
the level that could be utilized at local and national
stage and provide all above stated benefits.
Incorporation of technology into the
practice
If technology exists already, one could wonder
where are the obstacles to wide implementation of
HIT and EHR into daily practice? That question
leads us to some major problems in EHR system
deployment.
First, it is difficult to incorporate older, paper
records into an EHR system. At present time, the
only method would be scanning the documents
and retaining them as images. This issue is not
pertinent to old records only (20). Even with complete implementation of the electronic records,
some paper documents are created (e.g. paper
writen referral, signed informed consent, etc.) that
would require scanning and converting these documents into the images that would be “attached”
to the electronic medical record. In some way, this
“paper use” voids the whole purpose of electronic
records.
Long-term preservation and storage of records
would not represent a technical problem at present because the best technology would be utilized.
However, in near future, as improved storage options become available (e.g. less space needed for
large amount of information) an issue would arise
with transfer of data, given thentechnological advances, possibly comparable to an old 8mm home
made movie being transferred to high-definition
DVD format). This would create significant additional costs, for new technology, as well as for
the labor, as well as unavoidable delay while the
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transfer completes (15). In addition, there is no
consensus on the length of time required to store
EHRs, methods to ensure the future accessibility
and compatibility of archived data with yet-to-be
developed retrieval systems, and how to ensure the
physical and virtual security of the archives (14).
Synchronization of the HER
Once the EMR is generated and stored on the facility server, it has to be transferred (synchronized)
with the main-frame “national” server, or “accessibility portal” has to be created for. Theoretically, one
of the two models used, can address this issue (1):
1. A centralized data server solution, and
2. A peer-to-peer file synchronization program
(indipendent peer-to-peer networks exchanging information at request).
Privacy issues
A centralization of the records into the one main
data server (at national level) that would have data
on all patients treated in U.S., or peer-to-peer data
exchange over the broad band internet network,
raises major concerns and obstacles for full throtle implementation of electronic records, and that is
privacy and security of information. Recent revelations of “secure” data breaches at centralized data
repositories, in banking and other financial institutions, in the retail industry, and from government
databases, have caused concerns about storing
electronic medical records in a central location (7,
9,13). Records that are exchanged over the Internet are subject to the same security concerns as any
other type of data transaction over the Internet.
The regulations involving the cyber crimes and
cyber terrorism are still in their infancy. The most
significant federal statute, specifically addressing cyber crime is Counterfeit Access Device and
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984, amended
by the National Information Infrastructure Protection Act of 1996, which spell out the criminal prosecution for unauthorized access to and/or taking
the protected data, that include financial and credit
records, medical records, legal files, military and
national security files, as well as other confidential
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information in government and private computers. However, since the IT technology constantly
evolves, the new tools for commiting the cyber
crimes emerge, yet the law lags. Also, since the
internet has no physical or international boundaries, the lack of international laws regulationg
cyber crimes further complicates the issue. Even
with the use of very expensive forensic computer
footprinting, the question of lack of jurisdiction
arises, in case where such crimes are committed
from other countries.
The patient privacy and security of health information is addressed via Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) that was passed in
the U.S. in 1996 to establish rules for access, authentication, storage and auditing, as well and transmittal of medical records (17). However, HIPAA was
designed for medical records mainly stored in old
fashioned way. Though, more recently, HIPAA has
been updated to address restrictions for electronic
records more stringent than those for paper records.
However, there are still concerns as to the adequacy
of implementation of these standards (4-9, 15).
In addition to HIPPA, other legal isses stand
in the way of sucessful implementation of EHR,
that is Stark and Anti-kickback laws (4,17). While
these laws provide protection against federal fraud
and abuse, and impose criminal penalties, while
drafting these laws, Congress did not anticipate
interoperable EHRs that involve downstream relationships among different providers in different care settings. For example, there would be a
breach of Stark Act, if a hospital and doctor entered into an arrangement whereby hospital supplies equipment to the doctor as a condition of
granting access to the EHR network. As a result
of this uncertainty of legal consequences, healthcare providers remain reluctunt to invest in costly
HIT (3). A new provision into these laws voids
prosecution of the physicians and their healthcare
organizations if the EHR software, hardware and
network is provided to the outside physicians.
Guidelines and vision
As the ever-changing healthcare industry
evolves, the Federal government has set weak
guidelines that all healthcare organizations will
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have to comply with in regards to electronic health
transactions (17). President calls for the creation
of EHR networks for all, but federal investigators
report that there is no clear strategy to protect the
privacy of patients as the promotions of the electronic medical records expands throughout the
United States. In 2007, the Government Accountability Office reports that there is a “jumble of
studies and vague policy statements but no overall
strategy to ensure that privacy protections would
be built into computer networks linking insurers,
doctors, hospitals and other health care providers.”
The major problem is lack of accountability
among all the parties that are involved in the processing of electronic transactions including the
patient, physician office staff, and insurance companies, that are a key to successful advancement
of the EHR in the U.S. Supporters of EHRs have
argued that there needs to be a fundamental shift in
“attitudes, awareness, habits, and capabilities in the
areas of privacy and security” of individual’s health
records if adoption of an EHR is to occur. In other
words, there is lack of “momentum” that would
bring next leap into the future vehicled via EHR.
Lack of the “botttom-up“view/initiative
All cited initiatives, governmental agencies;
public and private organizations interested in this
subject discuss and demonstrate benefits as well
as risks on a broad-term basis. Hardly anybody
disputes that EHR is benefitial to the patient, despite the risk of potential privacy loss. Technology needed exists, but needs furhter tweaking and
clear gudelines that would lead to standardization
of the reports, communications (interfaces) and
data storage. Privacy and security of the information have to be fiercely guarded against unauthorized breaches, as well as clearly identifying who
will be allowed access to patient information other
than patient and their health care provider. The
stakeholders involved include (but this is by no
means an exhausetd list):
- Patients,
- Physicians (and other health care providers)
- Hospitals, clinics, health care systems,
- Ancilary services, such as independent
Laboratories and Imaging facilities,
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- Pharmacies,
- Health insurance plans
- Public health agencies.
Furthermore, the reality of health care in U.S.
today in general is facing multiple challenges.
Health care in U.S. is not centralized, but rather
fragmented, and unfortunately not readily accessible to all citizens. The payor mix is split between private and federal/state dollars. It is managed through private sector, as well as through
non-profit entities. Health insurance industry and
big Pharma function like the rest of corporate
America, where shareholders expect handsome
returns on their investment. Yet the two industries
have quite opposing interests, and which collide
through Washington D.C lobbying efforts. This
awkward interplay of forces has created “health
care industry”, which cannot freely form prices for
its services, yet it is expected to generate profits,
all within the ethical and legal framework, which
imposes rigid regulations and oversights creating
ever-increasing pressures to “improve quality and
safety”, ongoing education/certification requirements, ever-increasing malpractice insurance premiums, with reimburesement rates falling over the
course of last 20 years. It is hard to imagine how
to fit an effective EHR system in this framework,
which is already facing so many opposing forces,
which is criticised for eating up more and more of
GDP every year, yet is hemorrhaging tax-payers’
dollars through the multiple cracks in the system.
Potential solutions
1. Leadership/”top-down” implementation
Bearing in mind above problems, it is of paramount importance to centralize leadership and
guidance at the federal level. Only one agency
has to take the role of the ultimate “watch dog”
and oversee development and utilization of EHR
system. Under the President Obama’s American
and Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (21),
signed on Feb 17th , it is established within the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
– an Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology (ONC). This agency will
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coordinate efforts in all states, provide guidance
and recommendations in terms of technical matters, financial aid, resources, EHR program certification, security of the system and privacy of the
records, while at the same timel propose and coordinate efforts in establishing of legal milieu via
introduction of the House/Senate bills that would
further clarify use of current laws such as HIPPA,
Stark and Antikick-back laws.
They would coordinate State DOH offices
which would further oversee and execute HIT
implementation.
However, the ARRA states that HHS Secretary
has to appoint the ONC, who then needs to get
on to work on strategic plan to make the utilization of HER for each person in U.S. by 2014 happen, needs to appoint a Chief Privacy Officer no
later then 12 months after enactment of ARRA,
yet we don’t have an HHS Secretary yet. As of
tonight, the news came that there will be a formal
announcement of nomination of Kathleen Sebelius, Governor of Kansas, who “drew praise for
the consumer watchdog role she played as Kansas
insurance commissioner for 8 years before she became govern or” (MSNBC, Feb 28, 09)
2. Model
It is reasonable to assume that best model for
EHR for U.S. would be Hybrid system (combination of centralized system at the federal level
and current point-to-point EHR information exchange). This approach combines the advantages
of the federated and centralized systems. Every
health care provider (individual or group, office
or hospital-clinic-health care system) would store
detailed patient data related to their health care.
They would own, store and guard patient information. If this information is needed, other parties
would request release of health care information
in digital format obeying existing and current rules
of patient privacy governed by HIPPA regulations.
However, the same institutions would be required
to provide summary of patient care on regular time
intervals (e.g. yearly) to centralized database on
federal level. This “federal EHR” database would
integrate information from participants into a uniform format that would be available to third inter108

ested parties on request. Because this information
is stored in one centralized database, strict rules
of the engagement, security, and communication
would be easy to carry out, and would be governed by additional laws (if required) that would
protect patient privacy. The agency which would
oversee use, further improvement, regulation and
implementation of “federal EHR database” would
be HHS with ONC.
Please, note that in following example, EHR is
used to denote patient life-time health care record
at federal level, while EMR is used for patient
detailed record of each encounter. For example,
patient Joe Dow would have health care provided in XYZ hospital at associate PMD office.
His detailed EMR would be stored on XYZ EMR
server database. Yearly, XYZ hospital IT department would send summarized information about
Joe’s health care to “federal EHR database”. If
Joe needs health record in other state while having emergency visit to the health care provider,
the same health care provider would request EHR
from the “federal EHR database” with all necessary links to his detailed records hold by patient
original health care provider(s). If detailed EMR
is needed, emergency care health care provider
would be able to request EMR from his originating health care provider following informed and
signed consent for release of Medical records.
3. Technical matters and Certification
HHS/ONC would appoint Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology
(CCHIT) to be sole organization that would review and certify EMR software programs available to the health care industry use. They would
continue to develop criteria and inspection processes for each domain (Ambulatory, Behavioral
Health, Cardiovascular Medicine, Child Health,
Electronic Prescribing, Emergency Department,
Inpatient, Interoperability, Network, Personal
Health Records, Privacy & Compliance, Security), evaluate the market environment and available standards, draft and finalize certification requirements, as well as publish a future roadmap
of certification requirements, and developing test
scripts and a recommended certification process.
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Incompatibility issues between systems referring to user interface, system architecture and
functionality can vary significantly between suppliers’ products, would be solved by endorsement
and requirement by HHS/ONC-CCHIT that each
of utilized EMRs in U.S. have to have output of
patient health information (data) in standardized
manner (via HL7 and DICOM, for example).
Therefore, each EMR would be able to send and
receive information in the “same language” that
would be updated as CCHIT approves pending on
technology improvements.
4. Technology upgrades, education and
oversight
Implementation and continuing upgrades of the
EMRs would be the responsibility of the health
care providers under the overview of the State
DOH that would participate in financial matters
needed to implement HIT. However, that could
not be done without the continuing support/education of software engineers/vendors.
Patients will undoubtedly benefit from having available record in minimal time frame anywhere in the world (via world-wide-web). But,
patients will risk loss of privacy and inability to
control who will be authorized to see and review
their health care records. At the present, there
are strict rules governed by HIPPA who can and
cannot obtain medical record information. However, once the information is centralized at federal level, there is no mechanism to guarantee that
patient sensitive record information will not be
available to third parties without patient authorization. ARRA provides limited restrictions can be
requested for certain disclosures, but only if it pertains to healthcare item paid for entirely by out-ofpocket, or “to the extent practicable”. (21; pg:150151). For example, “life” or “disability” insurance
agency would be able to request and obtain patient EHR without patient authorization if federal
agency (HHS/ONC) have a contract with the same
institution, or someone within the agency releases
this information finding their request appropriate.
In addition, if federalized EHR database is supported and managed by outside vendors, who will
oversee these vendors that patient information is
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not reviewed or released to outside world without
authorization?
Who will benefit from above introduced changes?
Physicians (and other individual health
care providers)
Health care providers will benefit from the prospective of having available patient EMR when
needed. Therefore, providers as users of EMR will
benefits as well as the patients. However, providers as EMR data “feeders” will not.
At first, entering information into the EMR is
time consuming; it is dependant on technology
support within the office or hospital, speed of information exchange, and availability of the computer workstations. Multiple community blogs,
where physicians lay out their opinions, argue that
they’d be slowed down by having to deal with
this, and will have to see fewer patients/day. They
also worry about how long will it take to learn to
use it, and certainly that physicians who are nearing retirement would find this too effort and timeconsuming, as well as having no time to recoup
their investment in HIT (22).
Secondly, purchase and EMR maintenance is
costly endeavor. The incentive structure set forth
by the ARRA has been argued as “too aggressive”
(23). What is implies is that physicians that are
“early adopters”, starting in 2011 will receive up
tp $44,000 ($48,400 for shortage areas) in reimburesement from Medicare/Medicaid, spread over
5 years. The reimburesements are phased out in
2014, and penalties kick in 2016 (23). Many physicians have current difficulties with reimbursements for their services from Medicare/Medicaid,
and they are sceptical about ever getting these, not
to mention the additional paperwork involved to
submit for these reimbursements (24). The latest
punch was the announcement from Obama’s administration that 20% cuts to Medicare reimbursements are planned to help pay for “healthcare
reform”. Therefore, it is not difficult to see how
all these problems affect the enthusiasm of even
the most optimistic among HIT-supporting physicians, not to mention the non-supporters.
Therefore, the schedule is too aggressive, there
is time needed to integrate HIT education into
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residency training programs, like suggested by
ARRA, and let those that oppose and obstruct the
implementation see the benefits first-hand, or retire. Also, there should be more tangible financial
assistance, possibly a combination of grants/low
cost-loans/tax incentives before the purchase of
technology, not spread-out in 5 years afterwards..
Hospitals, clinics, health care systems
As previously described, large health care units
would probably benefit from implementation and
maintenance of EMR. The best example and success story is VistA and VA hospital system. Because they are “closed” system with wide network
of hospital, clinics and offices, they are responsible
for Vista EMR maintenance and have no problems
with individual health care provider’s financial issues because all of them are their employees. This
could be an example and guidance for implementation of EMR in large health care units. However,
it does not solve the problem of individual health
care providers unless these large health care systems are able to provide EMR and hospital organization connection to individual providers without
fear of Antikick-back and Stark law provisions.
Ancilary services, such as independent Laboratories and Imaging facilities, will easily fit into
obligatory EMR implementation because their reporting systems would not require complete patient
record. They can depend on smaller EMR software
versions that are related to their specific area of expertise. Because the CCHIT would require that any
purchased complete or subspecialty EMR has the
same standardized data output (governed by HIPPA
regulations), their cost would be minimal and easily
incorporated into the operational cost.
Pharmacies benefit from EHR/EMRs through
patient health record accuracy and error minimization of medication prescriptions. Just like individual physician offices, small pharmacies will
need State financial aid to purchase and maintain
their specialized EMR, but the benefit of error
elimination will overcome the operational cost.
Health insurance plans will benefit the most.
They will be able to tap EHR and access needed
information instantenously, which would most likely greatly reduce their operating costs. Hopefully,
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this would result in their ability to pass on savings
to insured individuals and entities, as well as improve reimburesements rates to providers, which
have been plummeting in the past 20 years. However, they would pose the highest risk to security
and patient privacy, due to the sheer numbers of
non-health providing employees and business associates. Therefore, their operation would have to
be strictly overseen by state and federal DOH agencies, as well as to strictly abide by existing and any
new laws and regulations that would protect patient
privacy. Most recent example in New York, where
Office of NYS Attorney Andrew Cuomo has revealed UnitedHealth Group’s subsidiary Ingenix
has been creating their own database of “customary and reasonable fees” (25), resulting in underpayments to providers and imposing excessive fees
to insureds, shows that health insurance industry
needs to much closer oversight of their practices.
ARRA has created stiff civil and criminal penalties for HIT security breaches, however, the
health care reform as a whole will not be able to
make headway, unless a legal mandate for transparency is enacted.
Public health agencies would be able to study
health care problems, trends, and disease and epidemiologic changes via analysis of the centralized
EHR database. Again, patient privacy and security
issues have to be addressed and appropriate regulations included in HIPPA law to govern this data
analysis.
Security, ethical matters; privacy and confidentiality issues remain a significant problem. Any
new HIT advances will be likely introduced via
public and private sector, newly formed vendors
will participate in network and program maintenance, and patient information will be at the risk
of being accessed by unauthorized personnel.
Even if these issues are addressed and access protected by strict rules and regulations, EMR and
EHR database will continue to be in constant danger of being breeched and accessed (hacked) from
anywhere in the world via world-wide-web (internet). This is and will remain the most worrisome
problem in HIT future.
In summary, regardless of the high desire to
unify EHR at federal level, as well as presence of
technology that can be utilized to achieve above
goal, there are substantial problems to be solved
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and regulate before the unification and communication of EHR at all levels can be achieved. It
will require substantial funding, support and regulation of the responsible lawmaking agencies that
will protect consumer (patient) from abuse and
confidentiality breaches, while enabling to all parties involved an access to medical information.
In addition, an existence of public “watch-dog”
groups are of crucial importance to monitor and
alarm public from potential abuses of the system
by governmental agencies, insurance companies,
as well as healthcare providers. Regardless of the
pros and cons for unified EHR at broad federal
or state level(s), only future and utilization of the
same with its related errors and improvements
will show how much of confidential health care
information share and exchange will be “freedom” of information for well care of society, or
governmental/insurances’ nuisance and “freedom control” act. This vulnerability of broad base
EHR implementation is caused by scarce ethical
and regulatory principles that lack clarity which
should prevent abuse of widely accessible health
care information. Upcoming future has to improve
and implement regulatory principles, adapt current and introduce new laws and guidelines, rather
than to improve technology aspect of EHR, that
will hopefully convert this utopia into reality.
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What kind of citizens we
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Summary
The philosophy of establishing educational institutions and schools is preparing students to perform in society as active citizens. Thus, schools
are expected to organize their curricula in such a
way that students, after experiencing general education, acquire necessary qualification to go on
their social life and establish an effective interaction with others. The purpose of this study was to
determine the place of citizenship education in
Iranian educational system. The main questions of
the research were as follow:
1. What are the qualities of a good citizen for
Iranian society?
2. How much attention is paid to the values
and qualities of citizenship at the stage
of programs design, implementation and
evaluation?
The present study employed a survey in which
the teachers’ perceptions in secondary schools in
Tehran, the capital city of Iran, are investigated.
The samples are selected through a random stratified sampling method.
In this research a questionnaire is administrated
consisting of two sections; the first section is related to the good citizen qualities and the second
section includes the adaptation of curricula with
these qualities.
The following stages have been employed by
research:
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1. Documentary study: For developing the
first section of questionnaire a primary form
based on the works conducted by Ichlov
(1990); Dynneson (1992); Holden (1999);
Lee (2004); G. Benn (2000); Prior (2005), ...
has been developed. From this documentary
study the good citizen characteristics have
been drawn and organized in three domains;
civic knowledge, civic abilities, and civic
attitudes. For studying the degree of
attention to good citizenship characteristics
in school curricula, research uses a modal
proposed by Beauchamp (1998) consists
of three main domains; curriculum design,
curriculum implementation and curriculum
evaluation.
2. Pilot study: A pilot study was conducted
with 30 participants, based on that; data has
been analyzed, employing psychometric
techniques, specially loading factor and
discrimination index. Then, through a faceto-face interview with a few university
professors, the questionnaires items have
been modified.
3. Field study: The final instrument is implemented and the result has analyzed by
different descriptive and inferential statistics
(one sample t test, ANOVA …)
Key words: Citizenship Education, Civic Education. School activities.
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Introduction
The effective citizenship education is, certainly
one of the most important concerns of educational
systems all around the world. The conducted researches in both developing & developed countries prove that the educational authorities in these
states among their other activities have given
the priority to the education of “good citizens”
through developing various educational programs
with a great will and attention.
As a recently published report on civic education study of the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) has
noted. “All societies have a continuing interest in
the way their young people are prepared for citizenship, and also the way they learn to take part
in public affairs” (ACER, 2009; Torney – Purta,
Schwille & Amadeo, 1999, P. 12 ; Amadeo, 2008).
In this report, it is said that active citizenship education has become one of the key objectives of
Curriculum in Australia. (Kennedy & Hughes,
1999,P.39), and also in the chapter related to
Canada, it is reported that there is an increasing
perception of citizenship and teaching citizenship
education is the schools main role (Sears, Clarke
& Hughes, 1999, P.129; Bank, 2004)
At the same time, number of researches conducted in other parts of the world including developing countries, indicate the increasing interests in the citizenship education in the educational
systems of these countries. For instance, those
researches conducted by Lee Wing On (1999) on
studying the Asian educational leaders perceptions as well as other related studies, emphasize
the necessity of citizenship education and understanding it’s position in the developing countries.
(Lee,1999). Nonetheless, though reasons of interest in citizenship education between developing
and developed countries are significantly different,
it seems that their purposes are more or less the
same. In other words, a large range of researches’
studies and scientific efforts have been focused on
this fundamental domain all around the world and
so many various research institutions and associations have been established in this respect.
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Definition of Fundamental Concepts:
To start discussion, the three fundamental concepts; citizenship definitions, domains and types
of citizenship education, and different curriculum
approaches in relation with citizenship education
will be examined.
1. Citizenship Concept
There is no consensus on citizenship definitions. For instance some specialists define it as a
set of knowledge, attitude and behavior that are
essential for life success. (Pittman, 1991; Brolin,
1995; Craig et al, 2005). Other writers argue that
citizenship includes abilities such as inter-personal
communication, reasonable decision making, conflict resolution and perform social responsibilities
[Fathi, 2001; WHO. 1994].
- Citizenship refers to the relationship
between the individual and the state, and
among individuals within a state.
- Citizenship education is the preparation
of individuals to participate as active and
responsible citizens in a democracy.
Beyond these definitions, there is significant
variation in belief about what constitutes an adequate model of citizenship, as well as an effective
approach to citizenship education. The relationship between groups and the state are part of the
on-going debate.
In stanton’s view, also, citizenship include how
people communicate with each other and how conduct their life daily life affairs (Stanton et al, 1980).
In this respect, citizenship is defined as some essential qualification’s to increase social and psychological abilities so that machine able to manage
needs, hardships and daily life Pressures effectively
[Individual Selby, 2000]. In a general concept, citizenship is a collection of abilities that cause some
positive and adaptive behaviors which are essential
for happiness and success in daily life.
However, it has always been easier to define
what is meant by a citizen than to conceptualize
citizenship per se. The former normally refers to
those individuals who are involved in and help influence a nation’s decision-making process; or as
113
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Aristotle put it so many years ago, “a citizen is ...
one who has a share both in ruling and in being
ruled” (1962: 131). A citizen, then, has a role to
play in the political process. Citizenship, on the
other hand, is more closely tied to a national identity than a political process. As such, the notion of
citizenship has always been problematic.
This is primarily because individuals, who
make up the citizenry of a country, have disparate
views regarding their identity depending upon
where they sit on the social, economic, ethnic and
religious continuum; it also depends upon what
they value. As a result, some individuals, or indeed groups, may feel disenfranchised and disempowered in the adoption of a certain definition
while others may feel that any definition which is
mooted should always give them certain privileges and advantages because, after all, they were the
original inhabitants of the country.
Governments, which attempt to encourage the
development of a national culture and identity,
grapple with the plethora of ideologies, systems
and behaviors which, theoretically at least, express
a concept of citizenship. This is done in order to
maintain solidarity nationally, as well as to present
a united front internationally. How successful have
these attempts been at identity formation? Does one
really know what it means to be an Iranian, American, or a Malaysian? Can citizenship ever mean
more than simply the geographical location where
one as it relates to Iran resides, or is it something
which does in fact exist in the collective unconscious of a particular people and can, if diligently
sought out, be brought to a conscious level?
In painting a picture of citizenship, several factors begin to emerge. First, citizenship is not so
much a tangible entity as a nebulous construct in
the minds of individuals. Some may see it as patriotism or even jingoism, others as ethics and morals, some as myths and legends, while still others
as mere geographic location.
Second, it is an expression of individual perceptions as well as of the collective mindset of a
country; of the amorphous mass we call “society”.
We are all citizens, but we are citizens with others,
of something.
Third, citizenship is dynamic rather than static
in nature, and particularly so regarding perceptions which occur between generations. Changes
114

in perception within a generation are less likely to
occur, due in part, to the subversive role played by
personal experience, private prejudice and one’s
historical milieu.
Fourth, some will want to be responsible citizens, while others, at the risk of sounding pejorative or condescending, will prefer to be irresponsible and hedonistic ones. To paraphrase J.F. Kennedy, some citizens will ask “what can I do for
my country? While others will ask “what can my
country do for me?”
Fifth, some will see the notion of citizen as a dictum handed down from above and one in which they
have little or no say, as is the case under totalitarian
rule. Others will want, and expect, a fair say in the
affairs of their country, as is the possibility in more
democratically orientated systems of government.
Citizenship, then, is basically about an identity
which individuals have regarding the values they
hold for themselves, as well as for the community
in which they live. By contrast, civics has more
to do with understanding how one is governed,
so that civic duties can be successfully executed
(Milner, 2007).
As a result of such diversity in construct variables, citizenship needs to be seen as a broad rather than narrow concept. As such, it is expected that
the notion of citizenship will only have pragmatic
effect if all players see it as being under girded
by principles such as understanding, tolerance and
diversity; for, without such agreement, there is no
starting point for any dialogue.
The self-serving bias found in individuals as
well as in any community’s subgroups may need
to be subordinated to certain norms which relate to
the common good, which make community possible, and so make citizenship workable.
2. Domains of Citizenship
Four major domains of citizenship are commonly distinguished: civil, political, socio-economic, and cultural or collective dimensions. The
first three were identified by T.H. Marshall after
the Second World War, and the fourth has emerged
since then. These four domains of modern citizenship are dynamic and interconnected in a complex
interaction within a global context.
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The civil domain of citizenship refers to a way
of life where citizens define and pursue commonly held goals related to democratic conceptions of
society. It inscribes fundamental community values, the limits of governmental decision making
in relation to the individual citizen, and the rights
of private interest groups and associations (Bogdanor, 1991). It includes freedom of speech, expression and equality before the law, as well as the
freedom of association and access to information.
The political domain of citizenship involves
the right to vote and to political participation. Free
elections are key to this immersion of citizenship,
as is the right to freely seek political office. In
other words, political citizenship refers to political rights and duties with respect to the political
system (Kerr et al, 2004)
The socio-economic domain of citizenship refers to the relationship between individuals in a
societal context and to rights of participation in
political spaces. The definition of social and economic rights includes the rights to economic wellbeing, for example, the right to social security, to
work, to minimum means of subsistence and to a
safe environment. Social citizenship refers to the
relations between individuals in a society and demands loyalty and solidarity. Economic citizenship refers to the relation of an individual towards
the labor and consumer market and implies the
right to work and to a minimum subsistence level.
The cultural or collective domain of citizenship
refers to the manner in which societies take into
account the increasing cultural diversity in societies, diversity due to a greater openness to other cultures, to global migration and to increased
mobility. Cultural citizenship refers to awareness
of a common cultural heritage. This component
includes the quest for recognition of collective
rights for minorities. The culture state relationship
is based upon human rights which recognize an
anthropological dimension of a person, and which
imply a certain conception of human beings,
their dignity, and the affirmation of legal equality
against all forms of discrimination on the basis of
membership in a particular group or category.
These four domains hold implications for the
process of citizenship (Veldhuis, 1997). The political domain requires knowledge of the political system, democratic attitudes, and participa2009

tory skills. The socioeconomic domain requires
knowledge of social relations in society and social
skills; as well as vocational training and economic
skills for job-related and other economic activities. The cultural domain requires knowledge of
the cultural heritage, history and basic skills such
as good literacy skills.
Minimally, democracy requires the protection
of the political and personal rights of citizens, including those in the minority. This depends upon
the rule of law (constitutionalism) and civil society. In an autonomous civil society, individuals join together voluntarily into groups with
self-designated purposes to collaborate with each
other through mechanisms of political parties and
establish through freely contested elections a system of representative government. If individuals
are to know, analyze and appraise democracy in
their country or elsewhere, they must be able to
comprehend the idea of ‘civil society’, to assess
the activities of civil society organizations, and to
connect their knowledge of this idea to other concepts, such as constitutionalism, individual rights,
representation, elections, majority rule, and so
forth (Patrick, 1996). The interminable debate on
citizenship makes reference to all or any of these
domains, to deal with issues of national identity,
human rights, ways of belonging, and citizens’ responsibilities to each other and to the state.
3. Curriculum approaches in citizenship
education
Citizenship education through curriculum can
be organized In different ways. Two significant
forms in this respect are, first, education through
distinguished curriculum (in which a specific
school curriculum for life skills is developed) and
second, education through an integrated curriculum (in which life skills Concept integrated within
various curricula) there are enough evidences that
prove the effectiveness of these two approaches
(Lee, 1999; Prior, 2005, Torney - Porta, 1991).
Employing each of these forms requires some
basic considerations in different stages of curriculum design, implementation and evaluation. In Islamic Republic of Iran which curriculum system
is developing in centralized manner, there is no in115
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dependent curriculum under the title of citizenship
education at primary school level, but citizenship
education are thought through other school curricula thus, the present study focuses on the degree
of attention to these citizenship qualities in stages
of curriculum design, implementation and evaluation at primary school level.
4. Religious Citizenship
Based on the various reasons for paying attention to the citizenship education in Islamic Republic of Iran, one can say, that the ideal citizen in the
society of Iran is one who is able to behave in accordance to the publicly accepted value framework.
So the considered citizen for the society of Iran is
the religious one. Religious citizenship is defined
as a citizenship through which every individual be
familiar with his rights in a religious society and at
the same time be aware of his responsibilities and
commitments toward other groups and citizens of
the same community (Hudson, 2001).
Various factors called the reasons of interest to
pay attention to the citizenship education in Iran
have gradually introduced the importance and the
necessity of including citizenship education in
school curricula, in particular, and in society in
general. In educational system of Iran that is centralized and all the curriculum decisions are made
at the central level, some fundamental changes in
the schools’ text books, specially, social science
are observed, so that the contents of such books
are continuously changing and revising to prepare
some suitable and ideal citizens(Kiwan, 2009).
According to the ministry of education, the lesson “citizenship education ” as an arbitrary lesson
will be introduced to schools from next year (Ministry of Education, 2007). Further more, the central curriculum departments have been required
to include citizenship values and concepts in the
schools’ curricula and also, many teachers, will be
trained regarding citizenship and it’s administration at the national level. (Ibid, P.4)
Besides formal programs in educational system of Iran, the informal educational activities are
also considerable. In this respect, municipalities,
specially, in Tehran, (the capital city of Iran) are
administrating various programs including dif116

ferent forms of family education, citizen rights
and so on and many organizations are involved in
preparing school camping, especially, in summer
when schools are closed. In this extra-curriculum,
the citizenship education is directly and indirectly
conducted. (Fathi, 2000. P.14). The importance
and necessity of increasing the public conception
and awareness regarding citizenship education at
the national level in Iran has led the present study
as the first step to consider the characteristics of
good citizen and also it studies the consistency of
schools curricula with those characteristics based
on the view points of secondary school teachers.
Research Questions
The present study is to answer the following
main and secondary questions:
A) Main questions
1. What are the characteristics of a good citizen
based on the view points of school teachers?
2. How much consistency is there between
these characteristics and schools curricula?
Methodology
The present study employs a survey in which
the teachers’ perceptions are investigated. The
population of this research is the Tehran’s secondary school teachers and the samples are selected
through a random stratified sampling method1.
The following table shows sampling design:
Table 1. Sampling Design
Population size

Sample size

female

20566

270

male

12709

166

total

33275

436

In this research a questionnaire is administrated consisting of two sections; the first section is
related to the good citizen characteristics and the
second section includes the adaptation of curricula with these characteristics. For developing the
first section of questionnaire a primary form has
2009
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been developed, based on the works conducted by
Ichlov (1990); Dynneson (1992); Holden (1999);
Lee (1999); Fathi and Diba (2000); G. Benn
(2000); Prior (2000), and from which the good
citizenship items have been drawn and organized
in three domains; civic knowledge, civic abilities,
and civic attitudes. Civic knowledge is some essential information that a good citizen must posses. The civic abilities refer to the essential life
skills, and the civic attitudes are related to the citizens’ beliefs and viewpoints.
The questionnaire’s reliability has been calculated through two methods: Alpha coefficient
(0.70) and Split-half (0.71) and the results confirm
the instrument reliability.
Results
Analysis of findings based on the main questions includes two sections; Characteristics of
citizen and the degree of attention to citizenship
characteristics in school curricula.

Section one:
Good citizenship charactristics
The descriptive data in three domains; civic
ability, civic attitude and civic knowledge based
on the mean is as follows:
Table 2. Domains Mean
Domains

Mean

Civic Knowledge
Civic Abilities
Civic Attitudes

3.48
4.02
4.08

As it is observed, based on Iranian teachers’
perceptions, the civic attitude receives more importance and emphasis, then the civic abilities,
and finally the civic knowledge. This emphasis
is consistent with other research findings (Prior,
2000), due to the fact that in the similar researches,
attitudes and abilities have been considered more
important than knowledge.
However, the one sample t-test result shows
that all subjects agree with good citizenship characteristics listed in the questionnaire.
The data in the following table shows this point:

Table 3. One Sample t – test results for domains
Domains

X

µ

t-value

Level of significance

Civic Knowledge
Civic Ability
Civic Attitude.

3.49
4.02
4.08

3
3
3

15.16
32.47
36.10

.001
.001
.001

Table 4. Comparison of qualities related to civic knowledge by sex

2009

level of
significance

rank

t –value

mean

female

rank

Knowledge of government’s structure and function
(at regional and national level)
Knowledge of main political parties views and
beliefs in the society
Knowledge of current events in the society
Knowledge of societies’ current situation
Knowledge of social laws and regulations
Knowledge of personal rights
Knowledge of international rights
Knowledge of historical changes of society

male
mean

Characteristics
related to
civic knowledge

sex

3.55

6

3.09

6

6.23

0.01

3.46

8

2.95

9

5.84

0.01

3.67
3.34
4.14
4.07
3.48
3.59

3
9
1
2
7
5

3.33
3.06
3.87
3.88
3.08
3.24

3
8
2
1
7
5

4.06
3.23
3.01
2.21
3.88
3.90

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.001
0.001
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According to table 3, in the all three domains,
empirical mean is higher than the theoretical
mean, and the difference is significant (a = .001).
Thus subject’s attitude toward the good citizens’
characteristics is positive and all main domains
from the teacher’s perception are important.

women put more emphasis on the civic knowledge
domains. The following table shows this:
Table 5. Independent- samples t-test for civic
knowledge by sex. Civic Abilities
Standard
Level of
t-value
deviation
significance
Male 32.99
5.56
5.29
0.001
Female 29.90
6.23
Sex

A) Civic knowledge
Regarding the civic knowledge domain, 9 characteristics have been listed in the questionnaire
More over, teacher’s perception about characteristics related to civic knowledge by sex is as
follows:
As it is observed in the table 4, the first three
priorities for male and female teachers are almost
the same. These priorities are: Knowledge of personal rights, Knowledge of social laws and regulations, and Knowledge of current society’s events.
It seems in relation to what is going on in the Iranian society; the above characteristics have, actually, practical values.
The inferential data shows that between the two
male and female groups, regarding the emphasis on
the civic knowledge’s domains, there is a significant difference (a = 0.001), and men compared with

mean

In relation with civic abilities, eleven characteristics were listed in the questionnaire for teachers to show preference.
The obtained priorities based on the sex are as
follows:
Referring to the descriptive data, for male
teachers the three main items are: reciprocal respect, fulfillment of responsibility, and practical
commitment to law. Female teachers, in sequence,
have also emphasized on fulfillment of responsibility, reciprocal respect and practical commitment to law. It seems regarding main items (priorities), there is an agreement between the two male
and female groups.
Inferential data indicates that in relation with
the degree of emphasis on civic abilities between
the two male and female groups, there is a sig-

Table 6. Civic abilities by sex
sex
level of
significance

rank

t –value

mean

female
rank

male
mean

Characteristics related to civic abilities

Ability to participate with others

3.933

11

3.60

9

3.68

0.01

Ability to mutual understanding

4.11

4

3.90

6

3.30

0.01

Ability to autonomy behavior

4.02

9

3.88

7

1.75

0.01

Ability to behave based on ethical and
religious value

5.05

8

3.91

5

1.89

-----

Ability to make wise decisions

4.15

5

3.95

4

2.56

-----

Ability to dialogue

4.07

7

3.84

7

2.72

0.01

Respecting others rights

4.40

1

4.18

2

2.82

0.01

Practical commitment to law

4.23

3

4.14

3

1.04

-----

Fulfillment of social and family
responsibilities

4.36

2

4.24

1

1.44

----

Ability to criticize and analyze

4.10

6

3.18

10

3.41

0.01

Ability to obtain essential information

3.94

10

3.76

8

2.20

0.05
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nificant difference (a = .001). The following table
shows this point:
Table 7. Independent- samples t-test for civic
abilities by sex. Civic Attitudes
standard
level of
t-value
deviation
significance

Sex

mean

Male

45.48

5.82

Female 43.19

8.13

3.32

0.001

Nine items were listed in the questionnaire for
teachers to show preference.
It is observed that from female teachers’ perception the three main priorities are; sense of
patriotism, sense of appreciation toward cultural
heritage, and sense of tolerance. Relatively, male

teachers emphasize on sense of patriotism, concern for the welfare of self and others, and the
sense of tolerance. Thus, these two groups share
two items.
The inferential data shows that between the
male and female groups, regarding the degree of
attention toward civic attitudes no significant difference is observed. The following table shows
this point:
Table 9. Independent- samples t-test for civic attitude’s domain by sex.
Standard
Level of
t-value
deviation
significance

Sex

mean

Male

37.28

4.27

Female 36.37

6.33

1.68

-----

Table 8. Civic attitudes by sex
The priority of civic attitudes by sex variable is as follow:
sex
Level of
significance

rank

t –value

mean

female
rank

male
mean

Characteristics related to civil attitude

Acceptance of diversity within community

3.83

9

3.60

9

2.96

0.01

Autonomy in beliefs

3.99

7

3.19

8

2.60

0.01

Concern for the welfare of self and others

4.30

2

4.10

5

2.75

0.01

The sense of patriotism

4.33

1

4.36

1

0.33

-----

Acceptance of authority by those in power

4.20

5

4.15

4

0.60

-----

Sense of tolerance within society

4.27

3

4.17

3

1.52

-----

Ready to question and be questioned

4.18

6

4.06

6

1.45

-----

Sense of appreciation toward cultural,
national and religious heritage

4.21

4

4.22

2

0.11

----

Optimistic sense

3.90

8

3.83

7

0.84

----

Table 10. ANOVA results by education factor
Domains
Civic 16.80
Knowledge
Civic Ability
Civic Attitude

2009

source of
variations (sv)

sum of
squares (ss)

degree of Mean square
freedom (df)
(ms)

between groups

50.41

3

16.80

within groups

15778.01

423

37.30

between groups

70.10

3

23.36

within groups

21670.53

417

51.96

between groups

183.20

3

61.06

within groups

13017.81

417

31.21

F

level of
significance

0.45

-----

0.45

------

1.95

------
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To identify the effects of education factor on the
samples perceptions, at first the education factor
has been classified in four levels; diploma, post diploma, B.A.(B.S), and M.A.(M.S). Then the Oneway ANOVA was employed to compare the different perceptions among the four mentioned levels:
As it is observed, on the above table, in three domains, there is no significance difference between
samples perceptions by their education (a = 0.05).
Section two:
The degree of attantion to citizenship
qulities in school curricula

percent in average, 38 percent in low & 10 percent very low, while only 1 percent of respondents
evaluated very high & 6 percent evaluated high.
Generally speaking, the respondent’s evaluation
on the degree of attention to citizenship education
is not at a good level.
The referential data shows that the male and
female perceptions on the degree of attention to
citizenship characteristics in curriculum design
are not significantly difference (a =0.05). Table12
shows this point:
Table 12. Independent-samples t-test results for
curriculum design stage by sex
Sex

In the second section of research, teachers have
been required to evaluate the degree of school’s
curricula adaptation with citizenship characteristics. In this respect, there were three secondary questions posed in relation to the adaptative
degree of curriculum design, curriculum implementation, and curriculum evaluation. The main
results in this regard are as follows:

Male
7.53
Female 7.46

standard
level of
t-value
deviation
significance
2.03
----0.31
2.15

Analysis the effects of education factor on teachers perceptions through ANOVA also showed that
there is no significant difference (a =0.05) between
samples perceptions with various education levels.
The following table 13 shows this point:

A) The degree of attention to citizenship
education in curriculum design:
Three questions have been listed in the questionnaire to study teachers’ perceptions on degree of attention to citizenship characteristics in curriculum
design. Table 11 shows the descriptive findings:
As it’s observed, teachers perceptions of the
degree of curriculum adaptation is as follow; 43

mean

B) The degree of attention to citizenship
characteristics in curriculum
implementation stage
Nine questions have been included in questionnaire to study teacher’s perceptions in relation to
the degree of curriculum implementation adaptation with citizenship characteristics.

Table 11.  Description findings by the degree of attention to citizenship characteristic at curriculum
design stage.
Scale Questions

Very high
f
fi

High
f
fi

Average
f
fi

Low
f

fi

very low
f
fi

mean

Is any attention paid to citizenship
characteristics in the development 4
of Curriculum objectives?

0.009

28

%6

204

%47 167 %38

31

%7

2.55

Is any attention paid to citizenship
characteristics in the design of
6
school textbooks content?

%1

28

%6

180

%41 174 %40

46

%10

2.47

Is any attention paid to citizenship
characteristics in designing of
3
supplementary materials?

0.007

33

%7

177

%41 156 %36

61

%14

2.44

%1

89

%6

561

%43 497 %38 138 %10

2.49

Total
120

13
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Table 13. One-way ANOVA results for curriculum adaptation in design stage by education factor.
source of variations

sum of
squares

degrees of
freedom

Mean
squares

Between groups

10.43

3

3.47

Within groups

1844.05

422

4.37

F value

Level of significance

0.79

--------

Table 14.  Descriptive findings regarding the degree of attention to citizenship education in curriculum
implementation stage.
Questions included in very low the
curriculum Implementation stage.

Very high
f

fi

high
f

fi

average
f

fi

low
f

very low
fi

f

fi

mean

Will the teacher’s treatment with students
lead to suitable Opportunities for citizenship
education?

22

%5 70 %16 228 %52 79 %18 35 %8 2.91

Will the student’s interaction lead to suitable
opportunities for citizenship education

20

%4 81 %18 199 %46 112 %26 18 %4 2.93

33

%7 81

Is the schools atmosphere suitable for
citizenship Education?

11

%2 41 %9 208 %48 126 126 43 %10 2.65

Do the schools present rules and regulations
pave the way for Citizenship education?

15

%3 51 %11 204 %47 124 %29 34 %7 2.74

Do the schools extra curricula’s activities
pave the way for citizenship Education?

38

%8 89 %20 129 %20 134 %31 41 %9 2.88

Do the schools provide the students with
opportunities to play Citizenship roles ?

10

%2 49 %11 155 %36 164 %38 51 %11 2.54

Do teachers employ the cooperative methods
20
in the process of teachings?

%4 59 %13 157 %36 146 %34 47 %11 2.67

Is there any reciprocal and effective
interaction between school and other
institutions (Family, organizations, …)
regarding citizenship Education?

9

%2 35 %8 131 %30 164 %38 92 %21 2.31

Total

17

%

Are schools teachers, administrators and
other staff, practically, committed to
citizenship Education in schools?

55

%18 197 %45 95 %22 23 %5 3.01

%

10

%

11

%

38 %9

3

Table 15. Independent-samples t-test results for curriculum implementation stage by sex
Sex
Male
Female

mean
23.45
25.76

standard deviation
6.07
6.47

The following table shows the descriptive findings in this respect.
As it observed, only 4 percent of respondents
have chosen the choice “very high” and 14 percent
of them choice high and the majority of samples
2009

t-value

level of significance

3.71

.001

(%70) didn’t record a good evaluation. Referential
data in relation with male and female perceptions
is shown in the following table.
There is a significant difference between male
and female sample’s perceptions regarding curric121
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Table 16. One-way ANOVA results for curriculum implementation stage by education factor
source of variations sum of squares degrees of freedom Mean squares F value Level of significance

Between groups
Within groups

912.01

3

314.01

15510.77

407

38.11

7.97

--------

Table 17. Scheffe’s test results by education levels at curriculum evaluation
source of variations
26.89
26.08
23.22
23.61

sum of squares
Diploma
Post Diploma
B.A(BS)
M.A(MS)

after diploma
-------

ulum adaptation with citizenship education. The
male sample ( X = 23.45) evaluated this attention
and adaptation less suitable compared with female
sample (X = 25.76). More over, studying the effects of education factor on teachers’ perceptions
regarding curriculum implementation adaptation
with citizenship characteristics shows significant
difference (a =. 001):
Therefore, Scuffs’ test should be employed for
comparisons after post hoc. The results of this test
are as follows (table 17):
According to the above table, there is a different perceptions between diploma and post diploma
samples, with that of B. A sample and the perception of B.A sample confirm the degree of curriculum implementation adaptation with citizenship
characteristics less than diploma and post diploma.
Conclusion
In this research, nearly 30 characteristics for a
good citizen in the Iranian community have been
studied from the perception of secondary school
teachers and the majority of characteristics have
been evaluated as important qualities for good
citizen. Though, there was a difference between
teacher perceptions by sex, it is not considerable
in this study.
The other important finding in this research
is the, relatively, negative evaluation of schools
teachers toward the degree of attention to the citizenship qualities in school curricula. This perception sounds natural, in respect to the Iranian cent
ralized system of education in which teachers and
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*

B.A(BS)
*
*

M.A (MS)
------------------

schools have no authorities on curriculum and all
the decisions are made by planners in the central
institutions and these decisions are also far from
realities and needs of local schools.
Though there is some optimistic perspectives
in relation to the implementation of school – based
curriculum developments and at the present time
school-oriented administration and planning is a
long-term strategy in the educational system of
Iran considering some affairs such as, revising
curriculum-planning, teachers education, providing instructional materials in relation to citizenship education and also breaking the traditional
evaluation methods, and giving more authorities
to schools can bring about better results.
However, to have a suitable result in respect to
the position of citizenship education in Iran, we
need “concert” evaluation, the analysis of text books
content, the nature of schools activities and regulations and the dominated atmosphere on schools that
all require further studies and research.
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Promoting the significance
of knowledge through
education in the new society
Mevlud Dudić
International University of Novi Pazar, Serbia
“Only knowledge will give us the opportunity to create a
better world of global economy in which we will all be in the
best way able to share our limited opportunities, “ says Lars
Larsson from Ericson company

The definition of knowledge, types and
classification
The emphasizing of the role of knowledge in
recent times is a consequence of significant structural changes in the development of economy.
The transition from the industrial economy into
the knowledge economy is characterized by several important steps: information has become an
important resource, and information and communication technologies become the foundations of
infrastructure. In an environment where raw material or material is less important, and “the intelligence” is much more being sold, the knowledge
becomes the fundamental life necessity.
The very notion of knowledge can be defined
as an non-material resource, an image of reality
expressed through human thoughts while watching the world that surrounds it: space, objects,
relationships and events in that reality. It consists
of intuition, a set of ideas, experiences, skills and
learning and has the potential to create new values. Knowledge is created in the minds of people,
and according to the author who was among the
first to deal with the issues of creating and using
knowledge, Michael Polanyiu1, it can be divided
into explicit (explicit knowledge) and quiet, or experiential knowledge (tacit knowledge).
1 Frappaolo, C., “Knowledge management”, Capstone
Publishing, Oxford UK, 2002., str. 10
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The explicit knowledge is articulated with a
formal language and it can be easily conveyed in
the form of information from one individual to
another. It is stored in the books and can easily
be “reached” through the process of education,
used and taken over, and thus built into products
through the forms such as technical specifications,
drafts and standardised designs. Contrary to this,
the silent or the experience knowledge is the sort
of knowledge embedded in or created through the
personal experience of the individual and involves
unreachable factors, such as personal conviction, the instinct, personal values and the acquired
skills. It is personalised and it is not easy to reach,
so it often remains unexplored and unused. This
form of knowledge is richer than the general, explicit sort, but however it has no value if not used.
In general, the knowledge exists in people, teams
and they make the total organisational knowledge
and potential that can be measured. It makes the
intellectual capital of the organisation and presents a part of the total value of the organisation.
In the context of the organisation knowledge, the
explicit knowledge is regarded as information that
is easiest to collect and convey through information technologies. On the other hand, the transfer
of the experience or silent knowledge is conducted
through personal communication. However, the
very thing that differentiates one organisation from
another and that makes it successful may be connected with the empiric knowledge the organisation
in question possesses. The problem arises because
the empirical knowledge by definition is continually changeable, it alters, grows with the acquired
skills and the new experiences of the owner and is
hard to “grasp” it and record it. The capability of an
2009
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organisation to spread the level of the experience
knowledge and to divide that knowledge among its
employees is considered the fundamental task of
the function - knowledge management. A part of
the experience knowledge might create a third type
of knowledge in the organisation, the so called implicit knowledge. The characteristic of the implicit
knowledge is that it is specific for certain enterprise
and it is hard to copy it.
Besides the previously stated qualifications, according to the substance the knowledge may be
divided on factual knowledge, procedural knowledge and judgemental knowledge.2 The factual
knowledge consists of facts and information, the
procedural knowledge presents techniques such as
algorithmic and heuristic procedures and is used in
expert systems or from experts in solving certain
problems. Judgemental knowledge enables evaluation of restrictions and is important for the management during the process of planning on account of
setting down achievable goals in the plans.
Nowadays, the companies that wish to become
or remain market leaders should consider the above
mentioned elements and build their own knowledge
management infrastructure. Accordingly, the need
for new knowledge should be one of the strategic
priorities of the business, recognised and accepted
from the highest managerial level. When the frame
which stimulates knowledge exchange is created, it
is necessary to analyse and define the gap between
the available and the necessary knowledge, and
afterwards to develop evaluation mechanisms and
knowledge reproduction. Concerning this, the organisations have to find methods and techniques of
discovering, gathering, storing, and reproduction of
knowledge supplement. The final aim is to achieve
synergic effects with a combination of data processing and information and with the help of information technologies with creative and innovative capabilities of its employees.3
The perspectives of the continuing education
In an entrepreneurial society, individuals are
faced with the necessity for continuous and re2

Vidović,, S., „Upravljanje znanjem“, Info Trend, Zagreb,
n.107, 2003. ,pp.44-47
3 www.brint.com/casestudies.html, “Knowledge in Action:
Case Studies (Worldwide”), 08.09.2003.
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peated learning. In the traditional society, the
popular opinion was that the education stops with
the youth period, or the latest with entering maturity, with entering the world of the adults. It is on
this opinion that the traditional crafts and the traditional education system and schools are based.
Certainly, there have always been exceptions to
this rule; there have always been groups and individuals that practised continuous learning: the
great scientists and artists.
For demand of the development of continuing
education, these global development trends indicate:
1. The basic factor for mass realisation of the
concept of continuous education lies in the
fate of the future economic development. The
continuous education is not only economically
motivated. The abrupt increase in the need for
additional knowledge of the active population
will exact a maximum rationalisation that
may be achieved only through diverse and
flexible continuous education.
2. Entering the period of deep, considerable,
quality changes when the new production
technologies interchange rapidly, there are
unseen changes in vocations, and together
with that there is need for periodical
acquiring of additional knowledge, mass
vocational retraining and novelties in
the area of continuous education. The
accomplishment of the level of full
employment will influence that, thanks to
the rapid development of the intellectual
and especially information activities.
3. Drastic changes occur in the area of
communications and in the field of public
information, which is also a key for the
development of continuous education.
4. The changes in the world of the young have a
fundamental importance for the perspective
of continuous education. Their attitude
towards post-school education is different
from the one manifested by their parents, who
often accept the effort on gaining additional
knowledge, retraining and specialisation
because of economic reasons. More and
more stimulated by the demands of the
school and the university, and permanently
surrounded by sources of new knowledge,
the youth sharpens its power of perception
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for the complexity of the things and their
interdependence, willingly orienting itself
towards the learning it is interested in.
5. Of crucial importance for the perspective of
continuous education is moving of the gravity
centre of the learning from the school on other
points of human life. The place of learning
is no longer the most important, but what
matters are the aims especially for the adults,
which are accomplished through functional
educational programmes. The increased role
of the economy in the education sphere, on
account of obtaining the necessary cadre, will
make the work organisations to become the
main locations for educating of the adults.4
Approaching the question of continuing education, we should primarily start from the explosion
of science and knowledge and their further development, because they resulted from the phenomenon of knowledge, seeking their responses.
In the real entrepreneurial society, the knowledge will have to be renewed, with new learning
and knowledge and with new expert qualifications. One of the most important consequences in
this society will be that the individuals will have to
undertake the responsibility for their own continuing education and learning, for their own permanent self-development and for their own careers.
Cultural presumptions
Franck Carubba, formerly employed at Hewlett
Packard - HP, said: “If only HP knew what HP
knows.”5 Many companies are in the same position. Cultural cages must be knocked down. Barriers must be removed. Knowledge sharing must
be established in cultures who have learned to be
non-transparent, autistic and passive.
In an article titled “Do you know?”6 it is indicated that it is not easy to create a culture of knowledge
in the company. One of the basic preconditions is a
4 Dr. Dragomir Filipović, Obrazovanjem u budućnosti,
Zbornik radova povodom 70.godišnjice života prof.dr
Dragutina Frankovića, Zagreb 1985.
5 Competing For The Future, Gary Hamel, C.K. Prahalad,
Harvard Business School Press, 1994., page 94
6 “The Next Big Thing, Re-engineering Gurus Take Steps
To Remodel Their Stalling Vhicles“, Wall Street Journal,
27 November 1996.
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management aware of its importance and it is ready
to defend and support its implementation.
Several solutions were proposed: electronic
Yellow Pages within the company, with information on the people, skills and knowledge that
clearly indicate who knows what in the organization. Cheaper solution is a knowledge fair where
the buyers and sellers gather together to exchange
knowledge.7 This proved as a successful forum for
informal and constructive communication.
The greatest resistance to creating a culture of
knowledge stems from the idea that knowledge is
power. People who know are more powerful than
those who do not know. The knowledge is used as a
weapon for success and progress of the individual,
not for the benefit of the whole company. Replacement of such a understanding with the new, which
stems from the idea that “The Power is in the exchange of knowledge,” can not happen over night.
In the leading French pharmaceutical company
Rhone-Poulenc SA, believe that the creation of a
culture that encourages innovation and creativity is
essential and necessary for conducting of a twentyfirst century company. Peter Neff, from the American subsidiary of Rhone-Poulanc CEO, talks about
the destruction of the walls in the hierarchy and how
to lead people, not manage them8. The success of the
company, according to Nef, “depends on the people.” “Our success in the future will depend on our
ability to use the collective wisdom, which is a set of
accumulated thoughts, perceptions, experiences, intuitions and intelligence – of all of our employees.”9
The guidance rather than control is important because “the bureaucracy is its own worst enemy. It
prevents people from doing their job and slowing
down the ideas that can satisfy customer needs.”10
Managing the flow of knowledge at the
strategic level
The Knowledge Management, KM, is a business philosophy and continuous process in orga7 Corporate Anorexia“, D. Stamps, Training, vol.33, 1996.
8 Sony To Enter Market For Telecom Services“, De
Volkskrant, 22 August 1997
9 „The Great Consultancy Cop-out“, Menagement Today,
March 1997
10 „Alliances And Networks: The Next Generation“,
KPMG Survey by KPMG Alliances, Networks and
Virtual Organizations, 1996.
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nizations that consider knowledge and innovation
their strategic weapon. It consists of the process
of creating, coordinating and storage, transferring
and applying (reusing) knowledge in order to increase the quality of the organization.
The strategic knowledge management is used
by companies to control inside key relationships
and to create appropriate conditions for cooperation of the professionals, i.e. knowledge workers.
The first prerequisite for establishing cooperation is to determine the direction and to exchange
views on the set goals and capabilities. The strategy of knowledge management should lead to the
creation of knowledge that will be able to turn in
into market value.
Another prerequisite is the proper attitude towards people as professionals, who during their
life create valuable knowledge products. They
must be motivated and provided the right jobs
and competencies. They must be motivated to use
creativity and intuition. They have to act free and
to be ready to make errors. To be flexible and respond faster than ever.
The third prerequisite is a transparent structure,
which allows the professionals to see exactly which
is their position and role in relation to the company
environment and what is the value of their work for
the company as a whole. This is a structure entirely
based on the development and the teamwork.
The knowledge is power
The new society will be a society of knowledge. The knowledge will be its key resource, and
knowledge workers will be the dominant group
within the workforce. Three main characteristics
of knowledge will be:
- Uncontrolled expansion, because the
knowledge is spread and easier to travel
than the money;
- Vertical mobility, because knowledge
is available to everyone through formal
education that is relatively easy to acquire;
- The potential for failure and as well as for
success, because knowledge is necessary for
the job and almost anyone can obtain and
use it as a means of work, but it does not
guarantee success to everyone.
2009

These features will make the knowledge society to be highly competitive, both for the organization, and individuals alike. The terms knowledge economy, job knowledge and the knowledge
worker are only forty years old. Everybody is using them, but their meaning is still not fully understood. Knowledge workers are the new capitalists. They see themselves as “professionals” and
not only as “employees”. They should satisfy two
basic needs: to have a formal education that enables them to the inner world of knowledge and
are ready to learn, are willing to continue education through their worklife in order to improve
their knowledge. The continuation of education
of already highly educated people, will become a
large development field in the New society. Much
of this education will be achieved through training, training programs in a non-traditional way.
Knowledge Society is very flexible. In it, a
large number of people have something more important than financial security, and that is social
status or social abundance.
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Summary
Along the integration of business systems with
IT infrastructure, new ideas come up oriented towards their better adapting to each other. Business
systems become extremely complex, resulting in
necessity to develop new architectures that will
accommodate all needs for different and volatile
business requirements. Service oriented architectures represent the result of efforts to develop such
IT systems that will be able to support distributed
businesses, oriented on distributed processes executed when needed. But, with every new idea, there
arise obstacles when defining crucial concepts and
reference points that will form the backbone for
service oriented systems. This article focuses on
these topics trying to sum existing solutions in the
area of SOA reference models and architectures.
Key words: SOA, Service Oriented Architectures, Reference Architecture, Reference Model
Sažetak
Paralelno sa procesom integracije poslovnih
sustava i IT infrastrukture, javljaju se nove ideje
orijentirane prema boljoj prilagodbi poslovnih
sustava računalnoj podršci. Poslovni sustavi sami
po sebi postaju ekstremno kompleksni, što rezultira potrebom za razvijanjem novih arhitektura
usmjerenih ka zadovoljavanju svih potreba raznolikih i promjenjivih poslovnih sustava. Arhitekture
informacijskih sustava temeljene na uslugama
(SOA arhitekture) predstavljaju rezultat napora da
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se razviju takvi IT sustavi koji će moći podržati
distribuirana poslovna okruženja, orijentirana na
distribuiranim procesima koji se izvršavaju kad je
to potrebno. No, kao i sa svakom novom idejom,
dolazi do pojave poteškoća prilikom definiranja
temeljnih koncepata i referentnih oslonaca koji
će činiti okosnicu uslužno orijentiranih sustava.
Ovaj članka se fokusira upravo na tu problematiku
imajući za cilj sažeti postojeća rješenja donesena
na području referentnih modela i referentnih arhitektura SOA sustava.
Ključne riječi: SOA, uslužno orijentirane arhitekture, referentne arhitekture, referentni modeli
1. Introduction
In an era of megalomaniac information technology and business systems developments, new
ideas come up, oriented towards the information
system architectures. Business systems themselves
represent extremely complex, volatile units, which
often have to be reorganized. As a consequence,
development of information systems, that will
support business, is a very complex task. There
are a number of different scenarios which can be
met when developing information systems. An information system can be developed for a business
environment that has never been introduced to any
information technology. Or sometimes there are
situations when a new IT system is built based on a
legacy system which has never been completed, or
on a legacy system that was inadequate. Researchers are oriented towards various approaches to de2009
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signing of IT systems, enough scalable to meet the
needs of modern, variable business environments.
Adoption of computers within the business domain was a huge obstacle, something unknown,
and at the beginning, very complex. Many years
had passed until information technologies have
integrated into business systems completely. Due
to the development of Web infrastructure, and to
the growth of business system complexity, directives for information system development have
become concerned with usage of Web resources in
order to implement and develop huge, distributed
information systems. Following that concept, service oriented information systems based on service oriented architecture (SOA), have started to
develop enormously. Nowadays, SOA is assumed
to be a trend, and often used as a buzzword.
This article is concerned with standardization
of the SOA paradigm. It explains various approaches to developing of the reference model
and to the reference architecture of SOA systems.
The SOA reference model describes concepts that
must be accomplished by information system that
fits into the category of SOA. Reference architecture, on the other hand, defines no concepts, but
the SOA architectural elements. It may be stated
that reference architecture is a common template
for developing specific architectures derived from
the common one.
1.1 What is SOA? Pros & cons
Service oriented architecture - SOA is a form
of computer architecture consisting of components, implemented as Web services. A more strict
definition of a service would be that a service is
a standalone program component, which includes
a set of functionalities connected under the same
concept. At the implementation level, service is
usually implemented as a Web service although in
some cases a standalone program unit can be seen
as a SOA service as well.
A service can be developed in a standalone
fashion as an autonomous unit, or as a component
that needs to be built into an existing architecture.
The idea is simple – services exist to perform specific functionalities of the active business systems.
They communicate with each other by passing
2009

data from one service to another, or by coordinating an activity between two or more services. The
most often used protocol for communication is
the SOAP protocol based on XML standardized
technology. Usage of standardized communication technology ensures integration of different
platforms into a single system.
Mentioned features are general streamlines of
service oriented systems and their affiliated concepts. Popularity of service based systems and architectures is growing enormously because of its
advantages over traditional architectures. One of
the advantages, standardized communication, has
been already mentioned. Furthermore, the architecture based on Web services, can be developed
using inherited services, developed earlier. That
implies possibilities to reuse old resources, and to
implement those in system, if needed [1].
But although there are more advantages when
comparing service oriented architecture with traditional ones, SOA is still more discussed than it
is implemented in real business system environment. Some of the causes come from the fact that
SOA is quite complex [2]. It cannot be seen just
as architecture. It is a completely new approach
to develop information systems. Lack of commonly adopted SOA standards represent another
disadvantage that can be seen as an obstacle for
wider usage of SOA. The communication protocol is standardized, but there is no standard to
define common SOA concepts or referential architectures. Different implementers define their own
view of SOA. As with any complex subject, it is
difficult to make significant headway into comprehending its concepts and principles, or understanding how it compares to other approaches and
offered product, without some common reference
points. Aim of this article is to point out the existing reference points, proposed for SOA architecture.
1.2 Reference model versus reference
architecture
Reference model can be defined as a common
model which embodies the basic goal or idea of
something and can be seen as a reference for various purposes [4]. It describes important domain
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elements and their relationships, with focusing on
differences among elements. Application of the
reference model is not bounded to some specific
instances of the domain because of its abstraction.
It can be reused over a maximum set of environments by not developing it directly for existing
technologies.
Previous definitions imply that the following
sequence of concepts is comprised into the idea of
reference model:
* Abstraction – reference model consists of
common elements of the domain, not of
their real instances. Abstraction serves to
explain the concept of a system [5].
* Entities and relationships – reference
model contains entities of the domain and
relationships between them.
* Independence of architecture - reference
model does not contain any platform or
technology specific details. It focuses
on understanding the domain without
underlying on platform specific scenarios.
Reference architecture is a model that contains a
consistent set of architectural best practices for use
by all the teams in an organization. Briefly, reference architecture consists of information accessible
to all project team members that provides a consistent set of architectural best practices. These can
be embodied in many forms: prior project artifacts,
company standards, design patterns, commercial
frameworks, and so forth. The mission of the reference architecture is to provide an asset base that
projects can draw from at the beginning of the project lifecycle and add to at the end of the project. It
can have more levels of abstraction depending on
intent for which it has been designed [6].
As it can be seen, major differences between
reference model and reference architecture come
from the fact that reference model describes concepts of the domain, its elements and their relationships, while the reference architecture depicts
abstract architecture elements which are used as a
pattern to develop the architecture in a real environment [7].
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1.2.1 Reference points in SOA domain
SOA is a completely new and complex philosophy in the domain of developing IT systems.
It does not represent just architecture, but a completely new view on the IT system development.
One of the disadvantages that slow down the expansion of SOA approach is lack of standardization. Different producers of software components
have developed their own concepts and integrated
them into their developmental platforms. This has
resulted with delimited interoperability.
To avoid the problems caused by lacking of
unified standards, there are efforts concerned with
development of reference SOA models and architectures, having a number of different mature and
non mature SOA reference. This article is concerned with an overview of relatively mature reference models and architectures of SOA systems.
IBM Corporation is one of the most interested
stakeholders that focus its effort in developing and
standardizing SOA concepts and it has launched
a number of proposals for adopting the SOA best
practices. Following chapters introduce the IBM’s
view of SOA reference architecture [8].
The OASIS SOA Reference Model is a product
of the OASIS SOA Reference Model (SOA-RM)
Technical Committee (TC) and it shall be also described further on [4]. Prior to this initiative, no
standard definition of SOA had existed. Following
these practices, OASIS defined reference architecture that follows from the concepts and relationships defined in the OASIS SOA Reference Model.
While it remains abstract in nature, the proposed
architecture describes a possible template upon
which a SOA concrete architecture can be built and
it is also a part of this article’s concern [9].
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE-SA) is the
leading developer of global industry standards in a
broad range of industries. It represents also a party
that is interested in developing reference concepts
of SOA. IEEE Standards Association has formed
SOA and Web Services Working Group to define industry standards that are dedicated to SOA
Architecture, with the mission to build foundational standards around SOA, solution-level reference architectures for SOA, and industry-specific
solution standards for SOA [10].
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As it has been seen, different vendors have
started defining their own view of SOA reference
architecture and SOA standards. However, investigating among differences and similarities of
mentioned concepts, it becomes obvious that all
the proposals are very similar. They overlap and
all of them are based on the same service oriented
ideas. The following paragraph analyses a few
proposals of SOA reference points.

*

2. Soa reference models
One of the definitions of reference model would
be – “a reference model is an abstract framework
for understanding significant relationships among
the entities of some environment. A reference
model consists of a minimal set of unifying concepts, axioms and relationships within a particular
problem domain, and is independent of specific
standards, technologies, implementations, or other
concrete details” [3].
As mentioned earlier, different SOA reference
models have been developed because of the presence of various efforts to define the SOA. Following paragraph highlights the most mature ones.

*

*

*

2.1 OASIS reference model overview
SOA reference model consists of following
concepts and relationships between them:
* Visibility – interaction between service
providers and consumers is realized only
if they are visible to each other. Complete
visibility is performed through awareness,
willingness and reachability. Awareness lets
a potential user to be informed about the
existence of service whether it matches his
or her needs or not. Willingness of service
consumer and service provider must be
accomplished in order to start communication
between those parties. Reachability is a
key factor for communication between
consumers and providers of a service. It is
a prerequisite and must be accomplished
before communication can start.
* Execution Context – the set of technical and
business elements that form a path between
2009
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those with needs and those with capabilities,
i. e. - the providers and the consumers who
want to interact with each other.
Service Description – represents information
needed in order to use a service. Trivial
information about services, that should be
available to service consumers, conform to
following statements:
- The services exist and they are reachable,
- Services perform certain functions,
- Services operate under defined conditions
and constraints,
- There is a defined procedure to interact
with the service in order to achieve a
specified goal.
Service - mechanism to enable access to a
set of one or more capabilities, where access
is provided using a prescribed interface.
Services are offered by service providers to
the entities that use them, service consumers.
Invoking capabilities of a service has a real
world effect as result.
Real World Effect – the service consumer is
trying to achieve some result by using the
service. That result is usually expressed as
real world effect.
Interaction with services – services exist
in order to communicate with each other’s
or with their consumers. By service
communication, it is often meant exchanging
of messages, although, change of resources
can be also seen as a communication.
Attributes connected to interaction with
services can be decomposed into two
categories: information model and behavior
model. Information model describes
information that can be exchanged with
the service: their semantic and structure.
Behavior model describes actions that can
be invoked against the service.
Contract&Policy – the policy represents
constraints or conditions for use,
deployment or description of an owned
entity. The contract is an agreement by
involved parties. In this context, contracts
and policies conform to services. Policies
potentially apply to many aspect of SOA:
security, privacy, manageability, QoS and
so forth. Just like policies, contract can also
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cover a wide range of aspects and it is an
agreement between participants: service
consumers and service providers [4].

- SOA patterns – it describes best practices of
both, SOA concepts, as well as application
reference model.
2.2.1 SOA application reference model

Figure 2.1 Concepts of OASIS reference architecture [4]
2.2 SOA reference model from perspective
of others
The following paragraph describes a view on
reference model [11].

Figure 2.2 SOA Application Reference Model as
Part of SOA Reference Model [11]
According to this approach, reference model is
constituted of the following elements:
- SOA Concept Model – describes underlying
SOA concepts,
- SOA Application Reference Model –
describes the way of organizing application
layer of SOA system,
- SOA Process – it covers procedures for
modeling organization in order to implement
SOA architecture, as well as a full lifecycle
process for creating software services,
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This paragraph focuses on SOA application
reference model to more detail. SOA application
reference model consists of three layers: application layer, business layer and technology layer.
Description of SOA application reference model starts with Application Layer. It is positioned
between Business Layer and Technology Layer.
Boundary between application and business layer
is the service, seen as an atomic unit of automation
from the business perspective. Within the scope of
this reference model, business service is the name
for the service identified in the business layer, while
software service is the name of the software implementation, which corresponds to the business service. To more detail, a software service can be defined as a runtime concept provided by a Functional
Component Form through one or more interfaces.
Functional component concept is a mechanism for
clearly separating and managing of the boundary
between application and technology layer. This
specification is platform-independent and it can be
defined using any specification language.
Business layer therefore consists of services
where the service represents a business perspective and maps on to the operations of runtime
functional interfaces.
The boundary between application and technology layer is managed by functional components.
Functional components implementation actually
fits into technology layer and it is required for the
FC implementation to ensure that the functional
execution context can be applied appropriately using the chosen technology platform. Application
layer is, except services, consisting of the following elements:
- Functional Component Layer - It enables
the separation of functional interface and
technology–binding, ensuring that new
technology - binding can be dynamically
deployed without changing of functional
interface.
- Service Discovery And Dynamic Binding
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– This part of application layer enables an
FCO assembly re-configuration during the
runtime. Assembly is the process of linking
together runtime software components.
Using this possibility, FCO can gain access
to the services it requires through a simple
call.
Above mentioned elements fit into Application
platform. Figure 2.3 presents structure of SOA
Application reference Model to more detail.

Figure 2.3 SOA Application Reference Model [11]
3. SOA reference architectures
After defining SOA models, efforts were dedicated to developing a proposal for SOA reference
architectures. IBM proposed a view of SOA reference architecture consisting of nine layers (in
subsequent text called solution stack). The Open
Group’s proposal overlaps with the IBM’s [13].
3.1 The view of ’The Open Group’ consortium
Subsequent part of the article describes proposals for SOA reference architecture described by
‘The Open Group’. Each of nine layers, defined in
this solution stack, is defined through two aspects
- logical and physical. The logical aspect includes
all the architectural building blocks, design decisions, options, key performance indicators, and
the like. The physical aspect covers realization of
each logical aspect using technology. Subsequent
paragraphs focus on the logical aspect of the SOA
solution stack [14].
2009

As shown in Figure 3.2, the solution stack consists of nine layers:
* Layer 1 - Operational layer – captures new
and existing technology infrastructure of an
organization. Software components, which
are part of this layer, include:
- Existing monolithic custom applications,
- Legacy applications and systems,
- Existing transaction processing systems,
- Existing databases,
- Existing packaged applications and
solutions, including enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and customer relationship
management (CRM) packages.
SOA services execute their functionality
through assets in this layer. Operational
layer enables integration of infrastructure
elements in order to leverage existing assets
in custom and packaged applications.
* Layer 2 - Service component layer – contains
software components which provide
implementation, realization or operation on
a service. Service components reflect the
definition of a service, its functionality and
its quality of service. Service components
may comply with the Service Component
Architecture (SCA) and Service Data
Objects (SDO) specifications.
* Layer 3 - Services layer - consists of all
the services defined within a SOA. For
the purposes of this reference architecture,
service is considered to be an abstract
specification of a collection of (one or more)
business - aligned IT functions. Services
layer contains description of services but
also their implementation. The service
specification includes a description of the
service abstract functionality. It is usually
made using WSDL, but not necessarily.
* Layer 4 - Business process layer compositions and choreographies of services,
exposed in layer 3, are defined in this layer
as business processes. Service composition
or orchestration is used to combine groups
of services into flows, thereby establishing
applications from services. These applications
support business processes. Figure 3.1 shows
an example of business process implemented
using services from the services layer. Process
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contains the logic for the sequence in which
the services need to be invoked and executed
in order to achieve the result required.

Figure 3.1 Process as a composition of services
[13]

* Layer 7 - Quality of service layer – provides
capabilities to monitor manage and maintain
QoS. It is implemented as a background
process through sense – and - respond
mechanisms that observe the health of a
SOA system.
* Layer 8 - Information architecture and
business intelligence layer – captures all
information about: used industry, XMLbased metadata architectures (XML Schema)
and business protocols for exchanging of
business data. Some discovery, data mining
and analytic modeling of data can be covered
in this layer.
* Layer 9 - Governance layer – covers all
aspects of business operational life-cycle
management for SOA and it can be applied
to all layers [15].
3.2 SOA reference architecture in the view
of OASIS

Figure 3.2: Layers of SOA Reference Arhitecture
( The Open Group’s proposal) [13]
* Layer 5 - Consumer layer (Presentation
Layer) – contains capabilities required
to deliver IT functionalities to end users.
It is also an interface for applications to
communicate. Standards that can be used
to implement communication interfaces are
WSPR, SCA components and so forth.
* Layer 6 - Integration layer – provides
capabilities for integration of layers 2
through 4, providing communication,
invocation and QoS between these layers.
It provides mediating, transforming,
routing and transporting of service requests
from the service requester to the correct
service provider. Communication between
consumers and providers is established
through Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
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Many systems cannot be understood by a
simple decomposition into parts and subsystems.
There are too many interactions between the parts.
OASIS sees SOA as a very complex system where
the SOA architecture is preferably viewed as an
ecosystem and requires holistic perspective, rather
than focusing on system individual parts of the
system [17]. OASIS Reference Architecture is
partitioned into three views that conform to three
primary viewpoints:
- The Business via Services Viewpoint –
captures what SOA means for people using
it. It focuses on users’ needs achieved from
SOA architecture. The way of realizing
business in SOA systems is achieved
between providers and consumers, who
communicate by interchanging services.
- The Realizing Service Oriented Architecture
Viewpoint – captures critical aspects
for designing SOA. It focuses on the
infrastructural elements that are needed to
support the construction of SOA - based
systems.
- Owning Service Oriented Architectures
Viewpoint – captures issues involved in
owning and managing a SOA. Owning a
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SOA-based system is of serious concern
because there are strong limits on the control
and authority when a system spans multiple
ownership domains [4].
This article focuses on realizing service view
and aspects comprised under that view.
3.2.1 “The realizing service oriented
architecture” viewpoint
The Realizing Service Oriented Architectures
View focuses on the infrastructure elements that
are needed in order to support the discovery and
interaction with services, defining the meaning
of a service and the way of implementing it. The
models in this view include:
- Service Description Model - references the
information needed to use, deploy, manage
and otherwise control a service.
- Service Visibility Model – references
information concerned with achieving
visibility before services can operate.
- Interacting with Services Model – addresses
considerations connected to interaction
of a service. Interaction of a service is
considered as the use of service to access
capability in order to achieve a particular
real world effect, usually performed by a
sequence of actions.
- Policies and Contracts Model – references
policies and contracts agreements. Policies

can be seen as a constraint or condition
on the use, deployment or description of
an owned entity. Contracts are defined as
representation of an agreement between
parties involved.
3.3 Comparison – OASIS vs. The Open
		 Group’s proposal
As it has been shown, reference architecture
proposed by ‘The Open Group’ consortium is divided into layers, all of them having its position.
Structure of the reference architecture proposed
by ‘The Open Group’ is similar to the structure of
OSI model. Layers are described through their elements contained in each layer.
OASIS group proposed a completely different
approach when defining reference architecture.
They developed three different perspectives to architectures: services view, owning view, and realizing view, in that way separating similar concepts
and concerns into three categories.
Comparing the two mentioned proposals for
reference architecture, it is obvious that they reside on the same concepts, but the approach to defining and viewing reference architecture is different. Question is: why there is no unique proposal
for reference architecture, described in detail, and
accepted by all the involved parties that use SOA
as their common standard? Then it would be possible to move forward in developing and expanding SOA concepts.

Table I: Compariosn between OASIS and The Open Group’s proposal for SOA reference archite
Feature

OASIS
proposal

The Open
Group’s proposal

•

Layering - implies constructing of architecture moving from the
physical up to the management layer

Not defined

Defined

•

Reference architecture constructed using separation of concepts:
business, infrastructure and owning, which are later defined
separately

Defined

Not defined

•

Common reference model is divided into lots of subset described
using UML notation
Level of complexity

Defined

Not defined

High

Medium

•
•

Applicable to all scenarios of building SOA systems, not to
specific ones

Yes

Yes

•

All possible architectural elements and concepts included

Yes

Yes
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Table I describes main differences between
OASIS reference architecture and the one proposed by ‘The Open Group’. As it can be seen,
both proposals are worth to be mentioned because
they are structured in detail, and offer a good basis
for developing concrete SOA system. Approach
to defining is simply different, but maintains the
same goal – successful implementation of SOA
based architecture.
4. Summary - the importance of adopting
standards
Complexity of IT systems has become a bottleneck for innovations in industry. This results
with a need to simplify and automate computer
processes, as well as to integrate existing IT systems into one unit residing on enterprise level.
Thus industry has started using the Web with aim
to develop integrated systems. Process of utilizing
Web resources started in 1997 with adopting an
XML specification which enabled universal interchange of information through Web. Afterwards,
three standards, entrusted to enable exchange of
XML documents, were adopted: SOAP, WSDL
and UDDI. Residing on these standards, services
started with fast development. Nowadays they
represent the backbone for service oriented architectures developed afterwards.
Standards, on which SOA oriented systems
rely, continue to evolve. Adoption of these technologies has been slow and therefore, when enterprises take on modernization efforts, they need to
account for the learning curve involved. The QA
team members need a deep understanding of these
technologies and their benefits that will enable
them to effectively test SOA solutions.
Despite all these functionalities, SOA is still
more discussed then implemented because of its
complexity. Complexity of SOA oriented systems
results in lacking of commonly adopted standards
and reference points. It is important to define all
concepts of SOA systems in a unique way, in order
to adopt them by all entities. There should not be
more referential architectures, referential concepts
and models - but a single one to propose rules and
underlying standards.
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4.1 SOA in the future?
SOA systems are regarded as systems that will
form the backbone of IT systems in the future.
Major SOA concepts have been already formulated. There are slight differences in definitions, in
reference models and so forth, but the idea about
SOA is definite. SOA perspective is going to help
complex organizations to integrate complex IT
systems that will serve business processes in the
best way.
Researchers have found that there is an obvious
pattern to first time Service Oriented Architecture
implementations. Applications that are currently
being used by an organization will be wrapped up
and then plugged into a service bus. Then, perhaps
a registry will be added as a means of enabling
service discovery.
The main organizational value of Service Oriented Architecture lays in its deliverance of enterprise changes. Changes can be completed in a
period of a few days by business people, whereas
before it took weeks for changes to be made by
specialists in the field of technology. But, to realize the previously mentioned goal, services must
be oriented towards business, in order for business
people to orchestrate them, which is a very complex operation to implement in real business environments. The mentioned philosophy, however,
must be accomplished in order to adopt SOA into
real system environment completely.
Other disadvantages, or better said obstacles,
that slow down the development and the expansion of SOA, originate from existing legacy systems that must be integrated into SOA systems in
order to communicate with Web services. It must
be said that the vast majority of implementations
of Service Oriented Architecture are still in the
first, wrapping stage. It is hoped that within the
next couple of years, legacy applications will be
integrated successfully into SOA systems [21].
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Some applications of RFID
Neke primjene RFID
Ćamil Sukić
International University of Novi Pazar, Serbia

Summary
This paper presents some applications of RFID
technology and shows a possible application at
faculties and a problem-solving approach in controlling vehicle access subscriptions to closed
parking lots. The basic idea of this approach is to
build a system for access to closed parking lots,
which will allow certain users of parking areas
to easily and quickly enter and exit from those,
where the payment is done on electric ramps. The
advantages offered by RFID technology are enormous, and one of the most important is the possibility of placing a certain amount of data (up to
64 kB) and its wireless reading. So far, the main
disadvantage of using RFID technology in the system of parking charges is the usage of passive tags
whose range of reading is up to 6 cm. The specified distance actually meant that the user needed
to put his card (which contains the RFID tag) directly to the reader. Besides the loss of comfort,
there was a delay due to the time needed to open
a window of the vehicle and apply the card onto
the reader. That time was not less than 2 seconds,
which would with the increased number of vehicles per day represent a significant loss of time.
Wanting to overcome these issues, it is proposed
to use passive RFID tags, whose reading ranges
to 8 m. By using these tags, the comfort was regained and the retention time in front of the reader
was significantly shortened.
Key words: Radio Frequency Identification,
RFID tag, RFID reader, control system, passive
RFID tags.
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Sažetak
U ovom radu je su prikazane neke primene
RFID tehnologija a posebno je prikazan moguća
primena na fakultetima kao i prilaz rešavanju
problema kontrole pristupa vozila pretplatnika
na zatvorena parkirališta. Osnovna ideja u prilazu, je da se napravi sistem za pristup zatvorenim
parkiralištima koji će omogućiti određenim korisnicima parkinga da lako i brzo ulaze i izlaze
sa zatvorenih parkirališta, na kojima se naplata
vrši pomoću elektromotornih rampi. Prednosti
koje RFID tehnologija nudi su ogromne, a kao
najvažnije se može istaći mogućnost smeštanja
određene količine podataka (do 64 kB) i njihovo
bezkontakno očitavanje. Kao mana u dosadašnjem,
konkretnom, korišćenju RFID tehnologije u sistemu naplate parkiranja, je upotreba pasivnih tagova čiji je domet očitavanja do 6 cm. Navedena
udaljenost je zapravao označavala potrebu da korisnik svoju karticu (na kojoj se nalazi RFID tag)
prinese neposredno do čitača. Osim gubitka na
komforu, dolazilo je i do kašnjenja zbog vremena potrebnog da se otvori prozor na vozilu i prinese kartica čitaču. To vreme nije bilo manje od 2
sekunde, što je sa povečanim brojem vozila dnevno predstavljalo značajan gubitak vremena. Želeći
da se navedeni problemi prevaziđu, predloženo
je korišćenje pasivnih RFID tagova, čiji je domet
očitavanja do 8 m. Korišćenjem ovih tagova, osim
dobitka na komforu, značajno je skraćeno i vreme
zadržavanja ispred čitača.
Ključne reči: Radio Frequency Identifikacion,
REID tag, REID čitać, Upravljački sistem, Pasivni
REID tagovi.
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RFID techology
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a
wireless technology for identification and tracking of objects using radio waves. In a broader
sense, RFID systems include all systems that use
radio waves to collect information and identify
objects or people, while in the narrow sense the
RFID system consists of RFID readers, antennas
and systems for data processing, and RFID which
provides information for identification. With the
development of electronic components - chips and
memory, RFID technology also developed. RFID
tags were becoming increasingly cheaper and of
smaller dimensions, enabling commercialization
and widespread usage of RFID systems. A large
contribution to the expansion of RFID technology
brought huge corporations that have introduced
this technology for tagging items instead of the existing bar-code technology. RFID technology began to be used to store data for identifying people
in the various documents, such as health booklet
or passport. RFID systems are now used for various other purposes, such as automatic toll collection, access management of parking lots, garages
or separate parts of the city, control of working
time in companies, passenger tickets (for buses,
trains, metro ...) , publishing books in libraries or
movies in video libraries, tracking of luggage at
airports, controlling access to buildings, identification of animals, unlocking cars and so on. Due
to the increasing usage of RFID technology, there
are multipurpose tags today, which, for example,
allow user to enter specific parking places, city
transportation and metro.
Basic components of the RFID system are: the
tag (transponder, electronic tags), reader (interrogator), control system and communication infrastructure that connects all these components. In addition
to these basic components, RFID systems can also
have various additional sensors and actuators.
RFID tag is a data bearer for identifying objects in an RFID system. RFID tags are kind of
radio devices called transponders. Transponder
is a transceiver device, which receives a specific
radio signal and automatically matches to it. The
simplest variant of the transponder awaits to receive radio signals, and after receiving, it sends
back the pre-prepared return signal. Advanced
2009

variants can send various information stored in
memory, while the most advanced versions can
perform the calculation and verification of data,
and data encryption for enhanced security system.
Tag is typically composed of a microchip with a
memory and an antenna, which are embedded in
the casing resistant to various environment conditions. The case may be in the form of a disc, a glass
casing (tubes), plastic case, key ring, ID cards,
watch, labels, stickers, or a specific shape for a
particular purpose. Tags can be found in various
forms and the usual selections are made: according to the way they are supplied with power, memory capacity, data recording capabilities. According to the way of supplying, tags are divided into
passive, semi-passive and active tags. Passive tags
do not have their own power source and therefore
they use the energy of the readers’ electromagnetic
field. This type of supplying is achieved by designing special tag antenna, which receives radio
waves and provides power for the microchip for a
sufficient period of time, long enough to process
the request from the reader and send a response
with the requested information.
Passive tags are of a very simple design - they
only consist of a microchip (with or without memory) and an antenna.
Central part of a passive tag is a microchip.
Display of the microchip with separate functional
units is given in the following picture.

Picture 1.
Power control/rectifier converts alternating
power induced by the field reader into DC power
supply, and simultaneously power all the other
units in the microchip. Clock extraction unit extracts clock signal from the entire signal that is
received from the reader. Modulator modulates
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the signal received from the reader, and to such a
modulated signal it adds the appropriate response
tag, and then sends the changed modulated signal
back to browser. Logical unit is responsible for
implementing the communication protocol between the tag and reader.
Memory microchip is used to store data - basic
identification data (such as UID - Unique ID), or
other data about the user (e.g. name, surname ...).
Memory is usually divided into a number of blocks
(segments) which can be accessed separately.
Tag antenna draws energy from the reader’s
signal and uses its power for supplying the tag and
for sending and receiving data from the reader.
To perform these tasks, and consequently for the
functionality of the entire tag, a very important
factor is the geometry of the antenna. Different
variations of dipole and dual dipole antennas are
being used. Dipole antenna is a straight electric
conductor with a short termination in the middle.
For antenna’s best functionality, it is necessary
that the total length of wire is equal to half the
wavelength of radio waves at frequencies used
in RFID system. Dual dipole antenna consists of
two dipoles, placed at certain angles. Thanks to
this antenna design, reading data from the tag at
different angles has been improved. At the present time, tag antennas are made of thin strips of
metal (for example, copper, silver or aluminum).
In the future, there is a possibility of direct antenna
printing on the label or package through conductive printing, thus the labeling of products using
RFID technology could completely replace barcode technology.
RFID reader is a central component of the
RFID system. The term “reader” is not an appropriate name for this device, because, technically
speaking, the RFID reader is a transceiver device.
However, the usual role of the device is to send
the query to tag, and receive appropriate information from the tag - or “read” data from the tag, so
that the term “reader” became widely used. Basic
components of the reader are: control unit (MCU),
antenna and communication interface.
The control system may be a computer, PLC
(Programmable Logic Controller) or any other
controller. The control system manages RFID
reader by commands given according to a communication protocol, setting him tasks such as
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testing the presence of the tag reader, writing in
data or reading data from the tag. Also, the control
system can collect data from different sensors and
actuators possible to manage the system. Control
system often needs to connect information from
RFID data with that in the database, as well as to
provide a user interface management system.
2. Possible applications of RFID technology
at faculty
The possibility of improving services for student
affairs and the deanery of a faculty lies in increasing
the speed of data gathering and processing as well
as raising the efficiency of the distribution of information. Another type of improvement is to raise the
safety of students and employees to a higher level and increase security of the entire faculty. The
RFID technology is most commonly used for:
- updating the data about employees and
students,
- integration with other relevant systems,
- creating statistical reports and analysis,
- evaluation of results and analysis of results
of the employees’ work
Otherwise, the primary objective would be the
implementation of systems for identifying employees and students as well as systems whose
function is access control.
Identification of staff and students
Unique RFID technology enables anyone, provided with a permission to access certain areas, to
move inside of the building without a key. RFID
provides hands-free identification which has many
advantages compared to traditional keys. Cards or
badges can be read at a distance (e.g. 5 meters)
from the reader, which eliminates the need to be
near the card reader. This possibility is especially
important for people carrying something or entering a building when there is a bad weather outside
etc. To simplify installation, many reader models
can be connected to the access control database
wirelessly. This allows the elimination of need for
many cables and allows readers to be easily relo2009
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cated if necessary. When a person approaches the
door or any other entrance, his RFID card sends
identification information. RFID antenna accepts
this information and sends it to the server which
checks the database who the person is and whether
he is an employee or a student. If the answer is affirmative, entry is approved, the doors are opened
and the time of entry is recorded.
Some features of RFID systems for identification are:
- providing opportunities to combine application modules,
- providing capabilities of easy integration of
additional infrastructure and applications in
the future,
- central monitoring of activities at the entrance and exit of the faculty…
Access control
RFID access control and monitoring system
gives only the authorized personnel security (assistants, lab ...) to access the restricted areas. In
order to enable quick response to an emergency,
the system can in a very short time identify the
location of key personnel and also monitor employees who work in critical and sensitive areas.
The usage of RFID in access control systems is
an example of how our technology can lead to the
extinction zone of “complete darkness”. There
was often an unidentified movement in the access
control systems earlier. RFID tags and properly
placed antennas in the access control facility allows observation of movement of any employee
or student at all the time. Moreover, the usage of
RFID system changes the traditional balance of
personal trust, safety and personal security of all
at the faculty. The safety of all in general is based
on the individual safety. Therefore, the faculties
should strive to implement regulations of behavior
and monitor the collective behavior. RFID access
control systems have the ability to work with multiple applications. Some of them are:
- access control for designated areas,
- recording and tracking visitors in areas
where they don’t have access
- protection of staff and students by alarming
them at proper time
2009

- location and protection of technical systems
in a facility
3. Access control for vehicles using 		
passive RFID tags
The basic requirement is set that way that every
vehicle must have unique label which will be located on the inner side of the windscreen of the vehicle used for the parking lots of open and closed
type. The label for the vehicle must be personalized so that the visual check can make it possible
determine the validity of certain tags. In addition,
there must be a possibility that the user not taking hands off the wheel (doesn’t have to offer the
card to the reader) can pass through the entrance
and exit ramps of the parking lots. Also, the price
tag for the vehicle should not significantly affect
the total cost of services. Satisfying these requirements can be done through the usage of passive
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tags in the
form of a standard plastic card type ID-1 (85.60
× 53.98 mm). Cards must meet certain conditions
regarding the temperature requirements, ranging
from -20 º C to 60 º C. An RFID system doesn’t
only consist of tags, but readers, computers, communication channels and software (at different
hierarchical levels). In addition, the entire system
has the billing system using bar code technology,
which should also serve in the event that an error
occurred on the RFID tag. Billing system should
really be viewed through the usage of both these
technologies of identification.
System description
Required equipment or system configuration for
the issuing of RFID cards is shown in Picture 2.
After the concluded contract, an unique RFID
card that is personalized in two ways is issued to
the user. The first method is graphical, meaning
that the following information is printed on the
card: vehicle plates, validity date of the card, serial number and bar code. In addition, validity date
of the card and serial number are written in an encrypted form.
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Picture 2.
Graphic personalization and printing the data
on the card is necessary, since the same cards are
used in the identification of vehicles in open parking (street parking). Parking card user is required to
prominently highlight the card inside of the vehicle
windscreen. Data on the cards issued are saved in
the database, and thus all data are readily available.

Picture 3. Block diagram of the entrance ramp
When a vehicle is approaching, its presence is
detected using inductive loop (Picture 3). In the
input system, there are two inductive loops, one
is used to detect the presence of vehicles at the
entrance and the other to prevent contact between
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the “hands” of the ramp and the vehicle. When
the information from the inductive loop detectors
comes to the PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) that there is a vehicle in front of the ramp, the
antenna that reads RFID cards is activated.
The following information are read: date of validity of the card, input-output flag (attribute) and
flag for blocking the card. Validity date of the card
is entered into the RFID chip during its publishing
and this field gets locked so that editing is not possible. Input-output flag is used to prevent abuse,
because the vehicle can not enter the parking lot if
this flag is not canceled when exiting (it’s not possible to enter or exit the parking lot two times in
a row). Flag used for blocking the card allows the
card to be blocked if needed. Card blocking is performed if the subscriber does not pay his monthly
obligations, or if he somehow loses his parking
card. This blocking is done when a vehicle is exiting because a computer capable of exchanging
data with the database and used for payments is
located at the exit only. If the reading is successfully performed and all the data is adequate, the
information that a car entered the parking lot is
written on the card (input-output flag). After a successful registration, ramp goes up, and the vehicle
enters the parking lot.
When a vehicle is exiting, it gets detected using inductive loops, too. There are two inductive
loops, one of which is used to detect the presence
of vehicles at the exit and the other to prevent contact between the “hands” of the ramp and the vehicle. When the PLC gets information that there is
a vehicle at the exit, it sends that information over
TCP / IP connection to the computer. The computer then activates antenna that performs reading of
RFID cards. While exiting, the following information are read: input-output flag and serial number.
Input-output flag is used in an identical manner as
for entering while using the serial number establishes the validity of the card.
The card may be invalid if the subscriber does
not pay to the service provider on time, if something gets stolen or in case of any other misuse of
the RFID card. All invalid cards are located in the
database at all the exit ramps. If it turns out that the
card is not valid anymore, the blockade flag is written on the card over the reader-antenna and the ramp
goes up so that a vehicle can exit the parking lot.
2009
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This database is updated daily by pulling data from
SQL database and updated with the ERP software
through GSM modem and GPRS connections.
Technical specifications
The control system of the ramps which controls
entry and exit of vehicle on the closed parking spaces, is based on the programmable logic controller.
In addition to the PLC input, following things are
located at the ramps: two inductive loops, detector
of inductive loop and UHF reader of RFID cards.
UHF reader should have following characteristics:
- frequency range 900MHz ~ 930MHz
- Reading speed <10 ms
- Maximum reading of 8 meters
UHF reader-antenna should be set to about 2.5
meters above the ground at an angle of about 35 °
to the surface in order to prevent reading of cards
of another vehicle if more than one vehicle is in
front of the ramp (Picture 4).

configuration is reduced for the PC and GSM modem and UHF antenna is connected via RS232
connection to the PLC.
Conclusion
Significant advantages of RFID over other
identification technologies are:
- non-contact data transfer- tag and the reader
don’t need to be in a direct physical contact in
order to exchange information, which allows
greater speed of transfer, reading multiple
tags, longer lifetime of tags (no wear);
- ability to write the data - data in RW tag can
be erased and reentered between 10,000 and
100,000 times;
- not required sight contact - the reader can read
the data from the tag through the materials
that are used to pass RF frequencies;
- High accuracy in reading data;
- possibility of tracking tags – by connecting
more readers in one system it is possible to
track the movement of a tag, which allows
easier stocktaking, inventory tracking in
warehouses, theft prevention, etc.
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Summary
Success of a company depends on understanding the needs of the market and on harmonizing
the company’s possibilities with market’s needs
and requirements. Modern business environment is
dynamic and characterized by frequent changes. In
such conditions, the understanding of market’s requirements, collecting necessary information about
the state on the market and market trends are becoming crucially significant for company’s survival.
Understanding and satisfying of custemer requirements is becoming, in this way, the key element of functioning, focusing and survival of a
company in modern business conditions. There are
at least three concepts which are essentially “rotating” around customers and their requirements: 1.
The concept of the quality management system,
given in series of standards ISO 9000:2000; 2. The
concept od business excellence and; The concept
of relationship marketing.
The objective of this paper is to present research results in modelling of the process for assuring satisfaction of company’s customers and
their requirements, in other words essentially key
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elements of the model which is the final result of
modelling process. This model implies a process
approach and acceptable marketing research in
the beginning, as well as the appropriate evaluation in the end. The model is harmonized with:
modern quality concept and requirements of ISO
9000:2000 series of standards, business excellence
concept represented throughout the EFQM model,
and relationship marketing concept. The model
also represents requirements, attitudes and ideas
of Serbian companies and a group of experts.
The research was done at the first quarter of
2008, to prove justifiability of requirements, elements and activities in the theoretic model for
providing satisfaction of customers’ requirements.
The theoretical model was postulated on the base
of researching available literature and research in
this sphere. The research included 84 (eighty-four)
companies (manufacturing and services), certified
according to ISO 9000:2000, registered and active
in Serbia (as a primary group) and 37 (thirty-seven) experts from the relevant field of work, as a
control group of the research.
The aim of the research was to prove facts, attitudes and opinions in relation to introduction and
2009
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provision of QMS in economy (both manufacturing and services); needs and specific requirements
of Serbian economy by modelling the processes of
evaluation and monitoring of customers’ requirements, as well as specific requirements of the experts in the field of quality.
Interviewing of available companies and
experts was primarily carried out by e-mail survey. A part of the questionnary was personally distributed to some companies and experts. About
600 companies and 100 experts were included in
the survey. In order to acomplish the survey it was
created an appropriate questionnary (taking care
about a methodology postulation of the research).
The communication principal was: one questionnary – one company/expert.
During checking phase of statistically relevant
differences in the answers of different-size-companies (types of companies: 1 – micro and small, 2 –
medium and 3 – big), the data types which appeared
in the survey caused the application of two different
methods of statistic analyses: Kruskal Wallis and
One way ANOVA. The ANOVA was also used in
comparison of companies (total) and experts’ data.
Where appropriate, in processing and analyses of
the research results, Pareto analyses was used in
order to sort the answers according to degree of importance both for the companies and experts.
Key words: model, satisfaction of customers
requirements, quality, business excellence.
Sažetak
Uspješnost preduzeća se zasniva na poznavanju
potreba tržišta i usaglašavanju svojih mogućnosti
sa potrebama i zahtjevima tržišta. Savremeno poslovno okruženje je dinamično, opterećeno čestim
promjenama. U takvim uslovima, poznavanje
zahtjeva tržišta, pribaljanje svih potrebnih informacija o stanju na tržištu, tržišnim kretanjima i
trendovima, postaje od presudnog značaja za opstanak preduzeća.
Razumjevanje i zadovoljavanje zahtjeva korisnika tako postaje značajan element funkcionisanja, fokusiranja i opstanka preduzeća u savremenih
uslovima privređivanja. Najmanje su tri koncepta
koja se suštinski “okreću” oko korisnika i njegovih zahtjeva: 1. Koncept sistema menadžmenata
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kvalitetom dat serijom standarda ISO 9000:2000;
2. Koncept poslovne izvrsnosti i; 3. Koncept marketinga odnosa.
Namjena ovog rada je da prikaže rezultate istraživanja u modelovanju procesa za
obezbjeđivanje zadovoljenja zahtjeva korisnika
preduzeća, odnosno suštinski bitne elemente
modela koji je krajnji rezultat tog modelovanja.
Ovaj model uključuje procesni prisup i prihvatljivo marketing istraživanje na početku, kao i
odgovarajuću evaluaciju na kraju. Model je harmonizovan sa: savremenim konceptom kvaliteta
i zahtjevima ISO 9000:2000 serije standarda,
konceptom poslovne izvrsnosti koji reprezentuje
EFQM model, kao i konceptom marketinga odnosa. Model takođe predstavlja zahtjeve, stavove i
ideje Srpskih preduzeća, kao i grupe eksperata.
Istraživanje je zaključeno tokom prvog kvartala 2008. godine, i predstavljalo je provjeru opravdanosti, zahtjeva, elemenata i aktivnosti prethodno
modelovanog teorijskog modela za obezbjeđivanje
zadovoljenja zahtjeva korisnika. Teorijski model
postavljen je na osnovu istraživanja dostupne literature i istraživanja u ovoj oblasti. Istraživanjem
je obuhvaćeno 84 preduzeća (proizvodnih i
uslužnih), sertifikovanih prema ISO 9001:2000,
koja posluju i čije je sjedište na teritoriji Republike
Srbije, kao primarne grupe, odnosno 37 eksperata
iz predmetne oblasti, kao kontrolne grupe.
Cilj istrživanja bio je da utvrdi: činjenice, stavove
i mišljenja u vezi sa uvođenjem i obezbjeđivanjem
QMS u privredi i uslužnim djelatnostima; potrebe
i specifične zahtjeve privrede Republike Srbije u
smislu modelovanja procesa mjerenja i praćenja
zahtjeva kupaca, kao i specifične zahtjeve eksperata u oblasti kvaliteta u smislu modelovanja procesa
mjerenja i praćenja zahtjeva korisnika.
Ispitivanje dostupnih preduzeća i eksperata
primarno je izvršeno putem elektronske pošte (email anketa). Jedan dio upitnika distribuiran je
lično nekim preduzećima, odnosno ekspertima.
Ukupno je ispitivanjem obuhvaćeno oko 600
privrednih subjekata i oko 100 eksperata. Za svrhu
ispitivanja kreiran je prilagođen upitnik (vodeći
računa o metodološkoj postavkci istraživanja).
Princip komunikacije bio je: jedan upitnik – jedno
preduzeće/ekspert.
Kod provjere postojanja statistički značajnih
razlika između odgovora preduzeća različite veli145
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čine (tipovi preduzeća: 1 – mikro i mala, 2 – srednja i 3 – velika), tipovi podataka koji se pojavljuju u ispitivanju uzrokovali su primjenu dvije različite metode statističke analize i to: Kruskal Wallis
i One way ANOVA. ANOVA je takođe korišćena
u poređenju podataka dobijenih od preduzeća (u
totalu) i eksperata. Gdje je bilo prikladno, u obradi
i analizi rezultata istraživanja, korišćena je Pareto
analiza sa ciljem da se dobijeni odgovori sortiraju
prema stepenu značaja za preduzeća i eksperte.
Ključne riječi: model, zadovoljenje zahtjeva
korisnika, kvalitet, poslovna izvrsnost.
1. Introduction
In modern economy, characterized by globalism, achieving business excellence and creating
world class products and services, as a basic precondition of company’s growth and development,
are not functions of one organizational unit within
the company, but they are the result of synchronized
activities of all company’s functions, according to
precisely defined objectives of the company.1
The objective of an organisation should be
achieving and understanding the optimum level
of customer’s satisfaction.2 This field represents a
base of three concepts: quality management, business excellence and relationship marketing.
Quality components, such as solving complains, cooperation of company’s representatives
with customers, availability of products and services, cost and price policy and activities related
to making contracts, have a great influence on customers’ satisfaction. On the other hand, customers’ satisfaction influences the company’s characteristics, such as spreading positive information
about the company and its services and products.3
1 Cockalo, D./Djordjevic, D. (2006): Managing Key

Flows in Company in Function of Achieving Business
Excelence, International convention on quality 2006,
“Quality for European and World Integrations”,
Belgrade, May 21st -25th, 2006., in: International
journal “Total Quality Management & Excellence”
no.1-2, vol. 34, YU ISSN 1452-0680, p. 97-101
2 Sajfert, Z./Đorđević, D./Bešić, C. (2008): Quality
management-prerquisite for accomplishing competitiveness of national companies, in: Tehnika, No. 1,
AETI of Sebia, Belgrade, ISSN 000-2176, p. 19-26.
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Business excellence presents a business strategy which demands from management complete
commitment and acceptance of concept. The
EFQM model of business excellence is based on
eight principles.4 The belonging criteria are: leadership, policy and strategy, people – management
of employees, partnership and resources, processes, customer results – customer satisfaction,
people results – employees satisfaction, society
results – the influence on society and key performance results; are all the basis for self-evaluation
whose purpose is to evaluate the “maturity phase”
of the organization and to focus on the problems
of further business improvement.
Relationship marketing is a process by which a
company builds a long lasting relationship with possible and the existing customers in such a way that
both sides (sellers and buyers) are focused on commonly defined objectives.5 Brookes and Little6 give
a broader explanation, saying that this concept is
based on data base management, interactive market
communication and web marketing. The achievement of these objectives is reached through: (1) the
understanding of customers’ needs, (2) treating customers’ as partners, (3) making such conditions that
employees satisfy all customers’ needs; this can demand initiative and efforts from employees that can
exceed the norms of the company and (4) providing
the best possible quality in accordance to customers’ individual needs.7
3

4
5

6

7

Cockalo, D./Djordjevic, D. (2008): Business
strategy for providing satisfaction of customer
requirements, in: An International Journal
“Communications in Dependability and Quality
Management”, Vol. 11, No. 3, September 2008.
ISSN 1450-7196, p. 59-67
EFQM (ed.) (2002): EFQM - The Fundamental
Concepts of Excellence, Brussels.
Evans, J./Laskin, R. (1994): The Relationship
Marketing Process: A Conceptualization and
Application, in: Industrial Marketing Management
23, p. 439-452.
Brookes, R./Little, V. (1997): The New Marketing
Paradigma – What does customer focus now
mean?, in: Marketing and Reserch Today, Vol 25
No 2, ESOMAR, Amsterdam, p. 97.
Evans, J./Laskin, R. (1994): The Relationship
Marketing Process: A Conceptualization and
Application, in: Industrial Marketing Management
23, p. 439-452.
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Building partnership with suppliers, especially
with service companies which make selling-service network, educating and motivating employees, encouraging and stimulating personnel to
express free initiative and creativity in solving
problems through communication with customers
and the concept of business excellence are, beside
a relationship with customers, crucial inputs in relationship marketing concept.
Positive results of effectively positioned relationship marketing are8: (1) high percentage of
satisfied customers, (2) greater loyalty of customers, (3) quality of products/services is better perceived by customers and (4) increasing profit of a
seller-company.
2. The research - objectives and tasks9
The objective of the research was to create and
present a theoretic model of a system for providing satisfaction of a company's (firm’s) customers needs. This model assumes a process approach, appropriate marketing research in the beginning and corresponding evaluation in the end. The
model is harmonised with the conditions in which Serbian companies (production and services)
work and it is created to enable easier managing
of these processes with the aim to achieve business excellence.
The tasks of the research were:
- analysis and setting criteria for business
excellence in modern business conditions,
- analysis of marketing requirements in the
field of satisfaction of customers’ needs,
- analysis of ISO 9000:2000 Standard
requirements in the process model according
to mega- processes,
Evans, J./Laskin, R. (1994): The Relationship
Marketing Process: A Conceptualization and
Application, in: Industrial Marketing Management
23, p. 439-452.
9 This part bellow: Cockalo, D. (2008): A Model for
Assuring Satisfaction of Customer’s Requirements
According to ISO 9000 Series of Standards and the
Needs of Serbian Republic Economy – Dissertation,
University of Novi Sad, Technical faculty “Mihajlo
Pupin” in Zrenjanin, Zrenjanin.
8
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- analysis and definition of steps within
monitoring, measuring and analysis of
satisfaction of company’s customers,
- research of needs and special requirements
of Serbian economy - modelling the process
of measuring and monitoring customers’
requirements,
- research of experts’ special requirements in
the field of quality – modelling the process
of measuring and monitoring customers’
requirements,
- determination of the model’s components
(sub-processes),
- presentation of the model’s structure
together with its components’ ties and their
description.
3. The sample, collecting and processing of
research information
Research target groups were:
- companies (productive and/or services),
which are, in accordance with the objective,
certified according to the system of QM
standards (ISO 9000 series of standards)
and which are registered and work in Serbia,
or managers – working in quality and/or
marketing sector in these companies, as
primary group,
- experts, in the field of quality and/or
marketing, as a control group.
Interviewing of available companies and
experts was primarily carried out by e-mail survey.
The reasons for this type of survey were fast response and costs, which were considerably lower
comparing to survey by mail or some other type of
interview, paying attention to the main characteristics and problems10 (the biggest response, from
20 to 30%, but sometimes it does not exceed 5%,
therefore the sample is not representative). A part
of the questionnary was personally distributed to
some companies and experts. About 600 companies and 100 experts were included in the survey.

10 Hanic, H. (1997): Marketing Research, Faculty of

Economics in Belgrade, Belgrade, 57
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For the sake of the survey it was created a questionnary (taking care of the methodology of the
research). Communicative principle was: one questionnary – one company/expert. 8411 companies
and 37 experts accepted to participate in the survey.
The survey was mainly realized in November
and December 2007 and in January 2008.
The structure of the surveyed companies was:
- According to ownership structure the companies were mainly private (61 (72,6%)),
then public (10 (11,9%)), socially owned (8
(9,5%)) and other (5 (6%));
- According to the field of work: agriculture,
hunting, forestry and water management
3 (3,4%), ore and stone mining 1 (1,1%),
manufacturing industry 46 (52,3%),
electrical, gas and water generation and
supply 5 (5,7%), building construction
9 (10,2%) wholesale and retail trade;
motor vehicles, motorcycles and houseware/personal repair 8 (9,1%), traffic,
warehousing and connection 3 (3,4%),
administration and defence; compulsory
social insurance 2 (2,3%), education 3
(3,4%), health and social care 3 (3,4%),
other communal, social and individual
services 5 (5,7%);
- According to the size: micro 6 (7,2%),
small 8 (9,5%), medium 38 (45,2%), big
32 (38,1%);
- Position of the interviewed: director (general
manager) 10 (11,9%), leading manager 49
(58,3%), consultant 3 (3,6%), others 22
(26,2%);
The structure of the interviewed experts:
- The majority of the interviewed were male
(31 (83,8%)) while females made only 6
(16,2%);

11 The sample is representative because it includes

more than 5% companies in Republic of Serbia
which have the certificate ISO (JUS ISO)
9001:2000. Reference data on certificate number
was taken from the The ISO Survey 2006, the last
available one during the research realization. Here,
1551 certified companies are mentioned.
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- The greatest number of the interviewed
were over 50 years of age 13 (41,9%), , 11
(35,5%) were between 30 and 40, and the
smallest number made those between 40
and 50 years of age 7 (22,6%). Six experts
did not answer this question;
- Level of education: the majority were PhD
(15 (40,6%)), experts with Master’s degree
and Bachelors made (10 (27%)) and 2
(5,4%) of the experts had college diplomas;
- Occupation (answered 22 (59,5%) of the
interviewed): the majority were university
professors/college professors – 11, five experts
were employed as consultants, there were
2 assistants and 2 technologists, 1 director
(manager), 1 engineer and 1 programmer;
- Position of the interviewed in their organizations (answered 36 (97,3%): directors
(managers) 5 (13,2%), leading managers
10 (26,3%), consultants 1 (2,6%), owners
2 (5,3%), others 20 (52,6%).
During checking phase of statistically relevant
differences in the answers of different-size-companies (types of companies: 1 – micro and small,
2 – medium and 3 – big), the data types which appeared in the survey caused the application of two
different methods of statistic analyses:
1. Kruskal Wallis – one-way analyses of the
variant among the ranks for data types of
lower level (nominal), as well as with data
without beginner’s presumption on the
existence of a certain distribution (most
frequently normal);
2. One way ANOVA – one-way analyses of the
variant, but in this case for more superior data
of interval level, such as significance grades;
The ANOVA was also used in comparison of
companies (total) and experts’ data.
It was taken that evaluation limit of reliability
results, t.i, probability which enabled claiming that
the data were error consequences or random variations was p = 0,05. This means that for p £ 0,05
exists statistically significant difference in results.
It was determined that significant statistic
exception in the answers of companies (total) and
experts didn’t exist, therefore, there is no discussion on this matter.
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Figure 1. The model for providing satisfaction of customer requirements according to ISO 9000 series
of standards and Republic of Serbia economy needs
Where appropriate, in processing and analyses
of the research results, Pareto analyses was used
in order to sort the answers according to degree
of importance both for the companies and experts.
Research results presented in final report, t.i., in
this paper, include the answers that belong to categories “very important” and “important”. The
category “other” was neglected.
4. The model
This part of the paper presents a model for providing satisfaction of customers’ requirements, which
is derived from theoretic research, but whose justifiability has been proved by a research of attitudes of
companies and experts in Republic of Serbia.
The model is grafically presented at the end of
the paper in the Figure 1.

4.1. The basic function
The basic function of the model is providing
satisfaction of customers’ requirements. By implementing this model it is provided harmonization
of the basic function with principles and criteria
of business excellence, as well as with marketing
requirements in relation to customers’ requirements and their satisfaction and also specific requirements of ISO9000:2000 series of standards.
However, all requirements and interests of suppliers and others stakeholders have to be respected.
4.2. The structure
The explanations of sub-process (module) elements which represent the extension of the basis
given by ISO9001:2000 are mentioned bellow.12
12 NOTE: The structure of the standard is used for

better description and explanation of the model
which, in fact, relies upon it.
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Structure presentation is supported by additional
explanations and statistic indicators which justify
the model and its elements (modules).
- Management responsibility
Apart from responsibilities defined by the standard, the management should:
a) Take care about the principles of business
excellence while defining policy, objectives
and tasks, as well as processes. These
principles are:
- results orientation,
- customer focus,
- leadership,
- management by processes and facts,
- people development and involvement,
- continuous learning, innovation and
improvement,
- partnership developement,
- corporate social responsibility;
b) Take care about the criteria of business
excellence while defining policy, objectives,
and tasks, as well as processes:
- leadership,
- policy and strategy,
- people,
- partnership and resources,
- processes,
- customer results,
- people results,
- society results,
- key performance results;
c) During the process of management rewiew
they should take care about criteria of
business excellence incorporated in business
policy;13
d) To provide taking care about input elements
of relationship marketing concept while
defining policy, objectives and tasks, as well
as planning and realization of processes:
13 NOTE: Additional explanations related to business

excellence – in the model, as well as accompanying
statistic data are given in Appendix 1. of this paper.
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- understanding customers expectations,
- building service partnerships,
- empowering employees,
- total quality management,
which also include evaluation of customer satisfaction;
e) To provide monitoring, evaluation and
analysis of output elements in relationship
marketing concept:
- quality product,
- customer satisfaction (effects: complaints,
recommendations, re-buying),
- customer loyalty,
- increased profitability (also one of the
key indicators of business results in the
business excellence model);
f) To take care about output elements of
relationship marketing concept during
management rewiew phase.14
- Resource management
Resource management includes:
1. Human resources:
HRM should include requirements which
demand taking care about the requirements of
important elements of relationship marketing
concept and a business excellence model during
the process of selecting, involving, training
and motivating of employees, especially those
in direct contact with customers.15
2. Infrastructure.
3. Work environment.

14 NOTE: Additional explanations related to the

elements of relationship marketing in the model,
as well as accompanying statistic data are given in
Appendix 2. of this paper.
15 NOTE: For additional explanations and
accompanying statistic data see Appendix 3.
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- Product realization16
* Customer-related processes
Effective relationship with customers demands
from organizations to:
1. Perform acceptable evaluation of customer
satisfaction, when possible, and to refer to
the results of the sub-process, related to data
analysis and improvement.
2. Etablish requirements that are not specified
or expected but a customer can evaluate
them positively after use (if possible).
Identification of customers’ requirements
and expectations is a separate sub-process
which can be the part of another process and
because of that its definition and providing
evidence (document) can be performed in
the following ways:
- the procedure for identification of
customer requirements and expectations,
- given in more details in Reference book
(Handbook) of quality,
- the part of another procedure, for
example: making contracts, selling,
communication with customers etc.
- methodology as a separate document that
is being referred to in the evidence.
The appropriate methods and techniques for
establishing customer requirements and expectations are:17
a) Observation;
b) Interviewing customers:
- personal interview,
- postal interview,
- e-mail interview,
- anonymous interview on larger sample
with the presence of interviewers,
- telephone interview.

16 NOTE:

Comparable additional explanations
and accompanying statistic indicators for the
parts of the paper related to researching needs,
product realization and measuring analyses and
improvement data are given in Appendix 4.
17 Based on: Hanic, H. (1997): Marketing Research,
Faculty of Economics in Belgrade, Belgrade.
2009

3. Reconsidering of requirements should
include (when it is possible for the
organization and customers) some kind
of needs and expectation research, or
evaluation of customer satisfaction or it
should refer to sub-process results of data
analysis and improvement.
4. Establishing and implementing effective
solutions in communication with customers
in relation to:
- feed-back information from customers,
including their complaints. If it is harmonized with organization’s commitment and
possibilities or external requirements, the
process of making complaints should be
defined and documented.
* Design and development
Validation of results within a phase or the project should include acceptable research of needs
and expectations or it should refer to the results of
processes related to customers, as well as evaluation of customer requirements (when possible) or
sub-processes of data analysis and improvement.
* Purchasing
A relationship towards suppliers should be in
harmony with the principles and criteria of business excellence, as well as with relevant input elements of relationship marketing concept. In general, this partnership with suppliers means necessary
cooperation, harmonized with mutual interests.
* Production and service provision
It is necessary to provide:
- during performing activities (products and
services realization),
- after realization or products delivery and
- through post-delivery and servicing activities,
an acceptable research of needs and expectations, both for the organization and customers. If
this is not possible than it should be referred to
the results related to customers. When possible,
evaluation of customer satisfaction should be performed and when it isn’t possible it should be referred to sub-process results of data analysis and
improvement.
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- Measurement, analysis and improvement18
* Monitoring and measurement
Monitoring and measurement include methods,
techniques and activities which an organization
should take in order to monitor and measure:
1. Customer satisfaction – information on
customers’ opinion about in what degree their
requirements have been fulfilled. Methods,
techniques and activities appropriate for
getting this information are:19
a) Observing;
b) Interviewing customers by:
- personal interview,
- postal interview,
- e-mail interview,
- anonymous interview on larger sample
when interviewer is present,
- telephone interview,
c) Solving complaints;
d) Monitoring of proposals for improvement
(products/services) suggested by customers;
e) Solving complaints on products;
f) Monitoring of products “behavior”
during usage (defects).
* Improvement
The analysis of customer satisfaction should
have the following consequences:
- Corrective and/or preventive actions;
- By planning quality of the future;
- By (re)definition quality policy, objectives
and tasks;
- By training personnel;
- By “good practice” – collective experience
(it is equally related to all modules of the
model).

NOTE: Comparable additional explanations
and accompanying statistic indicators for the
parts of the paper related to researching needs,
product realization and measuring, analyses and
improvement are given in Appendix 4.
19 Based on: Hanic, H. (1997): Marketing Research,
Faculty of Economics in Belgrade, Belgrade.
18
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The procedure of evaluating customer satisfaction is a separate process, but it can be the part of
another process too, so its definition and making
evidence can be performed in the following ways:
- the procedure for monitoring, measurement
and analysis of customer satisfaction,
- processed in more details in the Reference
book (Handbook) of quality,
- the part of another procedure, for example
corrective or preventive actions, selling,
solving complaints etc.
- methodology as a separate document that is
being referred to in the document.
5. Conclusions
The bases of successful management aimed at
building a relationship with customers means:
- involvement of executives and their commitment to objectives of such organization
management,
- successful measurement which is, in short
term, based on quality management of
services and, in long term, at obtaining high
degree of customers’ satisfaction,
- directives for individual initiative which
provide realization coordinated with the
general objective and strategy aimed at
building a relationship with customers.
The company’s objective should be achieving
and understanding the optimum level of customer
satisfaction.
The important step in achieving customer satisfaction is to make research of customers’ requirements in order to make good business decisions.
The model for providing customer satisfaction,
presented in this work, is harmonized, according
to its basic function and primary structure, with
the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 series of standards, as well as with relevant proposals and criteria of business excellence, marketing requirements
and specific characteristics and requirements of
Republic of Serbia economy.
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Appendix 1.
Asked to evaluate the importance20 that should
be paid to the principles of business excellence
while defining policy, objectives and tasks in the
organization, 66 (85,7%) (out of 77 (91,7%)) the
interviewed in companies, or 33 (91,7%) (out of
36 (97,3%)) experts gave the answers which are
showed, comparably, in the Table 1. All the principles were evaluated as significant or particularly
significant (the lowest grade was given to corporative social responsibility by the experts 3,39).
Having been asked to evaluate significance
paid, or the one which should be paid to criteria
of business excellence at defining policy, objectives
and tasks in the organization, the interviewed (63
(85,1%) out of 74 (88,1%)) in companies, and experts (33 (91,7%) out of 36 (97,3%)) evaluated the
criteria and their application as significant (table 2).
20 In the research (survey), the significance scale with

Table 3, included the companies and experts’
grades, shows how important it is to take care
about the criteria of business excellence by the leading management in management review. Affirmative answer gave 65 (83,3%) out of 78 (92,9%)
companies and 33 (91,7%) out of 36 (97,3%)
experts. Here, statistically significant difference
was noticed in the answers of the different-type
companies (p = 0,043<0,05) and the grades are
showed separately. High average grade of significance paid to the criteria of business excellence
was noticed, in other words, they were evaluated
as significant and particularly significant – the
lowest grade was 3,50.
It is interesting that a particular significance is
paid to the principles and criteria which are directly oriented towards customers (the lowest average
grade is 4,23); that shows readiness of the organization to devote themselves to their customers, as
well as importance which the experts give to this
question.

five levels was used (grade): 1-particularly weak,
2-weak, 3-satisfying, 4-significant, 5-particularly
significant.

Table 1.  Comparative survey of average significance grade that should be paid to the principles of
business excellence at defining policy, objectives and tasks in the organization
PRINCIPLES
of business excellence
Results Orientation
Customer Focus
Leadership
Management by Processes and Facts
People Development and Involvement
Continuous Learning, Innovation and Improvement
Partnership Development
Corporate Social Responsibility

Average grade of the
interviewed in companies
4,17
4,42
3,82
3,80
3,76
3,68
3,94
3,58

Average grade of
the experts
4,39
4,61
4,18
4,06
3,88
3,79
3,94
3,39

Таble 2.  Comparative survey of average significance grade which should be paid to the criteria of
business excellence at defining policy, objectives and tasks in the organization
CRITERIA
of business excellence
Leadership
Policy and Strategy
People
Partnership and Resources
Processes
Customer Results
People Results
Society Results
Key Performance Results
154

Average grade of the interviewed
in companies
3,73
3,87
3,68
3,65
3,90
4,47
3,58
3,52
4,23

Average grade of the
experts
4,00
4,24
4,21
3,97
4,15
4,48
4,15
3,70
4,27
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Appendix 2.

Appendix 3.

Both companies and experts consider significant or satisfying input elements of relationship
marketing concept, especially in the sphere of
planning (table 4).
Comparative survey of the average grades which the interviewed used to evaluate the significance of output elements of relationship marketing,
especially in the sphere of planning is given in the
table 5. It should be emphasized that all the elements were evaluated as significant both by companies (81 (96,4%) answered the question) and by
experts (35 (94,6%) of the interviewed).

Training and motivation of employees, as input elements of relationship marketing, take for
a starting base an appropriate selection of staff,
especially those who need to be in direct contact
with customers. The offered criteria are presented
in the figure 2, according to degree of significance.
Totally 82 (97,6%) of the interviewed in companies and 36 (97,3%) experts answered the question.
The most significant criteria are: communicative
abilities and experience and the least significant is
appearance.

Таble 3.  Comparative survey of the average significance grade paid, and which should be paid to the
criteria of business excellence at management review by the leading management
CRITERIA
of business excellence
Leadership
Policy and Strategy
People
Partnership and Resources
Processes
Customer Results
People Results
Society Results
Key Performance Results

Average grade of the interviewed in companies
1

2

3

Average grade
of the experts

3,67
4,08
4,33
4,17
4,17
4,67
3,92
3,92
4,67

3,54
4,04
3,69
3,69
3,73
4,42
3,81
3,46
4,35

3,73
3,88
3,50
3,62
4,04
4,23
3,50
3,62
4,12

4,00
4,24
4,21
3,97
4,15
4,48
4,15
3,70
4,27

Тable 4.  Comparative survey of the average significance grade of input elements in relatioship marketing concept
Input Elements of Relationship
Marketing Concept
Understanding Customers Expectations
Building Service Partnerships
Empowering Employees
Total Quality Management

Average grade of the
interviewed in companies
4,31
3,92
3,66
3,76

Average grade of the
experts
3,88
3,42
3,71
3,26

Тable 5.  Comparative survey of average significance grade of output elements in relationship marketing concept
Output Elements in Relationship
Marketing Concept
Quality Product
Customer Satisfaction (effects: complaints,
recommendations, re-buying)
Customer Loyalty
Increased Profitability
2009

Average grades of the
interviewed in companies
4,64

Average grades of
experts
4,06

4,44

4,26

4,04
4,19

4,09
3,91
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Figure 2. Key criteria at selecting staff that
should be in direct contact with customers
Appropriate training, encouraging and awarding of employees, together with free initiative
and imagination, from the standpoint of relationship marketing means that the employees, properly guided, can fulfill expectations and answer
requirements of customers better than any procedure and, in that way, reduce frustration and dissatisfaction of customers. In order to apply such
an approach it is important to fulfill four conditions. The figure 3 shows that 79 (94,1%) companies and 35 (94,6%) experts gave their statements
on this.

Figure 3. Conditions for active involvement of
employees in relation marketing concept
Appendix 4.
Having been asked to say if they had particularly defined process for identification of expectations and requirements of customers, the majority
of the interviewed, 66 (79,5%) out of 83 (98,8%)
from the companies gave positive answers. One
part 14 (16,9%) of them connected this process
to some process in the organization and only in
3 (3,6%) companies this process was not defined
at all. Similar structure of the answers gave the
experts, too (31 (83,8%) – they thought it was
156

important to define this process, and 6 (16,2%)
thought that this process could be joined to some
other process, with a note that they insisted on the
existence of this process.
The process of monitoring, measuring and
analysis of customers’ satisfaction is similar to
the previous one. 69 (82,1%) of the interviewed in
companies stated that this process already existed
as particularly defined, 14 (16,7%) said that it was
a part of some other process, and only 1 (1,2%)
said that it didn’t exist. The experts were, this
time, practically unique in thinking that this process had to be particularly defined, only 3 (8,1%)
of the interviewed stated that it could be a part of
some other process.
When the problem of making documentation
of both processes is in question, we can see, that
opinion of companies and experts was almost the
same (table 6). For making documentation of the
process – identification of expectation , we got
the answers from 81 (96,4%), and for making
documentation of the process – monitoring, measuring and analyses we got the answers from 83
(98,8%) companies.
It is obvious that, in both processes, the experts
gave advantage to methodology over integration – which is opposite than in companies. This
doesn’t diminish significance of the part (which
is the biggest) in which there is an agreement in
statements.
The survey of the answers related to phases in
which research of needs, expectations and measuring of customers’ satisfaction is performed,
or should be performed is given in tables 7 and
8 respectively. A statistically significant difference
in answers of different-type companies was noticed concerning the questions about the phases in
which research of needs and expectations (p =
0,001<0,05) and measuring of satisfaction (p =
0,002<0,05) is performed, therefore the answers
are given separately. The question concerning the
process – identification of expectations answered
83 (98,8%) of the interviewed and the question
concerning the process – monitoring, measuring
and analyses answered 80 (95,2%) companies.
Generally, it is the best to realize both the research of needs and expectations and measuring
of satisfaction in all mentioned phases, having in
mind that the focus of the activities is moved from
2009
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Table 6.  Comparative survey of acceptable way of making documentation of processes – identification
expectations and monitoring, measuring and analyses.
Offered answers

Process of identification
of expectations
Firms
Experts

Process of monitoring,
measuring and analyses
Firms
Experts

(a)

Given in more details in Reference book
(Handbook) of quality

27 (29,7%)

16 (27,1%)

22 (23,2%)

13 (22%)

(b)

The procedure

46 (50,5%)

27 (45,8%)

54 (56,8%)

33 (55,9%)

(c)

The part of another procedure

12 (13,2%)

5 (8,5%)

12 (12,6%)

4 (6,8%)

(d)

Methodology as a separate document that is
being referred to in the evidence

4 (4,4%)

11 (18,6%)

7 (7,7%)

9 (15,3%)

Table 7. Survey of phases in which research of needs and customers satisfaction is/should be performed.
Offered answers
(a) Defining quality policy, objectives and tasks
(b) Research of requirements and expectations
Defining resources for realisation of product or
(c)
service
During review of requirements related to the
(d)
product
Through validation of results (within a phase or
(е)
the project)
During performing activities (products and
(f)
services realization)
(g) After realization or products delivery
(h) Through post-delivery and servicing activities

Reserch of needs and expectations
Firms
Experts
1
2
3
5 (20,8%) 23 (18,7%) 18 (16,5%) 13 (11,7%)
6 (25%) 17 (13,8%) 17 (15,6%) 30 (27%)
1 (4,2%)

9 (7,3%)

15 (13,8%)

7 (6,3%)

5 (20,8%) 18 (14,6%) 15 (13,8%) 12 (10,8%)
6 (25%)
-

14 (11,4%) 13 (11,9%) 11 (9,9%)
20 (16,3%) 10 (9,2%)

10 (9%)

17 (13,8%) 8 (7,3%)
6 (5,4%)
1 (4,2%) 5 (4,1%) 13 (11,9%) 18 (16,2%)

Table 8. Survey of phases in which measuring of customers satisfaction is/should be performed.

(a) Defining quality policy, objectives and tasks

Measuring of satisfaction
Firms
Experts
1
2
3
2 (6,5%) 10 (10,8%) 11 (11,6%) 14 (11,9%)

(b) Research of requirements and expectations

6 (19,4%)

9 (9,7%)

-

8 (8,6%)

Offered answers

(c)

Defining resources for realisation of product or
service

(d)

During review of requirements related to the
product

(е)

Through validation of results (within a phase or
the project)

(f)

During performing activities (products and
services realization)

18 (18,9%) 20 (16,9%)
5 (5,3%)

7 (5,9%)

5 (16,1%) 11 (11,8%) 10 (10,5%) 10 (8,5%)
9 (29%)

10 (10,8%)

6 (6,3%)

14 (11,9%)

-

8 (8,6%)

14 (14,8%)

9 (7,6%)

(g) After realization or products delivery

6 (19,4%)

27 (29%) 18 (18,9%) 21 (17,8%)

(h) Through post-delivery and servicing activities

3 (9,7%)

10 (10,8%) 13 (13,7%) 23 (19,5%)
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Table 9. Comparative survey of methods and activities for research of needs and expectations and
measuring of customers’ satisfaction
Offered methods and activities
Firms
(a)
(b)
(b)1
(b)2
(b)3

Observing
Interviewing customers
personal interview
postal interview
e-mail interview

(b)4

anonymous interview on larger
sample when interviewer is present

(b)5
(d)
(e)

25 (9,7%)

(a) Reserch of Needs
Experts Firms
Experts
12 (13,2%)

(b) Measuring of Satisfaction
Firms
Experts

13

2

13

5

11
6
8

17
16
16

11
3
6

7

6

75 (29,1%) 32 (35,2%)
33 (24,8%)

18 (30%)

33 (24,8%)

8 (13,3%)

31 (23,3%)

12 (20%)

15
13
11

10 (7,5%)

11 (18,3%)

4

9

7

2

16 (12%)
4 (6,7%)
telephone interview
Solving complaints
Monitoring of proposals for improvement (products/
services) suggested by customers

7

2

45 (17,4%)

10 (11%)

32 (12,4%)

11 (12,1%)

(f)

Solving complaints on products

47 (18,2%)

11 (12,1%)

(g)

Monitoring of products “behavior” during usage (defects)

25 (9,7%)

8 (8,8%)

Тable 10  Comparative survey of the ways on which the results of analysis- satisfaction of  customersinfluence/should influence the improvement of QМS
Offered answers
Corrective and/or preventive actions
(Re)definition of quality policy, objectives and tasks
Planning quality of the future
Training personnel
“Good practice” – collective experience

research of needs and expectations towards measuring of satisfaction during the process which
goes from defining policy and objectives of quality to post-selling and service activities.
Methods and activities for research of attitudes are acceptable, in opinion of companies and
experts, and they should be applied in research
of needs and expectations and in measuring of
satisfaction – they are showed in comparative survey (table 9).
Methods and activities that are of particular importance are the methods used in surveying customers, especially personal interview and postal
interview. The least attention is paid to monitoring
of a product’s life in usage.
The analysis of customers’ satisfaction should
influence the improvement of QMS and making
business of a whole organization in general. This
is a request of the standard but also the practice of
Serbian companies, which is the research showed.
The ways through which this is performed, or should be performed 81 (96,4%) companies and 36
158

Firms
64 (31,8%)
35 (17,4%)
48 (23,9%)
33 (16,4%)
16 (8%)

Experts
20 (21,3%)
19 (20,2%)
24 (25,5%)
20 (21,3%)
11 (11,7%)

(97,3%) experts showed in their answers on the
offered questions. It is encouraging that the ”system of award and punishment” has almost completely excluded in companies (5 (2,5%)), while
the experts have not considered this problem at all.
Table 10 shows a comparative survey of companies and experts’ opinions on this question.
With a certain difference, the companies and
experts give advantage to corrective and/or preventive measures in planning quality in the future
period, while they give the least attention to shared
values.21

21 The purpose of the research (survey) was not to

establish why(?) it was applied but to identify the
ways – how “the circle closes”, in other words, to
establish the elements of feedback in the model, so
we did not go into details.
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WiMAX SYSTEMS
WiMAX Sistemi
Enes Sukić
International University of Novi Pazar, Serbia

Summary
In this paper the author points out some features
of WiMAX , which make WiMAX the technology
of the future. Advanced connectivity, flexibility of
a physical layer, working in LOS and NLOS conditions, low cost installation and many other uses,
are just some of the features pointed out.
Unlike other wireless technologies, the construction of the wireless access significantly depends on the time-table and needs of its users. Previous wireless systems haven’t offered possibility
of using different quality service as well as they
haven’t offered the stipulation for the service quality for individual cases. Specially described in this
paper is the possibility of big distance radio waves
propagation in conditions where there is no line of
sight between the base and the user.
Sažetak
U ovom radu ukazano je na neke osobine
WiMAX-a koje ga čine tehnologijom budućnosti.
Napredne mogućnosti povezivanja, fleksibilnost
fizičkog sloja, rad u LOS i NLOS uslovima, niska
cena instalacije i mnogobrojne primene su samo
neke od njih.
Izgradnja sistema fiksnog bežičnog pristupa, za
razliku od ostalih bežičnih tehnologija, u značajnoj
meri zavisi od rasporeda i potreba krajnjih korisnika.
Dosadašnji bežični sistemi nisu nudili mogućnost
krajnjim korisnicima da koriste servise različitog
kvaliteta, kao i da vrše ugovaranje kvaliteta servisa
za pojedinačne slučajeve. Naročito je u radu opisana
mogućnost prostiranja radio talasa na velikim rastojanjima u uslovima gde ne postoji optička vidljivost
izmedju bazne stanice i korisničke stanice.
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Introduction
The abbreviation WiMAX comes from the
phrase “Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access”, and the standard, which needs to be
followed by the new generation of appliances, has
got the name IEEE 802.16. Its two most important sub-standards are IEEE 802.16-2004 i IEEE
802.16e. The first one is designed for static wireless connection while the other one is designed
for connecting mobile devices like mobile phones
and computers.
Together with VoIP communication, WiMAX
can minimize the need for mobile phones and it
can make all kinds of telephone conversation possible (local, intercity, international) with far lower
prices. According to prognosis, WiMAX technology will be able to reach the coverage similar to
one, that today’s mobile telephony operators have.
WiMax system is usually consisted of base station (WiMAX tower, WiMAX Base Station), which
is similar to mobile telephony transmitters. Only
one access point like this one can cover the area in
radius of 50km.
Possibilities of wimax system
WiMAX access points are connected on Internet physical delivery connections together with
the use of the system of big access power and
two of these points can form “the bridge” in the
distance of 50 kilometers, which is necessary for
physical visibility. In smaller distance (up to 15
kilometers) WiMAX provides stable and fast connection without the need for access point antenna
and user antenna to be seen. 15 kilometers mentioned above, are the maximum distance in which
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the connection could be made without any line of
sight, so in the theory the distance could be less.
On the other hand, the producers of WiMAX
equipment carefully indicate that this kind of connection is possible in the distance of 8 kilometers,
which is far more than 100 meters of reach for
WiFi, under the same conditions.
When it comes to this kind of connection called
a “non-line-of-sight” connection (NLOS), what is
usually used is the antenna imbedded in the device or it can be installed as external antenna in
internal or external wall of the object. In this case
WiMAX uses frequent radius of 2 to 11 GHz, for
it is proved that irradiance in this wavelength can
easily overcome obstacles. This would be interesting for potential users, who could access internet
from the distance of more than 10 kilometers, in
case they provided better conditions (line of sight,
better quality equipment and antennas). The access is similar to the one used in WiFi range enhancement.[1]
When there is a line of sight, WiMAX puts in
the category “line-of-sight” connection (LOS),
where we can use dish antenna targeted at WiMAX
base station. Things that characterize WiMAX
are: stability, less mistakes in transmission, higher
transmitting power and the use of higher frequency range (from 10 to maximum 66 GHz) [2]. This
way, it would be possible to connect remote areas with the help of WiMAX “bridge”, and users
could connect locally in WiMAX regime.
One of the important aspects, for which
WiMAX differentiate from WiFi standards, and
which enables results mentioned above, is the way
that defines Media Access Control (MAC) layer.
This is significantly different from solutions used
for WiFi , where Ethernet accesses using the principle of “competition”, which means that clients
(devices), that want to transmit data to the access
point, compete for its “attention” on random basis.
In practice, this causes remote clients to be distracted by other devices which work in the similar
range. This way, their data stream would be significantly lower or even disconnected.
On the other hand, specifications 802.16 provide the profile under which the client device
“competes for attention” of access point only in
the moment of logging in to the network. After
that, the access point gives “ the time slot” which
160

can be increased or reduced, but still assigned to
client station and impossible to be used by others
while the existing station is online.[3] This way of
working is stable under conditions of overloading
or big number of users online, so it can not lead to
outage.
Signal propagation in los and nlos
conditions in wimax systems
The most often represented thing in wireless
communication is LOS (Line Of Sight) i.e. conditions in which the direct line of sight is in presence. Big advantage of WiMAX lies in the fact
that we can work in the conditions without the line
of sight, which is to say, in NLOS (Non Line Of
Sight) conditions. It is possible to divide NLOS
conditions in three groups:
1. Protected path of direct line of sight:
dominant path, although weakened, it is still
dominant in relation to multipath signals.
2. Outdoor NLOS: there is no direct path
and multipath signals are consisted of
smaller number of paths with lesser or
greater differences in delay. This model is
characteristic for systems with moderately
high set stations and outdoor mounted user
antennas.
3. Indoor NLOS: there is no direct path and
multipath signals are consisted of bigger
number of paths whit similar power and
lesser or greater differences in delay. This
model is characteristic for systems with
moderately high set base stations and indoor
mounted user antennas.
NLOS conditions are characterized not only
by weakening in free space which is the most
dominant weakening in LOS conditions, but also
by further weakening, which is the consequence
of various effects that follow the signals during
their transfer in such conditions. Those effects are:
shadowing, reflection, scattering and diffraction.
Shadowing is the effect that occurs in the case
when an obstacle appears in the signal path, which
prevents the signal from passing.
Reflection occurs in the case when the dimensions of the object are bigger than the wavelength.
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Therefore, the power of reflected signal is smaller
than the power of direct signal because the object
absorbs the part of direct signal energy. If we use
the reflection in NLOS properly, it can have the
key role. In the case when the object dimensions
are comparable to the signal wavelength, finding
an obstacle can lead to diffraction.
Diffraction is the change in the direction of
wave propagation and continuation of propagation
under a different angle.
At the place of data reception, except the direct
signal, appear other signals, which are the result of
effects mentioned in the text above. This is called
multiple propagation (multipath). These signals
appear with a certain time space. It is called delay
spread – an expansion of signal due to delay. This
effect is seen in short impulses expansion or in the
appearance of many other short impulses. During
the emission of two impulses, one after another,
multiple propagation can cause impulses overlay.
If each impulse represents one symbol, then the
energy of one symbol can pass to another symbol.
This effect is called ISI (InterSymbol Interference).
As the speed of transmission becomes faster,
the effect becomes more obvious, and that affects
the limiting of bandwidth. Fading represents the
variation of signal amplitude in time. There are
Long term fading and Short term fading which
differentiate in length. If the transmitter is mobile, another effect is Doppler Effect. This effect
is included in mobile WiMAX projecting, for it
can affect misalignment of applicators at OFDM
symbols [5].
Using WiMAX while using effective modulation procedures, code and access techniques as
well as intelligent antenna systems, the effects
described can be lessened. Very important and restrictive factor in this is - the price of the equipment. Therefore, the compromise between the
price of the equipment and the quality of received
signal has to be present. The price of LOS system
is bigger because the base station and user device
demand specific conditions for installation (expensive towers for base stations and the installation of user device at high points using expensive
equipment and specialized staff).
LOS system can provide service only for certain
number of users. In the realistic base station installation, different obstacles create “shadows” in the
2009

sense of radio propagation i.e. it comes to creation
of dead zones, which cannot be ministered by radio
transmitter. On the other hand, in NLOS systems,
the provider can provide its services to a larger
number of users, installation is faster and cheaper,
precise adjustment of focusing user equipment is
not required, and user device can be installed in
several places on the user location.
At the same distance from transmitter to receiver the reception signal in NLOS conditions is
always weaker than LOS signal. Therefore, LOS
base station antenna can cover the cell of much
larger dimension that NLOS base station antenna.
Generally speaking, we can come to the conclusion that with the use of wireless systems that are
still to come together with WiMAX, future lies in
the smaller cells of high capacity and in the use of
frequency reuse techniques.
Recapitulation
The installation of fixed wireless access, unlike
other wireless technologies, significantly depends
on time-table and needs of its ultimate users. Previous wireless systems haven’t offered their users
the possibility to use different quality services as
well as to stipulate the service quality for individual cases. In addition, practically for the first time
on the physical layer, the adaptive use of modulation process is possible. Therefore, fixed wireless
access systems based on the IEEE 802.16 standard
can be effectively and economically used in different environments. Thereupon, we can define urban, suburban and rural areas as targeted environments for the adaptation of FWA systems based
on IEEE 802.16 standard. Structure of services
intended for ultimate users is another important
factor which has an influence on the profit from
installed FWA systems.
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Summary
Nowadays, a vast number of companies considers strategic planning very significant for their
profit and growth. The direction of a company, as
the managers have concluded, can be channeled
in a better way if the missions of the company
are precisely defined. This contributes to the better functioning, and to being prepared for a more
rapid reaction in case of change of the environment. Thanks to strategic planning, managers
are able to prepare in advance for the changeable
environment in which their companies operate.
The development of new strategies by managers
is inevitable today because the shift of the events
is happening too quickly for the managers to rely
on their experience only. The strategies must be
adapted to the issues and circumstances of the future. Decision-making should consist of two phases, which implies that managers must prepare first
2009

and then make their decisions, i.e. that they have to
make a plan first, and then a decision, where making plans denotes anticipatory decision-making.
However, in order to maintain its effectiveness,
planning must not exist alone, without decisionmaking. The importance of decision-making is regarded in the fact that it is inseparably connected
to every management activity. It is closely associated with all management functions and processes
in management. The quality of performing tasks
and of the development of a company depends on
the quality of decision-making to a large extent.
This study will try to represent the current state
of the strategic management process and decisionmaking process (planned or unplanned) in the surveyed companies in Serbia, more precisely in the
companies of Braničevo district.
Key words: strategy, management, planning, decision-making process (planned and unplanned),...
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Sažetak
Danas se u velikom broju kompanija strateško
planiranje smatra značajnim za njen dobit i njen
rast. Pravac kompanije se, kako su menadžeri utvrdili, može bolje kanalisati ako se misije te kompanije precizno definišu. Ovo doprinosi boljem
funkcionisanju i bržoj i spremnijoj reakciji u slučaju
promene sredine. Zahvaljujući strateškom planiranju, menadžeri su u mogućnosti da se prethodno
pripreme za promenljivu sredinu u kojoj njihove
kompanije funkcionišu. Razvijanje novih strategija od strane menadžera danas je neizbežno jer se
smenjivanje događaja odvija isuviše brzo da bi se
menadžeri oslonili samo na svoje iskustvo. Strategije se moraju prilagoditi problemima i prilikama u
budućnosti. Donošenje odluka se treba sastojati iz
dve faze, i to da menadžeri moraju prvo pripremiti,
a zatim doneti svoje odluke, odnosno, prvo planirati, a zatim odlučiti, gde planiranje predstavlja anticipativno donošenje odluka. Međutim, da bi zadržalo
svoju svrsishodnost, planiranje ne sme postojati
samo, bez donošenja odluka. Važnost donošenja
odluka se ogleda u tome što je ono u neodvojivoj
vezi sa bilo kojom upravljačkom aktivnošću. Ono je
blisko povezano sa svim menadžerskim funkcijama
i procesima u menadžmentu. Kvalitet izvršavanja
zadatka i razvoja kompanije u velikoj meri zavisi
od kvaliteta donošenja odluka. U ovom istraživanju
pokušaće se prikazati aktuelno stanje procesa
strategijskog upravljanja i odlučivanja (planskog ili
neplanskog) u anketiranim kompanijama u Srbiji,
tačnije u kompanijama u Braničevskom okrugu.
Ključne reči: strategija, upravljanje, planiranje, odlučivanje (plansko i neplansko),…
Introduction
The processes of making a decision can be divided into structured (planned) and unstructured
(unplanned). The research object of this paper can
be defined according to it, which is to determine
the process of management and decision-making
(planned and unplanned) in the surveyed companies of Braničevo district, for the period from
March to August 2009.
The objective of this research is to explore
and define the mentioned processes of manage164

ment and decision-making in the companies of
Braničevo district, that is, to determine which of
these processes is used more often or is more present in practice. This will be defined according to
the analysis of the results of the poll conducted
with the active entrepreneurs.
In order that the aim be accomplished, the questions and sub questions will be used, as well as the
hypotheses and sub hypotheses, the task of which
will be to prove or disprove the main hypothesis.
A sample of 100 active entrepreneurs from the
territory of Braničevo district has been taken for
the research in this paper.
1. Hypotheses of the researcH
A hypothesis, as it is known by definition, is “...
a claim which is examined in order that its validity should be determined, and is valid if it is appropriate to the subject of the research and if can
be tested and confirmed by a particular practicaltheoretical method“.
The following main hypothesis has been made
in this research:
H0 – The processes of management and
decision-making of the active entrepreneurs
in Braničevo district are unplanned or nonstructured.
Two sub-hypotheses have been made as well,
from which the answers for the main hypothesis
has been derived and made complete:
H1 - Taking care of human resources is
inadequate, and
H2 – The marketing service is not sufficiently
present in management and decisionmaking.
2. The research
The first area characterizes the most important
question in this research, which is: “Are the processes of management and decision-making of
the surveyed entrepreneurs in Braničevo district
planned or unplanned?”
The plan is to come directly or indirectly to the
answer to this question by the careful interpreta2009
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tion of the answers to the questions from the second, third and particularly the special group. The
questions are divided into several groups, and are
deliberately shuffled in order that the connection
of answers be avoided.
Questions in the second group have been formulated in such a way, that by answering to them,
active entrepreneurs provide us with the following
information: “Do they take care of the employees?” and “Do they take care of their customers?”
The analysis of the obtained data, apart from giving the answer to the question “How much do the
entrepreneurs take care of their workers and customers, that is, consumers of their services?”, also
provides the insight into how in this way the entrepreneurs contribute to the better brand of the company and consequently its long-term existence.
The third group consists of such questions,
from the answers to which the following conclusion should be drawn: “Do the surveyed entrepreneurs have marketing services (strategists and analysts) in their companies, or not?” These answers
also provide the information about “Who in the
companies of the active entrepreneurs surveyed
makes the final decision? “, and “Is their valorization eventually done, as well as of the use of marketing agencies, the market research agencies?
The aim of the questions in the special group
is to obtain the answers to the questions: “Do the
active entrepreneurs surveyed make short-term
and long-term business plans?”, from which the
conclusion can be drawn: “Do the active entrepreneurs surveyed take care of the development and
persistence of their companies on the market by
making plans?”

Figure 1. What are the sources of information on
the basis of which you make the decision?
Are your employees members of the union
(figure 2)?

Figure 2. Are your employees members of the
union?
Do you offer the employees some benefits (in
addition to wages earned) in the form of incentives, gifts (figure 3)?

3. The results of the research
We can see the results of the research by the
corresponding charts represented according to the
answers to the questions given in the poll conducted.
What are the sources of the information on the
basis of which you make the decision (figure 1)?

Figure 3. Do you offer the employees some benefits (in addition to wages earned in the form of
incentives, gifts...?
Do you reward your employees’ overtime work
(figure 4)?
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Figure 4. Do you reward your employees’ overtime work?
How do you get information on the quality of
services you provide (figure 5)?

Figure 7. Who makes business decisions in your
company?
Who makes the final decision (figure 8.)?

Figure 5. How do you get information on the
quality of services you provide?
Do you offer some benefits to consumers in the
form of gifts, brochures... (figure 6)?

Figure 8.  Who makes the final decision?
Do you check and valorize the results that you
achieve (figure 9)?

Figure 6.  Do you offer some benefits to consumers in the form of gifts, brochures...?
Who makes business decisions in your company (figure 7)?
166

Figure 9. Do you check and valorize the results
that you achieve?
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Do you make short-term business plans in your
company (figure 10)?

Figure 10. Do you make short-term business
plans in your company?
Do you make long-term business plans in your
company (figure 11)?

Figure 11. Do you make long-term business
plans in your company?
Do you use specialized marketing agencies
(figure 12)?

2009

Figure 12: Do you use specialized marketing
agencies?
6. Conclusion
Strategic management has nowadays grown to
a world scale in order to maintain the position in
the market. With this aim most companies try to
become attractive to the customers, to be heard
about abroad, as well as to expand in their activities. Having that aim, the companies are either
forced to or it is a part of their strategy to unite
with other companies or to seek refuge in foreign
strategic partners, who have already broken the
ice in the business activities. That step is surely
a risky one and it is uncertain in anticipation of
the first outcomes of such operations. Therefore,
the constant monitoring of the market and world
trends is necessary for the survival of companies
and for the adaptation to the market that dictates
its conditions, as well.
We can not conclude that the way entrepreneurs
treat employees is completely fair and satisfactory. As far as the relationships with the consumers
of their services are concerned, the situation is not
better either. Entrepreneurs mostly do not have
the habit or a built system of communication with
customers. In the vast majority (almost with all
the active entrepreneurs surveyed), the decisions
regarding the business of the companies are made
by the owner (the manager) of the company.
We can conclude that the active entrepreneurs
in Braničevo district in most cases make decisions
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non-structurally, mostly led by the elements of intuition, personal evaluation and experience, which
proves the H0 hypothesis.
In Serbia, despite the changes that have occurred and those that will inevitably come, there
is a strong resistance to the same. Some managers
live in the past times with some other rules, rejecting to accept the new circumstances. On the other
side, some of them, believing they are changing
and adapting, accept only the part of the changes
which they directly have benefit from. Unlike the
previously mentioned, a small number of managers is conscious of the seriousness of the situation
and the need for change.
This is the reality that affects Serbian organizations. In order to be included in the world affairs
they will have to follow the world trends, because
this is the only way that they can get the possibility to continue to exist in the first place, and
than to develop. With its constant improvement,
our management must believe our employees, and
give them opportunity by helping them gain special knowledge and skills necessary for autonomous operation, which includes enterprise and
the capability of independent decision-making, so
that they can be able to deal with greater issues
by themselves, because it is one of the ways to
achieve better results.
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Summary
The paper presents the results of the research
on organizational culture in Serbian companies.
At the start of the research 72 parametres which
represent organizational culture were defined. The
research was carried out by analyzing the state and
importance of the parametres of organizational
culture which had been defined beforehand. The
main conclusion is that organizational culture in
Serbian companies is at an average level. Also,
organizational culture is at a considerably higher
level in private companies than in the sociallyowned ones. Factor analysis was also performed
and 7 key factors of organizational culture in Serbian companies were identified.
Key words: organizational culture, survey, factor analysis, Serbia.
1. Introduction
Organizational culture is an increasingly important field of management today. However, in
Serbia it has not been studied in depth. There are
no data on the state of organizational culture in
Serbian companies, and hence there are no proposals or suggestions for its improvement. What is
certain is that the level of organizational culture in
Serbia is very low, and that there is an unfavorable
base in national culture. It is assumed that substantial changes are required in organizational culture
2009

in Serbian companies. The need for this type of
research arose as a consequence of this state.
Development of organizational culture is particularly important in companies in countries in
transition. The influence of organizational culture
is especially manifest in companies which have
completed the process of ownership transformation. With the completion of the process of economic transition and with inflow of foreign capital
on the market, organizational culture assumes an
ever increasing important role in the process of
making the process of doing business international. Companies in Serbia are currently faced with
the following challenges: transition, privatization,
need for accepting market economy conditions.
The level of organizational culture is very important in order to overcome the above-mentioned
challenges. Raising the level of organizational culture in Serbian companies would result in improving the quality of both national and international
collaboration.
The objective of this research is to establish the
differences between the current and the desired
state of organizational culture in Serbian companies and to define the key factors of organizational
culture. Current conditions of Serbian enterprise’s
organizational culture is determined on the basis
of managers opinions (Survey 1) while the desired
conditions are defined on the basis of the management field experts’ opinions from the (Survey 2).
Organizational culture is a system of divided
values, value orientations, beliefs, and customs
169
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within an organization, and thereby it influences
the structure of the organization and directs its
conduct, but also determines the norms of conduct
within the organization itself. (Sharplin, 1958) Every company has its own specific organizational
culture. Work groups within an organization have
their own code of conduct within the organization
itself as well as their own ways of reacting, which,
when viewed in a broader context, have impact
on the entire system. (Black, 2003) Organizational
culture is the factor which directly influences the
success or failure of an organization. For this reason attention must be paid to the key dimensions
of organizational culture: (Deal, Kennedy, 1982)
- Values – represent the convictions, the heart
of organizational culture.
- Heroes – people who represent personification of the values.
- Ceremonies and Rituals – an unofficial
system of communication or concealed
hierarchy of power in the organization.
Bringing together individual goals with common goals and relying on the responsibility of the
employees are the success factors of organizational culture. (Morgan, 1977) According to (Krefting, Frost, 1985) the way in which organizational
culture can influence competitive advantage, is
by improving and overcoming the limitations of
the organization, in a way that it facilitates individual interaction and/or by limiting the flow of
information to certain levels. The accepted values
also enable managers to foresee the reaction of the
employees to certain strategic decisions, which
enables them to reduce the undesired consequences. (Ogbonna, 1993) Most theoreticians agree that
sustainable competitive advantage stems from
creating organizational competitiveness which is
superior to and can hardly be reached by the competition. (Reed, DeFillippi, 1990) Unique qualities
of a company’s organizational culture are a powerful source of generating advantage over competition. The link between the leadership style and
organizational performance is connected by the
nature and form of organizational culture. (Ogbonna, Harris, 2000)
In addition to the need for determining the level, one of the greatest problems of organizational
culture in Serbian companies is that the new model
170

of conduct is based on the foundations of old values. This fact is the source of confusing messages,
values, and norms and cause of vague insight into
the new circumstances and changes. Therefore,
the very importance of the changes in relation to
the past period is questionable because the surroundings which is faced with the challenges of
the new era is led and directed by outdated and
antiquated norms. The need to replace the old with
the new is the cause of transition, and one of the
goals of privatization is improvement of efficiency
of the company’s business. This can be achieved
by changing the values of the employees and the
managers in an organization. The company must
build up a system of values by which it will be
recognizable. Successful managers must influence
the employees and then organizational culture integrates the values and attitudes of the employed
in the company. (Weihrich, Koontz, 1998) Great
uncertainty in life of an organization frequently
endangers its achievements. A frequent topic of
organizational research is reducing uncertainty as
a way of establishing control over the company’s
fate. (Thompson, 1967) New approaches to organizational culture include changes of the organization related to the customer, quality and innovation, introduction of the system of rewarding the
employees, and development of knowledge and
skills and abilities which is harmonized with the
adopted concept of changes.
The research by G. Hofstede (Hofstede, 1980)
and the group of his collaborators included 40
countries, among which there was also former Yugoslavia, the cities of Ljubljana, Zagreb, and Belgrade. After having been processed, the data were
subsequently checked and tested. This research was
refreshed by new data in the year 2001. (Hofstede,
2001) After the disintegration of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, it was possible to sort
out the results for Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia.
Hofstede identified the following characteristics of national and regional culture, which directly influence organizational culture: (Hofstede,
1980)
- Power distance. Employees who belong
to a culture with a great power distance
prefer authoritative style of leadership. A
low distance indicates that all people, all
employees should have equal rights.
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- Avoiding uncertainty. Indicates the limit to
which a society accepts uncertainty and risk.
- Individualism or collectivism. The limits
to which people are expected to oppose or
behave in a superior manner as members of
a group or an organization.
- Male or female culture. Indicates the
cultures based on traditional male or female
values. For example, male culture comprises
competitiveness, ambition, accumulation of
money and material things.
Sociologists in Serbia (Janicijevic, 1997) have
diagnosed that Serbian national culture is compatible with the picture of national culture which
derives from Hofstede’s research. On the basis of
(Hofstede, 1980), the state of the dimensions of
Serbian national culture can be perceived, as well
as its impact on organizational culture in Serbian
companies: (Janicijevic, 1997)
- Power distance. High power distance ranks
Serbian culture with the group with the highest
power distance in the world. This indicates
a high propensity to authoritarianism.
Organization leader is seen as ‘pater familias’.
Influence tactics of Serbian managers is
giving orders, and abuse of manager’s power
is a very frequent occurrence. The relationship
between the leader and his/her followers is
emotional and extreme.
- Avoiding uncertainty. Serbia belongs with the
countries with the highest degree of avoiding
uncertainty in the world. High avoiding
of uncertainty indicates orientation to the
task, and not to people. Serbian companies
accept changes very hard and slowly, which
can have very bad effects on the company’s
business
- Individualism or collectivism. Prevalence of
collectivism indicates that members of Serbia
culture think that the collective is responsible
for the destiny of its every single member,
and that it is obliged to take care of its every
single member. Collectivism makes the
relationship between the individual and the
organization ethical and emotional, instead
of rational. Members of an organization think
that the leader is bound to take care of his/her
subordinates’ interests.
2009

- Male or female culture. Serbia belongs with
the cultures with express female values.
Members of Serbian culture put the social
before the material. The goal and the measure
of values are status, rank, connections,
acquaintances, and relationships between
people, and not the results of work and
acquiring based on work. Female values
are reflected in orientation to people and
tendency to harmonize the relationships.
People attach more importance to status, rank
and position, connections, acquaintances,
and interpersonal relationships, and not to
the results of work and material acquisition
based on work. The leader is not determined
and aggressive. He/She shows tendency to
consensus. Transitional changes have caused
strengthening of male values during recent
years causing a leaders in Serbia to display
simultaneously male and female values.
These results point towards unfavorable national cultural business environment basis in Serbia.
If we take into consideration that national culture
significantly influences organizational culture, it is
safe to assume that the organizational culture itself is at a very low level. Organizational culture
research in Serbia has a great significance because
of the following reasons:
- destimulating national culture basis,
- Serbia is a country of great potential which
has been grossly neglected during the last
two decades,
- there is a lot of room in Serbia for foreign
investment, as well as the existing significant
interest of foreign investors in Serbia,
- Serbia is the country of great importance for
the Southeast European region.
2. Research methods
Parametres of organizational culture which will
be studies are defined right at the start. Parametres
of organizational culture were defined after considering a large number of reference works, such
as, for example: (Bilsky, Jehn, 2002; Buchanan,
2001; Bond, Smith, 1996; Kotter, Heskett, 1992;
Hofstede, 1980, 1984, 1991, 1998, 2001; Hofst171
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ede et al. 1990; Morris, 1956; Dempsey, Dukes,
1966; Schwartz, Bilsky, 1987, 1990; Schwartz,
1994; O’Reilly, Chatman, Caldwell, 1991; Cameron, Quinn, 199; Peters, Waterman, 1982; Schein,
1985). And a significant number of parameters has
been defined in order to take into consideration
national culture characteristics (power divide,
uncertainty avoidance, collectivism/individualism, male/female values). 72 parametres of organizational culture were defined in this way. The
parametres were studied, and are shown in Table
1. The research itself was carried out through the
two surveys (Survey 1 and Survey 2).
2.1. Survey 1
Survey 1 referred to determining the state of
the defined parametres of organizational culture
in Serbian companies. Survey 1 was filled in by
managers who are employed in Serbian companies. Their task was to quantitatively assess each
parametre by one of the assessments 1-5 according to their personal estimate. This assessment
represents the level of current state of the observed
parametre in the company. The assessments have
the following meanings: 1 – Very unfavorable, 2 –
Unfavorable, 3 – Average, 4 – Favorable, 5 – Very
favorable. The similar approach to the organizational culture parametres assessment is applied in
research (Veiga, Lubatkin, Calori, Very, 2000).
Basic characteristics of the process and results
of polling through Survey 1 are:
- Number of managers. The total of 70
managers from 60 companies answered
the questions (in some companies, two
managers sent in their answers). Of this
number, 30 managers are employed in the
public and 40 managers are employed in the
privately owned enterprises.
- Respondents (managers). The respondents
are people in high managerial positions in
their respective companies and people who
have insight into the company’s strategy,
relationships within the company, etc. It can
be said that the contacted managers were
prevailingly the most competent people in
the companies included in Survey 1.
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- Type of company. The research was carried
out in Serbian companies, regardless of the
business branch or form of property in the
company. Sample has been selected to represent
public and privately owned Enterprise.
Chosen enterprises are very competitive and
they have a strong and stable presence on the
market, enjoying high consumer confidence
levels. Smaller companies, with fewer than
20 employees, were not included in the
research. Reason behind that is the significant
and direct influence of the smaller enterprise
owners’ personal traits and preferences on
the organizational structure, while the larger
enterprises are less susceptible to these
influences. The goal was to obtain the results
as independent as possible of the owner’s
personal traits.
- Research area in terms of geography. Research was conducted in the Serbian region.
- Research period. The research lasted for
about five (5) months, in the period between
April and September, 2008. During this
period, surveys were obtained through
interviews with subjects, as well as through
data processing.
2.2. Survey 2
Survey 2 referred to determining the importance of the defined parametres of organizational
culture in Serbian companies. (The same parametres were studied as in Survey 1; in Survey 1 their
state was determined, and in Survey 2 their importance). Survey 2 was filled in by experts from
Serbia. Their task was to quantitatively assess
each parametre by one of the assessments 1-5
according to their personal estimate. This assessment represents the importance and influence of
the observed parametre on organizational culture.
The assessments have the following meanings: 1
– Very little importance, 2 – Little importance, 3
– Average importance, 4 – Great importance, 5 –
Very great importance.
Basic characteristics of the process and results
of polling through Survey 2 are:
- Number of experts. the total of 30 experts
answered the questions.
2009
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- Respondents (experts). According to the type
of institution in which they are employed,
the respondents were experts from scientific
and educational institutions (professors,
assistant-lecturers) and experts working in
economy (general managers, research and
development managers, scientific advisors,
managers, etc.). According to the level of
education, the experts were: PhDs, Masters
of Science, university graduates. All the
experts are from Serbia.
- Research period. The research lasted for
about five (5) months, in the period between
April and September, 2008 (in parallel with
Survey 1).
3. Research results
3.1. State and importance of parametres
of organizational culture in Serbian
companies
Determining the state and importance of
parametres of organizational culture in Serbian
companies represents the basic, initial result of this
research (Table 1). In the third column of the chart
1, average grades of the parameters’ conditions are
presented (average of 70 evaluations given by the
surveyed managers – Survey 1, individually for
each analyzed parameter). In the fourth column
of the chart 1, average grades of the parameter
condition in the public enterprises are presented
(average of 30 evaluations given by the surveyed
managers from public enterprises – Survey 1, individually for each analyzed parameter). Fifth column of the chart 1 presents the average grades of
the parameter conditions in the private enterprises
(average of 40 evaluations given by the surveyed
managers from the private enterprises – Survey 1,
individually for each analyzed parameter). In the
sixth and the last column of the chart 1 average
evaluations of the parameters’ significance are
presented (average of 30 evaluations given by the
surveyed experts during Survey 2, individually for
each analyzed parameter). Since the subjects were
grading with grades from 1- 5, average grades
from the chart 1 have values from [1-5]. Therefore, grade 3 can be considered an average.
2009

3.2. Average assessments of the state
As it was said, Survey 1 was filled out by 70
managers. Of that number, 30 (43%) managers
are employed in socially-owned companies, and
40 managers (57%) in private companies. The
percentage corresponds to the real state. Namely,
according to (Association of Independent Unions
of Vojvodina, 2007), about 60% of the public enterprises in Serbia has been privatized and 40%
has not. It can be concluded that the ratio between
privatized and non-privatized enterprises included
in this research is approximately equivalent to the
actual conditions in Serbia. It is important to compare the results of these two group of companies
for transitional conditions in Serbia.
In Table 2 are shown the average assessments
of all the parametres of organizational culture in
Serbian companies, as well as separate average
assessments of parametres of organizational culture in socially-owned and private companies in
Serbia. Average grades from the chart 2 must fall
inside the interval [1-5], therefore grade 3 can be
considered an average condition. Based on that,
looking at the research results presented in the
chart 2 we can conclude that organizational culture in Serbian companies is at an average level,
and that the state is much more favorable in private
companies in relation to the socially-owned ones.
This is a very important fact which should encourage transitional processes in Serbian economy.
3.3. Analysis of the best-assessed
parametres of organizational culture
on the basis of Survey 1 and Survey 2
In Table 3, 15 best-assessed parametres have
been singled out according to the state (Survey 1).
These are the parametres which have the best assessments in the third column of Table 1.
In Table 4, 15 best-assessed parametres have
been singled out according to the state (Survey 2).
These are the parametres which have the best assessments in the sixth (last) column of Table 1.
It is important to analyze in what condition
the most important parametres of organizational
culture are. It can be established by observing the
parametres which are common for Table 3 and Table 4. There are six (6) common parametres which
173
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Param. No

Table 1 State and importance of parametres of organizational culture in Serbian companies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
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Parametres of Organizational Culture

Decisions are made in the way which makes the business more efficient.
Primary role of the manager in the organization is clear.
Important strategic and operational decisions are quickly transformed into action.
Top management cooperates when making strategic decisions.
Decision which has once been made is realized without major corrections.
Employees are included in the process of decision-making.
Vision corresponds to the situation in the company’s surroundings.
Vision and company mission are clearly defined.
Employees support company vision and mission.
Favorability of the structure and sources of power in the company.
There is a positive democratic atmosphere in the company.
The company successfully copes with the changes of external surroundings.
Aiming of the company to do business in an original way.
Aiming of the company to have original product originality.
Information from the surroundings reach the superiors timely.
Information from the surroundings are accurate and quality.
Information is circulated efficiently through the organizational structure of the company.
Employees receive clear information about the results of their work.
Speed of change of bad actions in production and doing business.
Representation of women in leading positions in the company.
Company’s attitude to changes and innovation.
Employees’ attitude to changes and innovation.
Degree of investing in scientific and research activities.
Importance attached to introducing new products in the production program.
Degree of familiarity with and appreciating customers’ needs.
Degree of application of IT in the company.
Compnay’s ambitions to improve business results.
Quality of promotion.
Quality of PR.
Quality of team work in the company.
Employees can show their knowledge and skills.
Employees have chances of promotion.
Readiness of the management to invest in human resources.
Employees have freedom in accomplishing their tasks.
Employees are given precise and clearly defined tasks.
Promotion and rewarding is performed on the basis of the results achieved.
Rules which employees should observe are clear.
Discipline of employees.
The system of rewarding and punishing is completely clear.
There is a possibility of freely expressing one’s opinion.
Stimulating individual’s initiative and creativity.
Application of technique of expansion and enrichment of business.
Motivation of top management.
Motivation and up-to-datedness of employees.
Employees have the feeling of personal success.
Evaluation of the results of an individual is adequate.
Distribution of the staff to appropriate workplaces.
The level of ergonomic conditions at the workplace (noise, light, cleanliness,
temperature.....).
Quality of internal interpersonal relationships in the company.
Orientation of top management to the quality of relationships within the company
Application of systematic approach in solving conflicts at the workplace.
Degree of confidence between top management and employees.
Attitude of the company to active participants in the community (customers, citizens,
business partners, journalists, media, competition.....).
Quality of orderliness of the company’s yard space.
Recognizability of the company’s yard space.
Quality of arrangement of the office space in the company.
Recognizability of the arrangement of the office space in the company.
Recognizability of the company’s logo.
Representation of the logo within the business space.
Characteristic style applied in communication.
Application of dress code.
Degree of markedness of the employees’ status symbols.
Respect for and cultivation of the company’s tradition.
Cultivation of the company’s history.
Observation and maintaining of jubilees, anniversaries, and celebrations in the company.
Emphasizing ethical norms within the company.
Observation of ethical norms within the company.
Characteristic nature and efficiency of the protocol in the company.
Orientation of the company towards future.
There is a sense of belonging and pride among employees.
Measures for environment protection in the company.
Degree of social responsibility of the company.

Average
assessment
of the state
of the
parametre
3.64
3.86
3.30
3.71
3.37
2.99
3.37
3.64
3.44
3.21
3.30
3.50
3.69
3.70
3.80
3.67
3.41
3.63
3.41
3.26
3.70
3.99
3.04
3.63
3.97
4.10
4.21
3.53
3.56
3.61
3.67
3.70
3.50
3.49
3.66
3.47
4.06
3.83
3.54
3.54
3.37
3.44
3.86
3.43
3.37
3.33
3.36

Average
Average
Average
assessment of assessment assessment
the state of the of the state of
of the
parametre in the parametre importance
socially-owned in private
of the
companies
companies parametre
3.13
4.03
4.20
3.43
4.18
4.04
2.90
3.60
4.16
3.13
4.15
4.36
3.20
3.50
3.32
2.50
3.35
4.00
2.80
3.80
3.88
3.13
4.03
4.28
2.93
3.83
3.88
2.87
3.48
3.60
2.70
3.75
3.96
2.97
3.90
4.24
2.97
4.23
4.08
2.97
4.25
4.20
3.47
4.05
4.04
3.43
3.85
3.96
3.10
3.65
3.72
3.30
3.88
3.56
2.97
3.75
3.84
2.97
3.48
3.60
3.43
3.90
4.36
3.20
3.83
4.12
2.60
3.38
4.00
3.00
4.10
4.12
3.43
4.38
4.20
3.97
4.20
4.12
3.90
4.45
4.24
3.23
3.75
4.04
3.40
3.68
4.12
3.27
3.88
4.28
3.10
4.10
4.04
3.40
3.93
4.24
2.97
3.90
4.08
3.00
3.85
3.64
3.20
4.00
3.88
2.90
3.90
4.16
3.70
4.33
3.92
3.60
4.00
3.96
3.07
3.90
3.80
2.83
4.08
4.28
2.63
3.93
4.24
3.03
3.75
3.64
3.37
4.23
4.40
2.83
3.88
4.16
2.90
3.73
3.80
2.77
3.75
3.80
2.93
3.68
4.20

3.46

3.47

3.45

3.68

3.50
3.53
3.19
3.40

2.97
2.97
2.77
2.93

3.90
3.95
3.50
3.75

3.88
3.84
3.56
4.24

4.00

3.53

4.35

4.28

3.89
3.60
3.63
3.56
4.43
3.97
3.69
3.37
3.49
3.99
3.84
4.09
3.63
3.64
3.66
4.00
3.61
3.71
4.00

3.87
3.50
3.47
3.30
4.17
3.73
3.43
2.90
3.23
3.70
3.67
3.97
3.33
3.33
3.37
3.33
3.17
3.37
3.60

3.90
3.68
3.75
3.75
4.63
4.15
3.88
3.73
3.68
4.20
3.98
4.18
3.85
3.88
3.88
4.50
3.95
3.98
4.30

2.72
2.64
3.36
3.24
4.16
3.60
3.44
3.04
2.60
3.64
3.12
3.36
3.84
3.96
3.56
4.28
3.92
4.04
4.52
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Table 2 Average Assessments of all the parametres of organizational culture
Average assessment
of all parametres of
organizational culture in
companies in Serbia
(average of third column
in Table 1)
3.62

Average assessment of all
parametres of organizational
culture in socially-owned
companies in Serbia
(average of fourth column in
Table 1)
3.22

Average assessment of all
parametres of organizational
culture in private companies
in Serbia
(average of fifth column in
Table 1)
3.91

Table 3 Best assessed parametres of organizational culture according to the state in Serbian companies
Param.
No
58.
27.
26.
65.
37.
53.
69.
72.
22.
63.
25.
59.
54.
2.
43.

Best assessed parametres of organizational
culture according to the state
Recognizability of the company’s logo.
Compnay’s ambitions to improve business results.
Degree of application of IT in the company.
Observation and maintaining of jubilees, anniversaries, and
celebrations in the company.
Rules which employees should observe are clear.
Attitude of the company to active participants in the community
(customers, citizens, business partners, journalists, media,
competition.....).
Orientation of the company towards future.
Degree of social responsibility of the company.
Employees’ attitude to changes and innovation.
Respect for and cultivation of the company’s tradition.
Degree of familiarity with and appreciating customers’ needs.
Representation of the logo within the business space.
Quality of orderliness of the company’s yard space.
Primary role of the manager in the organization is clear.
Motivation of top management.

Assessment of the state of
the observed parametre
(Survey 1)
4.43
4.21
4.10
4.09
4.06
4.00

3.99
3.97
3.89
3.86

Table 4 Best assessed parametres of organizational culture according to their importance in Serbian
companies
Param.
No

Best assessed parametres of organizational
culture according to their importance

72.
43.
4.
21.
8.
30.
40.

Degree of social responsibility of the company.
Motivation of top management.
Top management cooperates when making strategic decisions.
Company’s attitude to changes and innovation.
Vision and company mission are clearly defined.
Quality of team work in the company.
There is a possibility of freely expressing one’s opinion.
Attitude of the company to active participants in the community
(customers, citizens, business partners, journalists, media,
competition.....).
Orientation of the company towards future.
The company successfully copes with the changes of external
surroundings.
Compnay’s ambitions to improve business results.
Employees have chances of promotion.
Stimulating individual’s initiative and creativity.
Degree of confidence between top management and employees.
Degree of familiarity with and appreciating customers’ needs.

53.
69.
12.
27.
32.
41.
52.
25.
2009

Assessment of the importance
of the observed parametre
(Survey 2)
4.52
4.40
4.36

4.28

4.24

4.20
175
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are given in Table 5. In other words, of 15 important parametres, six (6) can be found on the list
of 15 best parametres or, in other words, there are
40% of parametres which are the best and most
important at the same time. The higher the percentage, the more favorable the state is. Current
result points to the average state of the most important parametres, and with this to the total potential
average state of organizational culture in Serbian
companies. Table 5 shows that not a single one of
common parameters, based on its current conditions (first column in the chart 5) did not achieve
the necessary conditions (last column in the Table
5). Grades’ significance of the parameters can be
used to define the desired, necessary conditions.

formed on the results of Survey 2 on basis of 72
defined parametres of organizational culture. Selection of factors was made according to KaiserGuttman criterion, on the basis of which seven (7)
factors of organizational culture in Serbian companies were identified. These factors cover more
than 71% of parametre variation of organizational
culture (Table 6).
The identified factors were rotated by applying varimax method. The results of this rotation
are shown in Table 7. Identified factors were interpreted on the basis of the results presented in
the Table 7. On the basis of the shown results, the
factors of organizational culture which are most
important for Serbian companies were defined in
the following way:

3.4. Key factors of organizational culture in
Serbian companies
Factor analysis was applied in order to determine the key factors of organizational culture
in Serbian companies. Factor analysis was perTable 5 Common parametres of the best assessed parametres according to the state and importance
Assessment of the
state of the observed
parametre
(Survey 1)
4.21
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.97
3.86

Common parametres
Compnay’s ambitions to improve business results.
Attitude of the company to active participants in the
community (customers, citizens, business partners,
journalists, media, competition.....).
Orientation of the company towards future.
Degree of social responsibility of the company.
Degree of familiarity with and appreciating customers’ needs.
Motivation of top management.

Assessment of the
importance of the
observed parametre
(Survey 2)
4.24
4.28
4.28
4.52
4.20
4.40

Table 6 Factors of organizational culture in Serbian companies (Eigenvalue and percentage of factor
variation)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
176

Eigenvalue
22.58485
7.45203
5.60289
5.17907
3.90115
3.54156
3.06192

% Total
31.36785
10.35004
7.78179
7.19316
5.41826
4.91883
4.25267

Cumulative
22.58485
30.03688
35.63977
40.81885
44.71999
48.26155
51.32347

Cumulative
31.36785
41.71789
49.49969
56.69284
62.11110
67.02993
71.28260
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Table 7  Variable (parametre) correlation coefficient with the given factor
Parametar 1
Parametar 2
Parametar 3
Parametar 4
Parametar 5
Parametar 6
Parametar 7
Parametar 8
Parametar 9
Parametar 10
Parametar 11
Parametar 12
Parametar 13
Parametar 14
Parametar 15
Parametar 16
Parametar 17
Parametar 18
Parametar 19
Parametar 20
Parametar 21
Parametar 22
Parametar 23
Parametar 24
Parametar 25
Parametar 26
Parametar 27
Parametar 28
Parametar 29
Parametar 30
Parametar 31
Parametar 32
Parametar 33
Parametar 34
Parametar 35
Parametar 36
Parametar 37
Parametar 38
Parametar 39
Parametar 40
Parametar 41
Parametar 42
Parametar 43
Parametar 44
Parametar 45
Parametar 46
Parametar 47
Parametar 48
Parametar 49
Parametar 50
Parametar 51
Parametar 52
Parametar 53
Parametar 54
Parametar 55
Parametar 56
Parametar 57
Parametar 58
Parametar 59
Parametar 60
Parametar 61
Parametar 62
Parametar 63
Parametar 64
Parametar 65
Parametar 66
Parametar 67
Parametar 68
Parametar 69
Parametar 70
Parametar 71
Parametar 72
Expl.Var
Prp.Totl
2009

Factor 1
0.317534
0.007221
0.177216
0.262698
0.175541
0.505277
-0.368229
-0.122986
0.002487
-0.137163
0.441436
-0.023535
0.237870
0.305733
0.005879
0.003009
0.076195
0.502472
-0.057750
0.670266
0.069221
0.042864
0.053249
-0.202061
-0.144435
0.511045
0.268647
0.124052
0.735047
0.475360
0.679148
0.755823
0.392557
0.303670
0.274216
0.242315
0.390987
0.162099
-0.068450
0.710586
0.555116
0.377954
0.051900
0.177666
0.492943
0.202181
0.425470
0.146011
0.172192
0.416948
0.239169
0.569219
0.262163
0.104182
-0.022735
0.315145
0.138798
0.462933
0.572898
0.713196
-0.198360
0.044190
0.253211
0.159528
0.254155
0.711938
0.629038
0.292229
0.627287
0.269038
0.556177
0.467525
9.984211
0.138670

Factor 2
0.282553
0.224600
-0.112884
-0.303767
0.136754
-0.032257
0.215702
0.060787
0.065199
0.510079
0.009607
0.028468
-0.050529
0.049886
0.059595
0.099626
0.012924
0.075984
-0.103722
0.059137
-0.246121
0.023054
-0.110260
-0.000146
0.268371
0.038603
-0.051629
0.358176
-0.011852
0.032297
0.102800
0.048994
0.133083
0.368956
0.008177
0.236621
0.108652
0.187461
0.388054
0.158312
0.123160
-0.121623
0.031058
0.157873
0.177543
0.194689
-0.099235
0.008110
0.233639
0.070624
0.400730
-0.057672
0.125619
0.793662
0.803330
0.522425
0.753685
0.438502
0.443323
0.418177
0.775117
0.808056
0.609021
0.472117
0.549520
0.511955
0.487769
0.390164
-0.167632
0.020070
0.211222
0.073839
7.268391
0.100950

Factor 3
0.222071
0.494095
0.336582
0.705512
0.029284
0.461652
0.553717
0.648921
0.283008
0.120060
-0.326996
0.183468
0.283017
0.363632
0.011142
0.151307
0.392654
0.150880
-0.305960
0.091667
0.829269
0.591579
0.741899
0.065135
0.215827
0.204618
-0.076401
0.364769
0.092057
0.510234
0.317489
0.100457
0.486281
0.368580
0.506850
0.210188
0.255702
-0.066013
-0.078114
-0.055297
0.598112
0.176827
-0.066971
0.267430
0.484600
0.012217
0.623704
0.480842
0.145123
0.126372
0.428573
0.412290
0.167251
0.072438
-0.062053
0.020957
-0.239226
-0.119505
-0.073756
-0.037099
0.097187
-0.040081
-0.069192
-0.220097
-0.295222
0.174927
0.424359
0.045002
-0.037070
0.026715
0.479229
0.137324
7.988697
0.110954

Factor 4
0.019173
0.167199
0.375583
0.026454
0.684275
0.125105
0.229433
0.209271
0.758570
0.358936
0.753639
0.553515
-0.087535
0.006276
0.801833
0.815651
0.547987
0.521847
0.550320
0.444530
0.013587
-0.195177
0.051766
0.364430
0.153610
0.311082
0.046493
-0.081978
-0.115312
0.203496
0.306828
0.223925
0.337827
0.585927
0.610520
0.114344
0.365899
0.006382
0.046111
0.004437
0.116571
0.383850
-0.139898
0.162169
0.204260
0.628844
0.202848
0.093611
0.118768
0.428041
0.098853
0.125655
0.095801
0.161004
0.080483
-0.067178
-0.037786
-0.107743
-0.229218
-0.096230
0.215890
0.012872
0.003263
0.356159
0.145689
0.139138
0.299852
0.017665
0.112498
0.004458
0.328472
0.116975
7.675724
0.106607

Factor 5
0.558635
0.311747
0.696933
0.220991
-0.104790
0.283441
0.322939
0.145849
-0.156861
0.022929
0.175907
0.475655
-0.053997
0.051460
0.327881
0.357717
0.465374
0.342747
0.513828
0.318291
0.121187
-0.250945
-0.026041
-0.258222
0.093684
0.339999
0.032535
0.206562
0.178000
0.478680
0.168242
0.232224
0.420500
-0.153541
0.078048
0.642968
0.442322
0.529374
0.533994
0.435911
0.215041
0.205720
-0.063571
0.582478
0.088002
0.574733
0.240893
0.457944
0.819593
0.116283
0.465560
0.305214
0.606328
-0.018844
0.185494
-0.163446
0.018435
0.200670
0.127960
-0.070894
0.223878
0.172661
0.684259
0.296384
0.411725
0.186732
0.144088
0.365788
0.059901
0.829454
0.190135
-0.027290
8.857920
0.123027

Factor 6
0.057676
0.242833
-0.119118
0.130708
-0.066432
-0.163100
0.314869
0.395232
0.012630
0.415588
0.048796
0.363447
0.712908
0.697435
0.103099
0.220143
0.038862
0.065452
0.125049
-0.061105
0.079393
-0.439222
0.127314
0.567439
0.794139
0.163486
0.622655
0.571470
0.099642
0.007913
-0.190862
0.153068
0.331258
-0.139616
-0.197812
0.100244
0.068692
0.007452
-0.046259
0.014764
0.136205
0.305504
0.673603
0.351288
0.247092
-0.194709
0.025443
0.221613
-0.008336
0.090913
-0.110817
0.022388
-0.051860
-0.043701
0.000899
0.119208
0.095596
0.188628
0.108392
-0.151408
0.310911
0.073607
0.027801
-0.139832
-0.269518
-0.051861
0.068136
0.049950
0.105434
-0.079844
0.151437
0.232903
5.187274
0.072045

Factor 7
0.035965
0.305366
0.003597
0.033975
0.005985
-0.178031
-0.070081
0.379499
-0.200971
0.247590
-0.020669
-0.383690
-0.320823
-0.220934
0.146306
0.080429
0.249539
0.329529
0.249106
-0.068707
-0.136951
0.141653
-0.109147
0.143093
0.284000
-0.017679
0.163915
0.251228
0.150550
0.279108
0.169471
-0.077487
-0.346245
0.074531
0.259888
0.178265
0.345071
0.596133
0.610917
0.345939
-0.205607
0.048759
-0.039356
-0.001050
0.214056
0.008760
0.298928
0.077305
-0.065902
0.570963
0.448577
-0.083635
0.284913
0.218858
0.082944
0.502651
0.337846
-0.060562
0.102714
0.345600
0.057834
-0.124492
-0.014413
-0.078173
-0.028771
-0.057020
-0.001795
0.468997
0.085449
0.050251
0.173186
0.444211
4.361253
0.060573
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F1 – Position and perspectives of the company’s
employees,
F2 – Recognizability of the symbols of
organizational culture in the company,
F3 – Orientation of the company to strategic
aspects of doing business,
F4 – Quality of communication and information
flow in the company,
F5 – Quality of internal relationships in the
company and motivation of the employees,
F6 – Aspirations of the company towards
originality and customer satisfaction,
F7 – Quality of the established norms of
business conduct of the employees.
4. Conclusion
Based on the obtained results, conditions of
the organizational culture parameters in the Serbian enterprises are of the average level. Hence,
level of the organizational culture in the Serbian
enterprises can be considered average. This means
that there is a significant room for improving organizational culture in the Serbian enterprises. This
result was expected, or it is probably slightly better than the expected. When observed separately
for socially-owned companies and for the private
ones, organizational culture is at a considerably
higher level in private companies than in the socially-owned ones. This can be interpreted as a
positive consequence of privatization and transitional processes in the Serbian economy.
The most important parametres of organizational culture are equally distributed among the
best. This points to the need for improving the
most important parametres of organizational culture. The difference between the most important
and best parametres should form the basis of putting forward suggestions for further improvement
and development of organizational culture in
Serbian companies. On the basis of the obtained
results the main suggestions refer to the need for
improving strategic issues such as: the quality of
making strategic decisions, attitude of the company towards changes and innovations, company
vision and mission, team work, stimulating individuals’ creativity, and the like.
178

By factor analysis 7 key factors of organizational culture in Serbian companies were identified. As a result of this, it becomes possible to determine the dependence of organizational culture
and indices of a company’s successful business
performance. These dependencies can be determined through the identified key parametres of
organizational culture. At the same time, this is
the main direction of further research which will
ensue from this paper.
The results which are presented in this paper
have a great practical importance for Serbian companies. More than 10 enterprises from Serbia have
reviewed the research results. Current reports support the expectations that the results are practically
applicable and useful. Practical application of the
results is performed using several methods:
Managers analyze the same parameters in their
own enterprise and they establish their position
related to the average conditions. This way, they
identify the strongest and weakest parameters in
the observed enterprise. The actions are then defined in order to raise the level of certain organizational culture parameters, with the final objective
of achieving better business results.
Research identifies the most significant parameters of the organizational culture. This enables managers to focus their activities on certain parameters
in order to improve organizational culture.
Individualized key factors of the organizational
culture enables managers to have efficient overview of the current conditions, efficient benchmarking and selection of the efficient activities in
the field of organizational culture.
Obtained results are primarily valid for the organizational culture in a Serbian enterprises. We
can only assume that the state is similar in the
majority of the countries in the region (Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, Bulgaria etc.). In any case, it is possible to
conduct a similar research (similar in methodology and parameters) in some of the other countries
and to perform comparisons.
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3D Geometric parameter
modelling of belt transmissions
and transmissions gear
3D geometrijsko parametarsko modeliranje
kaišnih i zupčastih prenosnika
Isad Šarić, Nedžad Repčić, Adil Muminović
University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department for Mechanical Design,
Bosnia and Herzegovina

Summary
In this paper, the result of the research of threedimensional (3D) geometric parameter modelling
of the two frequently used types of mechanical
transmissions, belt transmissions (belt pulley with
cylindrical external surface, or more exactly, with
pulley rim) and transmissions gear (bevel gears)
using CATIA V5 software system, is shown. Parameter modelling application makes possible the
control of created geometry of 3D model through
parameters integrated in some relations (formulas, parameter rules and so on). All dimensions,
or more exactly, geometric changeable parameter
of belt pulley and gear, can be expressed through
few characteristic fixed parameters. Geometry of
3D mechanical transmission model is changed
by changes of these parameters values. Designer
could generate more designing solutions by mechanical transmission parameterisation. Final
taking into consideration shows that components
parameterisation must obligatory apply in interaction with previous traditional geometric modelling
approach.
Key words: mechanical transmissions, parameter modelling, CATIA V5
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Sažetak
U radu su prikazani rezultati istraživanja trodimenzionalnog (3D) geometrijskog parametarskog
modeliranja dvije često korištene vrste mehaničkih
prenosnika: kaišnih prenosnika (kaišnika sa
cilindričnom vanjskom površinom odn. vijencem)
i zupčastih prenosnika (koničnih zupčanika sa
pravim zupcima), koristeći CATIA V5 softverski
sistem (moduli: Sketcher, Part Design, Generative Shape Design, Wireframe and Surface Design
i Assembly Design). U cilju automatizacije konstruisanja mehaničkog prenosnika, čija je uloga
da prenese mehaničku energiju, vrši se parametrizacija njegovih komponenti. Primjena parametarskog modeliranja omogućava kontrolu kreirane
geometrije 3D modela preko parametara integrisanih u relacije (formule, parametarske zakonitosti i sl.). Pri tome se parametrom smatra varijabla
kojom kontrolišemo geometriju komponente. Na
vrijednost parametra utičemo preko uspostavljenih relacija. Sve dimenzije odn. geometrijski
promjenljivi parametri kaišnika i zupčanika mogu
se izraziti preko nekoliko karakterističnih fiksnih
parametara ( d , Bk , d v i s za odabrani kaišnik,
odn. m , z1 i z2 za odabrani zupčanik). Izmjenom vrijednosti navedenih parametara mijenja se
181
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geometrija 3D modela mehaničkog prenosnika.
Parametrizacijom mehaničkog prenosnika konstruktor može za kratko vrijeme generisati više
konstrukcionih izvedbi. Formiranje oblika komponente zahtijeva značajan angažman konstruktora
na računaru. Zato se jednom formirani algoritam
za modeliranje oblika komponente čuva u memoriji računara i koristi kada je potrebno modelirati
isti ili sličan oblik drugih dimenzija. Zaključna
razmatranja pokazuju da se parametrizacija komponenti obavezno mora primjenjivati u kombinaciji sa dosadašnjim tradicionalnim pristupom
geometrijskog modeliranja. Primjenom parametarskog modeliranja, fokusirajući se na pripremnu
fazu, vrijeme procesa konstruisanja mehaničkog
prenosnika može se smanjiti i do 50%. Prednosti
primjene parametarskog modeliranja su sljedeće:
- mogućnost izrade familije dijelova u osnovi
istog oblika na osnovu jednog kreiranog
modela,
- nije neophodno formiranje baza-biblioteka
standardnih mašinskih elemenata koje znatno
zauzimaju memorijske resurse računara,
kao što je to slučaj kod primjene klasičnog
pristupa 3D geometrijskog modeliranja,
- primjena parametara omogućava globalnu
modifikaciju cjelokupnog sklopa,
- ubrzava se razvoj proizvoda, itd.
Ključne riječi: mehanički prenosnici, parametarsko modeliranje, CATIA V5
1. Introduction
In mechanical technique, transmission means
appliance which is used as intermediary mechanism between driving machine (e.g. of engine)
and working (consumed) machine. The role of
transmission is transmitting of mechanical energy
from main shaft of driving machine to main shaft
of working machine. The selection of transmission is limited by the price of complete appliance,
by working environment, by dimensions of the
appliance, technical regulations, etc. In mechanical engineering, so as in technique generally, mechanical transmissions are broadly used.
Mechanical transmissions are mechanisms
which are used for mechanical energy transmit182

ting with the change of angle speed and appropriate change of forces and rotary torques.
According to the type of transmitting, mechanical transmissions could be divided into: belt
transmissions (belt pulleys and belt), transmissions gear (sprocket pair), friction transmissions
(friction wheels) and chain transmissions (chain
pulleys and chain). [1]
It is advisable to make the parameterisation of
mechanical transmission for the purpose of automatization of its designing.
2. Mechanical transmissions parameter
modelling
Strong flexibility is the main characteristic of
CATIA V5 system parameter modelling, because
parameters can, but need not, be defined in every
moment. Parameter modelling in CATIA V5 system
is based on the concept of knowledge, creating and
use of parameter modelled parts and assemblies.
Parameter is considered as variable with which we
control component geometry. [2] Creating of 3D
parameter solid models is the most frequently realized by combining of the approach based on features based design (Features Based Design – FBD)
and the approach based on Bool’s operations (Constructive Solid Geometry – CSG). (from [3] to [6])
3D geometric parameter modelling of the two
most frequent used types of mechanical transmissions are shown in this paper, and they are: belt
transmissions (belt pulley with cylindrical external surface) and transmissions gear (bevel gears).1
1
The control of 3D parameterised model geometry
is done by created parameters.
Modelling of selected mechanical transmissions was done in Sketcher, Part Design and Generative Shape Design modules of CATIA V5 system. As prerequisite for this way of modelling, it
is necessary to know modelling methodology in
the following CATIA V5 modules, too: Wireframe
and Surface Design and Assembly Design. (from
[7] to [13])

1 Researches were financed by WUS Austria under
supervision of Austrian Ministry of foreign affairs in the
frame of CDP+ project (No. project: 43-SA-04).
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There are marks of parameters and conventional formulas (Table 1. and 2.), which were used in
mechanical transmissions modelling, in bibliography [2]. There are, also, clear explanations for belt
transmissions and transmissions gear in the same
one [14].
3. Belt transmission parameter modelling
This application includes wide area of the industry for the fact that belt transmitting is often required.
Generally, belt transmitting designing process consists of needed drive power estimate, choice of belt
pulley, length and width of belt, factor of safety, etc.
Final design quality can be estimated by efficiency,
compactness and possibilities of service. If engineer
does not use parameter modelling, he/she must pass
through exhausting phase of design, based on learning from the previous done mistakes, for the aim
that standard parts like belt pulleys and belts, can be
mounted on preferred construction. This process is
automatized by parameter modelling. In such process, characteristics that registered distance between
belt pulleys, belts length, etc., are also created. Such
characteristics, also, register links, belt angle speeds
and exit angle speed. The results for given belts
length can be obtained by the feasibility study. A
few independent feasibility studies for the different
belts lengths are compared with demands for compactness. In such a way, several constructions of belt
transmitting can be tested, and then it can be possible to find the best final construction solution.
Design engineer must be significantly engaged
into the forming of the component type. Because
of that reason, once formed algorithm for the modelling of the component type is saved in computer
memory and it is used when there is need for the
modelling of the same or similar type with similar
dimensions.
In addition, the example of parameter modelling belt pulley is shown. The belt pulley K is
shown in the Figure 1., and it consists of several
mutual welded components: hub G , pulley rim V,
plate P and twelve side ribs BR.
All dimensions, or more exactly, all changeable
belt parameters are in function with fixed parameters d, Bk, dv and s.
2009

Dimensions of hub depends from diameter of
shaft dv, on which hub is set. Shaft diameter is the
input value through the other hub dimension is expressed.
Hub shape can be obtained by adding and subtraction of cylinders and cones shown in the Figure 1.
G = CYL1 + CYL2 − CYL3 −
KON1 − KON 2 − KON 3 − KON 4

........ (3. 1)

Pulley rim of belt pulley depends from diameter
of belt pulley d , pulley rim width Bk , diameter
of shaft d v and minimal pulley rim thickness s .
V = CYL4 − CYL5 − CYL6 −
KON 5 − KON 6

. .......... (3. 2)

Figure 1. Modelling of belt pulley parts with cylindrical external surface
Plate dimensions depend from diameter of belt
pulley d , minimal pulley rim thickness s and diameter of shaft d v .
P = CYL7 − CYL8 − 6 ⋅ CYL9 ............ (3. 3)

Side ribs are side set rectangular plates which
can be shown by primitive in form of prism.
BR=BOX........................... (3. 4)
Whole belt pulley is obtained by adding of
formed forms.
K=G+V+P+6 BR. .................. (3. 5)
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Table 1. Parameters and formulas
Belt pulley with cylindrical external surface

CYL1: D=1,6 dv, H=0,75 dv
CYL2: D=1,7 dv, H=0,65 dv + 2 mm
CYL3: D=dv, H=1,4 dv + 2 mm
CYL4: D=d, H= Bk
CYL5: D=d - 2 s,
H= Bk /2 + 0,05 dv + 1 mm
CYL6 : D = d − 2 ⋅ s − 0,1 ⋅ d v ,

Use of side ribs that are posed between holes
on the plate is recommended during modelling of
belt pulleys with longer diameter (Figure 2.).
Rotary parts of belt pulley shown in the Figure
1., can be modelled in much more easier way. More
complex contours, instead of their forming by adding and subtraction, they can be formed by rotation.
In the first case, computer is loaded by data about
points inside primitive which, in total sum, do not
belong inside component solid. In the second case,
rotary contour (bolded line in the Figure 3.) is first
defined, and, then, primitive of desired type is obtained by rotation around rotate axis.

H= Bk /2 - 0,05 dv - 1 mm
CYL7 : D = d − 2 ⋅ s , H = 0,1 ⋅ d v
CYL8 : D = 1,6 ⋅ d v , H = 0,1 ⋅ d v
CYL9 : H = 0,1 ⋅ d v
KON1 : D = 1,6 ⋅ d v , H = 1 mm, angle 45o
KON 2 : D = 1,7 ⋅ d v , H = 1 mm, angle 45

For primitives, shown in the Figure 3., final
form is obtained after the following operations

KON 3 : D = d v , H = 1 mm, angle 45o
KON 4 : D = d v , H = 1 mm, angle 45o

K = (ROT 1 − ROT 2 − 6 ⋅ CYL ) ∪ 6 ⋅ BOX .... (3.6)

KON 5 : D = d − 2 ⋅ s − 0,1 ⋅ d v , H = 1 mm,
angle 45o
KON 6 : D = d − 2 ⋅ s , H = 1 mm, angle 45o
BOX : A =

(d − 2 ⋅ s ) − 1,8 ⋅ d v , B= 0,35 B

C = 0,1 ⋅ d v

2

1° K200
( d = 200 mm, Bk = 5 0 mm,
dv= 50 mm, s = 4 mm)

Figure 3. Modelling of rotary forms

o

,
k

Three different standard belt pulleys with cylindrical external surface, obtained from the same
CATIA V5 file by changing fixed parameters d ,
Bk , d v and s , are shown in the Figure 2.
In this way, every standard belt pulley with cylindrical external surface can be generated. [2]

2° K315
(d=315 mm, bk=63 mm,
dv=60 mm, s=4,5 mm,
dop=204 mm, do=60 mm)

3° K400
(d= 400 mm, Bk= 71 mm,
dv= 70 mm, s= 5 mm,
dop= 250 mm, do= 70 mm)

Figure 2. Different belt pulleys with cylindrical external surface are the results of parameter modelling
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4. Transmission gear parameter modelling

Table 2. Parameters and formulas
Bevel gear

The example of parameter modelling of bevel
gear is shown in addition.
All dimensions, or more exactly, geometric
changeable parameters of bevel gear are in the

z1 , z 2
m
a = 2 0 deg

function of fixed parameters m , z1 and z 2 .
Three different standard bevel gears, obtained
from the same CATIA V5 file by changing fixed pa-

p = m* P I
r = ( z 1* m) / 2
r b = r c * cos(a )

rameters m , z1 and z2 , are shown in the Figure 4.
In this way, every standard bevel gear can be
generated. [2]

r r = 0. 3 8 * m
ha = m
h f = 1.2 * m
x d = r b * (cos(t * P I ) + sin(t * P I ) *t * P I )

5. Analysis of the research results and final
discussion

y d = r b * (sin(t * P I ) − cos(t * P I ) *t * P I )

Design engineer can generate several designing forms by changing of characteristic fixed parameters of 3D model of mechanical transmission.
delta = a tan( z 1 / z 2)
For the purpose of final goal achieving and prodr c = r / cos(delta)
uct faster presentation on the market, time spent
for the development of the product is marked as
l c = r c / sin(delta)
the key factor for more profit gaining. Time spent
t c = −a tan(Re lations \ y d . Evaluate(a / 18 0 deg) / for process of mechanical transmission designing
can be reduced even 50% by parameter modelling
R e lations \ x d . Evaluate(a / 18 0 deg))
use and, in the same time, focusing on the preparatory phase (Figure 5.).
b = 0 .3 * r c
0 £t £ 1

ratio=1-b/lc/cos(delta)
d Z = 0 mm

1° B2-25

2° DB3-15

3° FB4-15

( m = 2 mm, z1 = 2 5 , z 2 = 2 5 ,

( m = 3 mm, z1 = 15 , z 2 = 3 0 ,

( m = 4 mm, z1 = 15 , z 2 = 6 0 ,

d g = 4 0 mm, d = 1 2 mm,

d g = 3 6 mm, d = 18 mm,

d g = 4 8 mm, d = 2 0 mm,

bz = 10, 6 mm, bg = 2 5, 5 2 mm)

bz = 17 mm, bg = 3 6 , 2 6 mm)

bz = 3 4 mm, bg = 5 9, 9 mm)

Figure 4. Different bevel gears are the results of parameter modelling
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These are the advantages of parameter modelling use:
- possibility to make family of parts which
are the same type made on the base of one
designed model,
- data-libraries forming of standard mechanical
elements which filled computer memory, like
at use of classic approach of 3D geometric
modelling, is not necessary,
- use of parameters makes possible global
modification of whole assembly,
- development of the product is quicker, etc. [2]

Figure 5. Proportion of design activities (1 –
preparation, 2 – design phase, 3 – phase of
change) and reducing of time spent for design by
parameter modelling
6. Nomenclature
A

mm

side rib length

a

°

line of contact angle

B

mm

side rib width

Bk

mm

pulley rim width

BR

-

side rib

b

mm

cog width

bg

mm

hub width

bz

mm

gear width

C

mm

side rib thickness

CYL

-

cylinder

D

mm

appropriate diameter of belt pulley components

d

mm

diameter of belt pulley; diameter of the hole for shaft

dg

mm

interior diameter of hub

do

mm

diameter of the hole on the plate
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mm

diameter on which holes on plate are set

mm

diameter of shaft

delta

°

a half of an angle of front cone

dZ

mm

translation of geometry over z axis

G

-

hub

H

mm

appropriate length of belt pulley component

ha

mm

addendum part of cog height

hf

mm

root part of cog height

K

-

belt pulley

KON

-

cone

lc

mm

cone axis length

m

mm

module

P

-

plate

PI

-

value of number π

p

mm

step on pitch circle

ROT

-

rotation

r

mm

pitch radius

ratio

-

factor of scaling exterior to interior cog profile

rb

mm

basic radius

rc

mm

length of generating line of back (additional) cone

rr

mm

radius of profile root radius

s

mm

minimal pulley rim thickness

t

-

involutes function parameter

tc

°

cutting angle used for contact point putting in zx plane

V

-

pulley rim

z1

-

cog number of driver gear

z2

-

cog number of following gear

xd

mm

x coordinate of involutes cog profile generated on the base of parameter t

yd

mm

y coordinate of involutes cog profile generated on the base of parameter t

d

op

d

v

2009
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of welded beams during
revitalization of objects
Revitalizacija objekata primjenom zavarenih
čeličnih nosača
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Summary
With this solution, existing wooden inter-floors
structure strengthens and at the same time it does
not receive any additional load. Any additional
load from the gallery floor and prefabricated wall
partitions is taken by the existing vertical bearing
floor structure which is, by trimming its height due
to building of floor gallery, considerably strengthened in terms of slimness. Bearing structure of
the floors’ galleries, strengthening of the existing
wooden ceiling constructions and strengthening of
masonry load-bearing vertical structures are made
of rolled steel profiles and steel square boxes.
At inter-floors structure, steel girders should be
mounted so that they do not interfere with paths
of vertical installation. Around the existing loadbearing walls, steel carriers should be connected
to each other in order to provide additional stiffness to an old building. All connections between
steel sections are to be created by welding technology.
The work presented in this paper, concerning
the revitalization of the building, is one of the
solutions for the future prefabricated walls, partitions and gallery floors without any impact on the
existing wooden floor construction.
Key words: welded, process, construction,
beams, objects
2009

Sažetak
Ovim rješenjem postojeća drvena međuspratna
konstrukcija se djelimično ojačava a da pri tome
na sebe ne prima nikakva dodatna opterećenja.
Sva dodatna opterećenja od galerija spratova i
pregradnih montažnih zidova preuzima postojeća
vertikalna nosiva zidana konstrukcija koja je presjecanjem visine radi izgradnje spratnih galerija
znatno ojačana u smislu vitkosti istih. Nosiva
struktura spratnih galerija, ojačanja postojeće
drvene stropne konstrukcije i ojačanja nosive vertikalne zidane strukture izvode se od čeličnih valjanih profila i kvadratnih čeličnih kutija.
Kod međuspratne konstrukcije čelične nosače
pozicionirati tako da ne smetaju prolasku vertikalnih
instalacija. Okolo postojećih nosivih zidova čelične
nosače međusobno povezati radi obezbjeđenja dodatne krutosti starog objekta. Sve veze između
čeličnih profila izvesti tehnologijom zavarivanja.
Ovim radom, kod revitalizacije objekta, predstavljamo jednu od mogućnosti rješenja budučih
pregradnih montažnih zidova i galerija spratova bez ikakvog uticaja na postojeću drvenu
međuspratnu konstrukciju.
Ključne riječi: zavareni, proces, građevinarstvo, grede, objekti
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Introduction
This work represents one of the possibilities of
partial reinforcement of an old wooden inter-floor
and vertical masonry structures in the revitalization of the facility. A task would be to introduce
constructional solution with steel carriers. The
new solution is to set steel pillars that will get the
role of carrier for floor galleries. Steel beams will
be set so that they do not interfere with paths of
existing installations, and they will also stiffen the
old facility, which will get a new function.
This paper covered the problems of setting up
new structures of steel sections in the old building
for two reasons:
1- functional, which included specifics (gallery
apartments)
2- strengthening of the existing wooden interfloor structures
3- strengthening of the existing vertical load
bearing masonry structures

1. Location and type of property
To be considered a solution of this task, it is necessary to determine the type of object and its location, as well as reasons to access the revitalization.
This property is located in the center of Oslo.
The facility is in pretty good shape, in the constructive sense of meaning. But, its further existence
would require certain types of changes i.e. revitalization and strengthening of existing structures,
which occurred when purpose of the object was
changed. These two tasks are integrated through a
solution for gallery apartments with steel profiles.
Figure 1. shows the existing schedule of walls-bearing walls, external and internal, and some
dimensions (thickness). Some of the walls have
already been taken down during years when the
facility was adapted for different purposes.

Figure 1 Arrange the existing walls
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2. Proposal for the new solution
After getting an idea of the current state of construction of the building and new requirements
that are conditional by the new purpose of the facility it was decided to do the following:
Establish a new system of steel sections in order to strengthen the existing construction, which
would allow obtaining gallery apartments with new
floor and wall coverings of custom types regarding
the object as a whole and each room separately.
Preliminary need is to determine the type and
size of the profile. Figure 2. shows the layout and
dimensions of the profile that would be used .
By static calculations we set a size of the profiles, which would meet the requirements of capacity and safety.
Marking lines represent the main profiles
2U160 which are put at the height of existing inter-floor wooden structure, to strengthen the ex-

isting construction and they lean on the two main
existing bearing walls.
These two profiles are set at the spacing of 200
mm and along the length they must be connected
at every 2000 mm.
Across them a metal plate would be mounted
on which the pillar with dimensions 80x80x3 is
fixed. Metal plate is mounted by the welding technology to the U profile, which also additionaly
stiffenes it. A pillar that is placed on a metal plate
is box profile mounted again by the welding technology.
Detailed structure is shown on Figure 3 through
two apartments, a typical construction details and
pictures are shown on the figures 4 and 5. A suitable place is used for staircase which are also
strengthened by steel profiles. As edge profiles,
depending on the range were used U80 to U120
for maximum range. Perpendicular to the edge
girder are profiles U80, with spacing 70 to 80 cm.

Figure 2 Gallery construction in the floor plan
2009
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Figure 3 Disposition of profiles
The existing walls are covered by a combination of two profiles L80 and U80. For better contact of these profiles with the existing walls, connecting screws M12 were used. Spacing between
screws is maximum 800 mm. To these profiles,
U80 profiles are leaned on and the same are extended to the edges of the new galleries.
Below are the details that were previously
marked on the drawing showing typical parts of
the new construction.
The following Figure 6 shows the connections
between steel beams by the carrier wall and their
inter-connections. Existing walls are rounded by
the combination of two profiles L80 and U80. L
192

profile is cut into the wall and it goes along the entire length where the galeries are placed.
The following Figure 6 shows the connections
between steel beams by the carrier wall and their
inter-connections. Existing walls are rounded by
the combination of two profiles L80 and U80. L
profile is cut into the wall and it goes along the entire length where the galeries are placed.
Connecting of carriers (U and L profiles),
shown on Figure 7., is to be done by welding technology, and selected welding process is semi-automatic procedure MAG CO2.
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Figure 7 Detail of welded joint
The connection between the L profiles in
places where they penetrate through the existing
brick wall has been made using screws M12. In
this way L profiles enable the continuity of the old
load-bearing walls, which were impaired during
the previous exploitation of facility, especially by
breaking the necessary holes which were not originally foreseen by the design project of the facility.
With extensions in the U profiles, the connection is made by the butt weld, and welding technology chosen is a semi automatic process MAG
CO2, with the welding parameters given in the
table below.
Considering that the thickness of welded sections is 8 (mm), the welding parameters are as follows:
Overview of welding parameters for the profiles 80x80x8 (mm)
Here we talk about a butt welds in these profiles,
and are to be done longitudinally (by x-axis). As
already discussed, these are pre-fitted butt welds
with the welding of steel of the same material EN
S275JR, and material thickness δ = 8 (mm).

Figure 4  U-profiles placed in the construction

Figure 6  Display of U and L profile connections
Review parameters of welding profile 80x80x8 (mm)
Welding
position

Profile
thickness
( mm)

Φ wire
( VAC)

Fig. Nr.

Voltageel. l.
(V)

Strength of
current
(A)

Welding
speed
(m/h)

Required
CO2
( l/min)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Profile
position ba
y-axis

8

1,2

5

22

140

20

I0

Welding

8

1,2

5

22

140

20

I0
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Figure 5 Construction detail
In the end, the new structure would look like
this, shown on Figure 8.

Figure 8. The final spatial structure made of the
steel profile
194
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After a structure has been set up in the described
way, the buildings is provided with gallery space,
and enabled passing for all installations between
the pillars that remained hidden in the walls that
will be of plaster boards, and in combination with
OSB plates. Final appearance of new walls is
shown on Figures 4 and 5.
3. Conclusion
From the above mentioned work, it can be seen
that there is a constructive solution in a very nondefined construction from the point of view of
structure construction and static capacity. When it
comes to the structure it can be concluded that the
structural base is masonry, and the materials are
concrete and wood, and given the new solution it
is reinforced with a steel construction.
When it comes to static bearing, structure is
provided with the new setting of the load-bearing
structures.
In this paper, a new solution is shown for the
constructional work (reconstruction) in case of absolutely undefined construction regarding both its
structure and its capacity.
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Experimental examinations
of syntheses and physical
properties of conducting
polymer polyaniline controllably
doped with sulfuric acid
Eksperimentalna istraživanja sinteza i fizikalnih
svojstava vodljivog polimera polianilina
kontrolirano dopiranog sumpornom kiselinom
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Summary
Conducting polymers, as a prospective class of
new materials, combine solubility, processability
and flexibility of plastics with electrical and optical properties of metals and semiconductors. Polyaniline is one of the most important conducting
polymers because of relatively low cost, successful
combination of chemical and physical properties,
as well as its numerous applications in practice.
The distinctive property of polyaniline is its
transition into conducting state by protonation of
polymer chain. A simple transformation of the basic
form, by treatment in dilute acid, increases electrical conductivity by nine orders of magnitude.
In this experimental work, polyaniline has been
synthesized by direct oxidation method at low
temperature (0ºC) and have measured the electrical conductivity of conducting form of polyaniline
(emeraldine salt) doped with sulfuric acid.
Key words: conducting polymers, polyaniline,
sulfuric acid, conductivity
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Sažetak
Vodljivi polimeri, kao perspektivna klasa
novih materijala, kombiniraju rastvorljivost, procesabilnost i fleksibilnost plastika sa električnim i
optičkim svojstvima metala i poluvodiča. Polianilin je jedan od najpoznatijih vodljivih polimera upravo zbog relativno niske cijene izrade, uspješne
kombinacije hemijskih i fizikalnih svojstava, kao i
njegovih brojnih primjena u praksi.
Jedinstveno svojstvo polianilina je njegov
prijelaz u vodljivo stanje protonacijom polimerskog lanca. Tretiranje polianilina vodenim rastvorom kiseline dovodi do jednostavne transformacija njegove osnovne forme, pri čemu se električna
vodljivost polianilina povećava za devet redove
veličine.
U ovom eksperimentalnom radu, polianilin je
sintetiziran direktnom oksidacijom anilina na niskoj temperaturi (0ºC) i izmjerena je električna
vodljivost vodljive forme polianilina (emeraldinska so) dopirane sumpornom kiselinom.
2009
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Ključne riječi: vodljivi polimeri, polianilin,
sumporna kiselina, električna vodljivost
Introduction
Conducting polymers as a prospective class of
new materials of current research interest worldwide, combine flexibility, solubility, and processability of plastics with electrical and optical properties of metals and semiconductors. Conducting
polymers are: polyacetylenes (PA), polyanilines
(PANI), polypyrroles (PPy), polythiophenes (PT),
poly-para-phenylenes (PPP), poly-para-phenylene-vinylenes (PPV), etc.
MacDiarmid, Shirakawa, and Heeger[1] 1977
discovered the unique properties of conjugated
polymers, that chemical doping of these materials resulted in increases of the electrical conductivity over several orders of magnitude, and were
awarded Nobel Prize for discovery and development of conducting polymers.
Among conducting polymers, polyaniline
(PANI) occupies a prominent place due to its
high conductivity, good redox reversibility, swift
change in film color with potential, relatively low
cost, high stability in air, successful combination
of chemical and physical properties, as well as its
numerous applications in practice. Polyaniline can
be used for batteries[2], electrochromic devices[3]
photoelectrochemical conversion of light to electricity[4], light-emitting diode[5] and immobilization of enzymes (biosensors)[6], polymer actuators,
and corrosion protection agents.
A lot of research work[7-8] has been devoted to
understand its structural, thermal, magnetic and
electrical properties but still many doubts exist[9].
Polyaniline can be synthesized by electrochemical polymerization or chemical polymerization
of aniline. Various oxidants, such as ammonium
peroxydisulfate[10], sodium peroxydisulfate[12], and
hydrogen peroxide[11], were used for the oxidation of aniline monomer. Among the mentioned
oxidants, ammonium peroxydisulfate has been
widely used for the chemical polymerization of
aniline, since polyaniline synthesized in this way
has a high conductivity.

2009

Figure 1. Polyaniline is conjugated polymer
which have a framework of alternating single
and double carbon–carbon (sometimes carbon–
nitrogen) bonds. Single bonds are referred to as
-bonds, and double bonds contain a -bond and
a -bond. All conjugated polymers have a -bond
backbone of overlapping sp2 hybrid orbitals. The
remaining out-of-plane pz orbitals on the carbon
(or nitrogen) atoms overlap with neighboring pz
orbitals to give -bonds.
Polyaniline shows well-defined red-ox transitions in both acid and base conducting states, in
aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes. Polyaniline oxidation and reduction in the solid state is
characterized by two electrochemical transitions
which separate three red-ox states. Only the intermediate form conducts electricity.
Depending on the method of preparation, polyaniline bases may exist in:
- fully reduced form (leucoemeraldine, y = 1),
- partially reduced form (emeraldine, y = 0.5)
and
- fully oxidized form (pernigraniline, y = 0)
(Figure 2.).
Polyaniline bases may form polyaniline salts
when treated with strong acids. The salts of hydrochloric, sulfuric and various organic sulfonic
acids, such as camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) are
most commonly used.
Polyaniline bases are insulators, soluble in many organic solvents, whereas polyaniline salts are conductors with metallictype conductivity, insoluble and infusible.
The stability and solubility of polyaniline can be
controlled by the selection of an appropriate method of polymerization.
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Preparing of samples
Doped polyaniline, after filtration or pressing,
is compact and homogenous, so samples (pallets)
can be directly cut from the total bulk of material or
material can be crumbled into fine powder. Pressed
pellets we obtained by subjecting the powder to the
pressure of 90 MPa. The result is homogenous pallets with well defined dimension (Table 1)
Table 1. Dimensions of pallets (L-length; w-width;
d – thickness; l - distance between the voltage
probes)
L(mm) w(mm) d (mm) l(mm)

R-0,5 (0ºC) pH=0,2
R-1,6 (0ºC) pH=0,2
R- 2 (0ºC) pH = 0,2

7,30
7,50
7,70

4,55
4,45
4,60

1,85
1,15
1,20

2,85
3,80
3,9

Figure 2. Polyaniline – bases and salts
Experiment
Synthesis
Synthesis of the polyaniline were carried out at
0ºC by chemical oxidation of aniline (ANI) in 1M
water solution of sulfuric acid (pH = 0,2), with
amonium-peroxidesulfate (APS) as an oxidant using different molar ratios R = n mol APS / n mol
ANI: 0,5; 1,6 and 2.
Aniline was slowly added into the solution. The
solution was stirred by a magnetic bar during the
polymerization process. It is useful to emphasize the
importance of fact that each step of synthesis must
have enough time for all reactions to be finished,
that system can reach a equilibrium. After the precipitate is obtained, washing out with methanol take
place in order to remove all the unwanted products
of polymerization. The procedure is repeated until
pure methanol shows up above the sedimented precipitate. The next step was rinsing precipitate with
deionized water and filtration through filter paper in
order to remove methanol totally. Obtained filtrate
of emerald green color was than left to dry in a digestor for approximately 12 hours.
After that, the sample was put in exicator for
further procedure of drying in a vacuum for 48
hours. The result of this synthesis was polyaniline
sulfat (PANI - H2SO4).
198

Measurements of the resistance at the room
temperatures
Resistance measurements were carried out using Yokagava 7651 DC sours in the constant-current mode, and an Agilent 34420A nanovoltmetar
with a 10GΩ input resistance and a maximum input voltage of 12V. Electrical contacts in the fourpoint configuration were made by first depositing
a thin graphite layer onto the contact area and then
applying a silver paste. This resulted in contact resistances that did not exceed the sample resistance
regardless of its value. A constant current I in the
range of (0.01 – 1) µA was passed between the
current contacts, and the voltage drop U was measured between the voltage probes.
Conductivity σ is extracted from the measured
sample resistance R as σ = l/(SR)= l/(wdR), where
l is the distance between the voltage probes,
S = d· w is the cross-sectional area of the pallet
(from the Table 1.).
Results and discussion
Results of obtained masses and conductivities
of PANI - H2SO4 samples for different molar ratios: R-0.5, R-1.6, R-2 at (0ºC) are listed in the
Table 2.. Our results showed that samples synthesized with lower molar ratio have higher electrical conductivity. The same volume V = 10 ml of
2009
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Table 2: Results of masses and conductivities of PANI - H2SO4 samples for molar ratios: R-0.5, R-1.6,
R-2 at (0ºC)
n mol
ANI

Volumen
ANI (ml)

ANI mass
(g)

0,221
0,221
0,221

10
10
10

10,22
10,22
10,22

R=
n mol
APS
n molAPS /
APS mass (g)
n molANI
0,1105
0,3536
0,44

12,55
40,34
50,43

aniline i.e. and the same mol number of aniline are
used in all syntheses.

0,5 (0ºC)
1,6 (0ºC)
2 (0ºC)

PANI mass
(emeraldine
salt)

R(Ω)

4,85
11,82
20,87

16,95
47,01
358,00

σ(S/m)
19,97
15,79
1,98

With increasing of the mass of synthesized
polyanilne PANI - H2SO4, under the same conditions, the conductivity is decreased. It is evident
from the Table 2, we have measured the greatest
conductivity of samples produced by polymerization process which has been resulted with lowest
mass of PANI - H2SO4 powder.

Figure 3. Dependence of the obtained mass of
PANI - H2SO4 from molar ratios
R = n mol APS / n mol ANI = 0,5; 1,6; 2;
The masses of PANI - H2SO4 samples are increased with increasing of the molar ratios
R = n mol APS / n mol ANI.

Figure 5. Dependence of the conductivity σ from
obtained mass of PANI - H2SO4
Conductivity of PANI - H2SO4 samples is decreased with increasing of the molar ratio R. The
best conductivity has the sample with molar ratio
R = 0,5.
With the linearization through the Newton interpolation method we get functional dependence
of voltage U of the current I.
The linearity of U(I) in the range of I used, implies that the σ extracted represents the DC Ohmic
conductivity of our samples.

Figure 4. Dependence of the conductivity from
obtained mass of PANI - H2SO4
2009
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Summary
Some areas of the Tuzla region (B&H) suffer
heavy problems with the shortage of quality drinking water. The only real long-term water resource
in this region is the Lake Modrac, the largest accumulation lake in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Due
to the fact that radon is soluble in water it can be
transported by water to long distances. In cases of
intake of waters rich in radon the most affected are
sensitive cells within the abdomen and other internal organs. In order to satisfy the needs for drinking water, people are forced to excavate and drill
wells. In area of the Tuzla region and the whole of
B&H excavated wells are very frequent, and so are
drilled wells lately, due to the more developed and
cheaper technology for soil drilling. The activities
in this area, likewise in the whole of B&H, are
carried out in an unordered manner and without
previously completed chemical and radiological
analysis of soil and water samples. The University of Tuzla formed the Laboratory for detection
of radon in all environments, and the researches
displayed in this paper have been the first investigations of that kind in B&H. In this paper we
presented the results of radon survey in drinking
waters from excavated and drilled wells in area of
2009

the Tuzla region (North-Eastern region of B&H).
The measurements were conducted over the period of one year (2006), so as to make it possible to
monitor the variations of radon concentrations in
dependence of the meteorological changes. These
investigation works showed that radon concentration at most locations was significantly higher in
drilled wells than in excavated wells. Mean values
of radon concentration in the tested water samples
ranged in the interval of 101-4200 Bq/m3. The radon activity concentration was measured with the
Alpha GAURD radon system (Genitron instruments-Frankfurt).
Key words: radon activity concentration,
drinking water, well, Tuzla region
Sažetak
Neka područja Tuzlanske regije (B&H) imaju
velike probleme sa nedostatkom kvalitetne vode
za piće. Jedini stvarni dugoročni vodeni resurs na
ovom području jeste jezero Modrac, najveće akumulaciono jezero u Bosni i Hercegovini. Zbog
činjenice da je radon rastvorljiv u vodi može se
prenijeti na velike udaljenosti kroz vodu. Unošenje
vode bogate radonom najviše pogađa osjetljive
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ćelije abdomena i drugih unutrašnjih organa. Da bi
se zadovoljile potrebe za vodom za piće ljudi su primorani kopati i bušiti bunare. Na području Tuzlanske regije, ali i cijele BiH, kopani bunari su veoma
česti, a u posljednje vrijeme prisutni su i bušeni
bunari, zahvaljujući sve razvijenijoj i povoljnijoj
tehnologiji bušenja zemlje. Kao i u cijeloj BiH, tako
i na ovom području, sve aktivnosti se provode bez
nekog određenog reda i bez prethodno obavljenih
hemijskih i radioloških analiza uzoraka zemlje i
vode. Univerzitet u Tuzli je formirao Laboratoriju
za detekciju radona u svim sredinama i istraživanja
prezentirana u ovom radu su prva provedena ispitivanja ove vrste u BiH. U ovom radu su predstavljeni rezultati mjerenja radona u vodi za piće iz
kopanih i bušenih bunara na području Tuzlanske
regije (Sjeveroistočna regija BiH). Mjerenja su provedena tokom perioda jedne godine (2006), tako da
bi se mogle pratiti promjene koncentracije radona u
zavisnosti od meteoroloških uslova. Ova ispitivanja
su pokazala da je koncentracija radona na većini lokacija značajno viša u bušenim bunarima u odnosu
na kopane bunare. Srednje vrijednosti koncentracije
radona u ispitivanim uzorcima vode se nalaze u intervalu 101-4200 Bq/m3. Za mjerenje koncentracije
aktivnosti radona je korišten Alpha GUARD Radon
System (Genitron Instruments – Frankfurt).
Ključne riječi: koncentracija aktivnosti radona, voda za piće, bunar, Tuzlanska regija
1. Introduction
The world population receives by far the largest
part of radiation which has originated from natural
sources. Natural radioactive sources give the average annual effective dose of 2,4 mSv, of which the
contribution from indoor and outdoor inhalation
of Radon, Thoron and their progeny amounts to
around 1,2 mSv. Exposure to the largest part of
this radiation is inevitable and people are daily exposed to natural radiation which is found in soil,
water, air and foodstuffs. [1]
The major contribution to human exposure to
natural radiation comes from Radon. Radon is a
natural inert radioactive tasteless and odourless
gas. Its three radio-isotopes 222Rn, 220Rn and 219Rn,
with the half-life times of 3.825 days, 55,6 s and
3,96 s, respectively, are the middle members of
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natural radioactive series. The isotope 219Rn is insignificant for its small amount of 235U, while the
isotope 220Rn is less important for its short half-life
time. For the longest half-life time and its isotope
abundance, the radon isotope 222Rn has the major
importance among natural radon isotopes. In its
chain of disintegration, the gaseous radon 222Rn
is being transformed into a stable 206Pb, through
short-lived decay products, thereby emitting 5 alpha particles with an energy up to 7,7MeV, beta
radiation energy up to 2,8 MeV and photons of
gamma radiation of an energy up to 2,4 MeV.
An important radon property is its solubility in
water; therefore it can be transported to large distances through soil, so in special cases at certain
locations radon concentration can be highly significant for health risk. In the world, a half of the totally used drinking water, come from underground
waters. Under the ground, this water often moves
through rocks which contain natural Uranium,
which by its disintegration releases radon into this
water. In that way, radon can be dissolved and deposited in underground springs, such as wells. Due
to the fact that radon is well dissolved in water, radon can be transported to large distances by water.
In the process of radioactive decay of 226Ra, escaping radon nucleus is being released into water and
hence underground waters may contain significant
concentrations of radon. Therefore, a significant
contribution to the exposure to radon and its decay
products comes from ingested drinking water from
underground sources, excavated and drilled wells.
Important international scientific organizations
rated radon as carcinogenic and a serious health issue. On the basis of data from epidemiological studies of radiation in mines, and other relevant experiments, radon has been classified among carcinogenic
substances of the class I. The major part of a radon
dose comes from inhalation of this gas and its radioactive progeny. However, contribution to the exposure to radon through ingestion is not insignificant,
assuming that the most of population is supplied with
drinking water from soil, which is drawn from underground sources. By intake of food and drinks with
increased concentration of radon into an organism,
its sensitive cells within abdomen (stomach) are exposed to emitted radiation, but also are those in other
internal organs (in this case radioactive radon gas is
directly absorbed in the blood circulation).
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2. Materials and methods
Detection and measurements of radon activity
concentration can be performed directly by measuring radon itself, or indirectly through its progeny. Radon progeny are α, β and γ-emitters, hence
measurements of radon activity concentration can
be made by measuring α, β and γ-radiation, during
their interaction with various materials, which are
used in an adequate measuring technique.
The first steps in realization of this survey would
be working on creation of a grid, i.e. nodal points of
the anticipated survey area. Knowing about the consequences to human health from increased exposure
to radioactive radon gas, efforts were made to complete radon analysis of as many as possible sources
of drinking water in the area of Tuzla canton. Special
attention was paid to water sources from wells, excavated (Figure 1.) and drilled ones (Figure 2.), from
which the water is exploited without preliminary
measures, without previous radiological control.

During the survey, water samples were taken
from excavated and drilled wells. In the survey areas the depth of excavated wells ranged from 6 to
9 m, while the drilled wells were around 8 to 14m
deep. The excavated wells were old even up to
twenty years, and the drilled wells were not older
than ten years. In areas without wells of any type,
where the population were supplied from urban water supply systems, water samples were taken from
natural sources. During water sampling we carefully avoided to agitate water because that would
make radon leave the sample, and paid attention to
carry out the measurement in the shortest time interval possible.
For measuring of radon activity concentrations
we used the instrument AlphaGUARD PQ 2000
PRO (Figure 3.), while for direct and reliable determination of concentration of radioactive radon gas
in water samples in addition to the AlphaGUARD
and AlphaPUMP we used also an AquaKIT. These
instruments (Genitron Instruments) provide highly efficient and successful detections, and wide
measuring range. Since 1992, these instruments
have been highly accepted by radon experts. The
Alpha GUARD PQ 2000 Multiparameter Radon
Monitoring System is an instrument which operates on the ionization principle.

Figure 1. An excavated well

Figure 3. The AlphaGUARD PQ 2000 PRO System
(Genitron Instruments), used in the survey

Figure 2. A drilled well
2009

Ionization chambers and proportional counters
are the widest used radiation measurement technique, by which the radon concentration is determined. The cylindrical ionization chamber of the
AlphaGUARD device has the active volume of
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0.56 dm3. The chamber case is held on the potential of +750 V (anode). By diffusion, as shown in
the figure above, the radon gets into the ionization
chamber via a large-surface glass fiber filter, which
prevents the radon progeny products and aerosol
particles to enter the ionization chamber. By decay
of radioactive radon gas, alpha particles ionize the
air in the ionization chamber. The cathode attracts
positively charged particles, and the anode those
negatively charged ones. Then, through the whole
circuit there flows ionization current which is proportional to the amount of decayed radon atoms.
In addition to determination of radon concentration in air, Alpha Guard’s integrated sensors
can measure and record space temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure. The combination of the measured radon gas concentration
with these parameters in the surrounding enables
a graphical diagram referring to spatial and temporal distribution of the radon gas, from the level
of natural background to doses which can occur at
nuclear accidents.
The basic condition for correctness and exactness of the measurement of radon activity concentration in water is the process of sampling. The
losses of radon on its way between sampling and
measuring should be minimized. The syringe sampler is a particular tool for sampling and we used
four plastic syringes each of 100 ml. They enable
taking of exact needed amounts of samples as well
as a short-term storage (< 6h) of water samples. In
order to store the samples the inlet part of a plastic
syringe must be immediately closed with the supplied plastic cap after they were filled.
The determination of the radon concentration
in the water samples is based on the Rnconcentration indicated on the radon monitor. E.g. this measuring value is not yet the radon concentration in
the measured sample because the radon driven out
has been diluted by the air with in the measurement set-up and a small part of the radon remains
diluted in the watery phase.
Thus the general approach as presented in Equation (1) for the determination of the Rn concentration
in the measured water sample is valid:
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where the parameters are:
CWater - Rn-concentration in water sample [Bq/l],
CAir - radon concentration [Bq/m3] in the
measuring set-up after expelling the
radon (indicated by AlphaGUARD)
C0 - Rn-concentration in the measuring setup before sampling (zero level) [Bq/m3],
VSystem - interior volume of the measurement setup(ml),
VSample - volume of the water sample (ml),
k
- Radon distribution coefficient
The influence of the radon diffusion coefficient
k is only low in the temperature range between
10° C and 30° C. With quick measurements this is
based on the given relation of volume between the
air enclosed in the set-up and the watery measuring sample of approximately 10:1. Because of this
it can be said that the diffusion coefficient k = 0,26
with quick measurements within the specified
temperature range for a mean room temperature
of 20° C. This is suitable as long as the samples
are measured under normal conditions. This stipulation of the diffusion coefficient leads - related
to the final result - to an uncertainty of ~ £ ± 2 %
and is therefore negligible for the error resulting
of sampling.
3. Results and discussion
The results of survey obtained in this paper are
the first measurements of radon activity concentration in waters of excavated and drilled wells in
B&H. Knowing that distribution of radon activity
concentration depends on climatic and seasonal
changes; the surveys were conducted by phases.
Table 1. shows mean radon activity concentrations
of some excavated and drilled wells in the area of
NE Bosnia.
The first phase covered autumn period, in which
50 measurements were carried out mostly in the
area of Tuzla Municipality. The second phase cov2009
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ered winter period from December 21, 2006 until
March 11, 2007. That period was characterized
with very little snow precipitation. The third phase
of the work assumed some measurements characteristic for the melting phase of snow cover. However, as during the months of December through
February there were no snow precipitations, the
measurements were carried out at those locations
where the highest radon activity concentrations in
water were recorded.
In the survey areas, the depth of excavated
wells ranged within 6-9 m, while the depth of
drilled wells was within 8-14 m. Aiming to obtain
the best results possible, at some locations were
carried out several measurements, but of various
types of well. Also, there were conducted measurements of radon activity concentration at some
sources, where people take daily supplies of water.
Figure 4. displays the results of radon activity concentrations in water expressed in Bq/m3, from one
measuring location, which were obtained graphically by Alpha GUARD PQ 2000 PRO System.

Figure 4. Concentration of radon in air (after
suppression of the sample from water) at the location No.16 - Solina 5, during the second phase
measuring
During the first phase of the survey at most of
the locations the levels of radon activity concentrations were lower than in the winter period. So,
for example at the location Lipnica 2 (location No.
25, Table 1), the radon activity concentration in
water was 2297 Bq/m3, whereas the value in the
winter period at this location was 2364 Bq/m3. In
the same area, but at the location which is marked
in the Table 1. as Lipnica 1 (location No. 26, Table 1), water was sampled from another excavated
well of the depth of 6 meters. The measured radon
2009

activity concentration in the water sample was 867
Bq/m3 in the first phase survey, whereas in the second phase it was 1228 Bq/m3. During the survey,
at all locations with excavated wells, the walls of a
well were covered with stones.
In excavated wells at the location Donja Obodnica 1 (location No. 17, Table 1), the concentration
in the first measuring phase amounted to 2343 Bq/
m3, and at the location Donja Obodnica 2 (No. 18,
Table 1), the radon activity concentration in water
amounted to 273 Bq/m3. In the settlement Avdibasici (location No. 27, Table 1), the radon activity concentration in water of a drilled well (depth
12 m) in the first measuring phase was 308 Bq/
m3, while in the second measuring phase there occurred a significant growth in radon concentration
at this location, where the calculated radon activity concentration was 1532 Bq/m3.
A reason for growing radon activity concentration may be the fact that the water in the second
phase was sampled in colder days than at sampling in the first phase. In repeated water sampling in times of colder days at these measuring
locations we observed significantly higher radon
concentrations in water. Thus at the location Tetima (location No. 19, Table 1), with the depth of
excavated well of 9 m the value of radon activity
concentration was 1923 Bq/m3 in this period, and
at the location Kosci (location No. 20, Table 1),
with the well depth of 7 m, it amounted to 1734
Bq/m3. Right behind the settlement Crno Blato is
the settlement Dokanj (location No. 21, Table 1),
where by sampling water from a drilled well of 12
m depth, the recorded radon concentration in the
first phase of measuring was 914 Bq/m3, and in the
second measuring phase it was 824 Bq/m3.
Besides excavated and drilled wells in the area
of Tuzla Municipality, we also measured radon
activity concentrations in waters of some springs.
Those were mainly springs where people intensively use that water for drinking. Of all springs
the highest concentration during the first phase
was found at the spring Mosnik, 1603 Bq/m3.
During the second phase of surveying, at this location was measured radon activity concentration
of 3769 Bq/m3.
Hence, at most of the surveyed locations during the winter period there occurred a growth of
radon activity concentration as a result of low tem205
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Table 1. Mean radon activity concentrations of some excavated and drilled wells in the area of the
North-East Bosnia
No.

Location

Well type

CWater
(Bq/m3)

No.

Location

Well type

CWater
(Bq/m3)

577 ± 3
611 ± 29

34

Dubnica

y

355 ± 59

35

Memici

y

167 ± 81

x

133 ± 85

36

Simin Han

y

615 ± 28

Vida

y

101 ± 89

37

Modran

y

368 ± 57

5

G. Mionica

y

112 ± 87

38

Janja

x

234 ± 73

6

Mosnik

z

3769 ± 343

39

Vuckovci

y

431 ± 50

7

Moluhe

y

217 ± 75

40

Selo Musici

x

441 ± 49

8

Miladije 2

z

331 ± 62

41

Slavinovici 2

y

457 ± 47

9

Plane

z

1423 ± 66

42

Prokosovici 2

x

246 ± 72

10

Stupari

y

218 ± 75

43

Prokosovici 1

y

242 ± 72

11

Podgajevi

x

176 ± 80

44

Poljice

y

236 ± 73

12

Solina 1

y

769 ± 80

45

Sepetari

x

728 ± 15

13

Solina 2

x

308 ± 65

46

Mandici 1

y

2557 ± 200

14

Solina 3

x

305 ± 64

47

Mandici 2

y

1686 ± 97

15

Solina 4

x

1070 ± 25

48

Brdani 3

x

1029 ± 20

16

Solina 5

y

252 ± 71

49

Milino Selo 1

x

1504 ± 76

17

D.Obodnica 1

x

2343 ± 210

50

Milino Selo 2

y

288 ± 67

18

D.Obodnica 2

x

273 ± 43

51

Pasci 2

x

231 ± 73

19

Tetima

x

1923 ± 125

52

Pasci 3

y

493 ± 43

20

Kosci

x

1734 ± 103

53

Suho Polje

x

391 ± 55

21

Dokanj

y

2824 ± 231

54

Ravno Polje

x

465 ± 46

22

Svojtina

y

2090 ± 145

55

Solina 6

x

3648 ± 328

23

Hajdarovac

y

562 ± 35

56

Caklovici

y

1757 ± 105

24

Si Selo

x

1600 ± 87

57

Bilalici

x

1336 ± 56

25

Lipnica 2

x

2364 ± 177

58

Puracic 2

x

226 ± 74

26

Lipnica 1

x

1228 ± 44

59

Crvene Njive

y

2344 ± 175

27

Avdibasici

y

1532 ± 79

60

Maoca

x

251 ± 71

28

Hidani

y

322 ± 63

61

Tojsici

y

1704 ± 99

29

Kiseljak 2

y

270 ± 69

62

Basigovci

y

189 ± 78

30

Grabovica 1

x

437 ± 69

63

Dolovi

y

1915 ± 124

31

Grabovica 2

x

248 ± 72

64

Devetak 1

x

1265 ± 47

32

Miladije 1

z

289 ± 67

65

Dubrave

x

547 ± 36

33

Bistarac 3

y

1102 ± 48

66

Devetak 2

y

170 ± 81

1

Slavinovici 1

y

2

Nezuk

y

3

D. Mionica

4

   Legend: x – excavated well, y – drilled well, z – flowing source (tap)
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peratures influence, because the known fact is that
with decline of temperatures an amount of radon
in water grows.
Radon activity concentrations in water samples
of drilled wells in this survey are approximate to
radon activity concentrations in excavated wells.
The highest radon concentration during the measurement was at the source Mosnik, location No.6,
3769 Bq/m3. The lowest values of radon activity
concentrations in water were recorded in the area
of Gradacac Municipality at the location No.3.
Donja Mionica (133 Bq/m3), location No. 4. Vida
(101 Bq/m3) and at the location No. 5. G. Mionica
(112 Bq/m3). Values of radon activity concentrations at other locations ranged within 231 Bq/m3
- 2824 Bq/m3. As it can be observed, the values of
radon activity concentrations at all locations were
in a relatively low interval.
4. Conclusions
In the area of Tuzla region and the entire B&H,
excavated wells are much spread and recently are so
drilled wells too, with development of drilling techniques and their price-cutting. However, these activities are carried out in this area, and in the whole
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in an unordered manner and without previously completed chemical and
radiological analyses of soil and water samples.
In this project we carried out surveys of radon
activity concentrations in waters of Tuzla region.
Primarily we investigated radon concentrations in
waters from drilled and excavated wells. The measurements were performed with a Multiparameter
Radon System Alpha GUARD PQ 2000 (Genitron
instruments - Frankfurt). Generally, it can be stated
that radon activity concentrations in waters at most
of the investigated locations were lower than world
averages. Survey results showed that waters from
wells contain higher concentrations of radon than
geographical waters such as lakes or rivers, because
radon from rivers or lakes emanates into air.
The obtained results will serve as an initial database for mapping and forecast of geo-genetical
potentials of radon in air, water and soil, thereby
making a valuable contribution for a map of natural radioactivity of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
2009
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Summary
The noise on open pits in certain areas has a
great effect to the overall quality of life. Beside
the reduced level of comfort, there is a dominant
effect of noise to the human health.
Material transportation by conveying transportation means, as a part of the overall production
process, represents one of the more significant
sources of noise on open pits.
For all elements of conveyer transportation
system complex, it is necessary to perform amplitude-frequency analysis as well as the appropriate
cumulative noise analysis.
Such tests are very important since the effect of
noise on a human being does not depend only on
level-intensity of noise, but just also on mentioned
parameters of frequency and amplitude spectrum.
Key words: Surface mine, striped transportation system, noise, protection.
Sažetak
Buka površinskih kopova u određenim
područjima ima veliki uticaj na sveobuhvatni
kvalitet življenja. Pored smanjenog nivoa ugod208

nosti u ovim područjima prisutan je i dominantan
uticaj buke na zdravlje.
Transport materijala trakastim transportnim
sredstvima kao dio proizvodnog procesa predstavlja jedan od značajnijih izvora buke na površinskim
kopovima.
Da bi se procijenio i analizirao uticaj ovog
kompleksa na kvalitet radne i životne sredine
neobhodno je provesti odgovarajuće kumulativne
analize buke, te izvršiti amplitudno-frekventnu
analizu.
Ovakva ispitivanja su veoma važna budući da
uticaj buke na čovjeka ne ovisi samo o nivou-intenzitetu buke, nego baš i o pomenutim parametrima frekventnom i amplitudnom spektru.
Ključne riječi: Površinski kop, trakasti transportni sistem, buka, zaštita.
Introduction
The technological processes and mining equipment on open pits often cause a series of consecutive changes of air pressure that, in working and
living environment is manifested as noise. Such
elastic air motion is spherically spread in close
and remote spaces depending on the intensity of
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excitation of the elastic motions and existence of
possible barriers which prevent or transform those
motions.
The significance of noise research is reflected
in fact that the noise on open pits, nowadays, represent one of the most effective polluters of living
and working environment.
The surveys conducted in this work are necessary primarily because of need for exact foreseeing and finding of critical spots from aspect of
exaggerated noise as well as to undertake the adequate measures for its reduction and to decrease
its negative effect.
Based on the performed surveys and known and
archived parameters, it is possible to more objectively determine the negative noise effects produced
by transport conveyer systems on analyzed working environment of open pits and surroundings.
In this meaning, this written work should direct
to a procedural systematic solution of reducing the
noise caused by transport of material on transport
conveyer system on open pits and to suggest optimal measures (organizational, technical, construction-planned and a series of local measures for isolation, decrease and absorption of noise).
Analyzis of noise at transport conveyer
system in operation
Transport conveyers belong in transport means
of continuous working method. They operate on a
principle of friction between rubber belt which is a
bearing element and operating cylinder.
There is an entire row of transport structures,
and each of them offers different propagations of
noise in their intensity as well as in their frequency
domain.
Transport system with a moving cylinder
(drum, runner) is common structural and it is
composed of three key components. These are:
structural skeleton, power mechanism and transport cylinders. At the complex transport systems,
it is common to have a limited number of structural constructions and power mechanisms. However, there are many types of transport cylinders
in use. Basically, rotation cylinders represent the
dominant source of noise in majority of transport
systems.
2009

Influence of individual technological
processes to the overall noise level of
transporting conveyer system
Transport systems are set in operation by defined schedule. First, the system of trans-shipment
of material is set in operation, that is the last section of transport system and then scheduled by
sections to the loading system (crusher,).
Technical characteristics of analyzed transport
system complex which have a significant role to
the noise level are: width of the rubber belt 1200
(mm), maximum capacity 700 (t/h), the rubber
belt speed 4,06 (m/s), installed power of operative
motor 2x220 (kW), spacing between bearing cylinders 1000 (mm), spacing between back transferring cylinders 3000 (mm), diameter of operative
cylinder (drum) - sheathed 1250+2x22,5 (mm),
number of electro motors’ rotations 985 (min-1).
Transport of material by transporting conveying devices embraces a complex of work processes with the following phases:
- Loading of material through the loading
basket on to the bearing part-conveyer with
a system for crushing
- Operation of power station
- Transport of material on the bearing partconveyer (belt)
- Trans-shipment of material by system of
trans-shipping ramp to a landfill or another
transporting device
Each listed phase of work emits different propagations of noise which is consolidated during
the production process and represents the overall
noise of conveyer transport.
Influence of noise produced by loading
complex of transport conveyer system
Loading complex of transport conveying system has a purpose to load material of certain gradations adjusted by the system of crushing (pulverizing) on the bearing part of conveyer.
The table1 and diagram 1 show the noise of
loading facility of the transport conveyer at the
starting operation and its work at distance of 25 m
from the designated measuring place.
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From the table we can notice that at the operation of loading facility of transporting conveyer,
the dominant noise is produced by material crushing (pulverizing) system. This system produces
the average noise of 70, 06 dBA, and all together
with other systems (motion of belt over the cylinders) amounts to 72, 36 dBA.
The average noise levels of certain work systems at the crushing, loading and transport of coal
are shown in table1. [ L-1].
From the diagram 1.it is possible to read the
noise at the following phases of the loading system operation:
The noise level of the surrounding (curve a) is
followed by noise of starting operation of loading
coal from the conveyer into the wagons of locomotive transport together with sound signalization
and operation of the locomotive transport (curve
b). Then there is the noise of sound signalization at
start operation of loading facility (curve c). After
this, it’s shown the noise of empty transport system operation and loading facility (curve d). At
the end, the diagram presents the noise of material

loading from a depot over to the loading facility,
together with crushing (pulverizing) of material,
stone-coal crusher (material crusher), on the conveying transporter and its operation (curve e).

Diagram 1 Noise of loading facility
a) background noise
b) sound signalization of the second section
and starting operation of the second section
c) sound signalization of loading facility and
starting operation of loading and transport
systems
d) work of empty loading system
e) work of loading and transporting systems

Table 1

Noise of
Background
Sound
Noise of transNoise of empty
crushing,
Noise of loading
noise of
signalization
shipment system
loading system loading and
system operation measuring
interval of
operation
operation of
(belt -wagon)
place (M: 60)
loading system
(dBA)
(dBA)
loading system
(dBA)
(dBA)
(dBA)
Resulting noise
50
63, 5
87, 18
68, 54
72, 36
level-Lres
Noise level
without operation
of certain
system-L1

50

63, 5

63, 5

68, 54

Lres - L1 (dBA)

13, 5

23, 68

5, 04

3, 82

Correction factorDL

0, 3

Noise level
of siren is not
effected by
surrounding noise

1, 7

2, 3

Noise level of
certain system -L2

63, 2

87, 18

66, 84

70, 06

Noise level of
certain system -L2

63, 2

87, 18

66, 84

70, 06
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Influence of the operative station noise
to overall noise of transporting conveyer
system
In order to determine the influence of individual elements of conveying system, appropriate
measures were performed. As a sample facility we
used the transport conveyer system of the open pit
«Grivice» “Coal mine company” Banovici, BiH.
Direct nearness of operative station of above
mentioned system has a significant part in forming of overall noise of transporting system.
The noise of operating station is produced by
electro motors, operative cylinder, reducer, power
transformer and other electrical-mechanic gear.
In diagram 2, the influence of operative station
to the overall noise of transport system has been
analyzed.
For analysis of the mentioned diagram we
performed the noise measurements of operative
system at the operation of conveying transport
system, curve «a», at the distance of 25 m and
measurements at the same work conditions and
at the same distance from the conveying transport
system at operation where the operative station is
enough distant so it could not influence the value of measured noise by its operation and noise,
curve «b».
The equivalent noise level of work of operative conveying system at 25 m distance from the
observing-measuring place is Lres= 66,58 dBA.
The equivalent noise level of work of transport
conveyer system without an influence of operative
station at 25 m distance from measuring place is
L1= 65,17 dBA.
The difference of general noise Lres-L1 = 1, 41
dBA is caused mostly by influence of work of operative station of the transporting conveyer system.
Based on the listed above, it is possible to conclude that the noise of work of operative station
(work of motors, operative cylinder and reducers)
of the conveying transport system amounts to L2=
61, 08 dBA which clearly shows the dominant
influence of operative station to the overall noise
level of the conveying system.
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Diagram 2 Influence of transport system’s operative station to the overall noise
a) noise of work of conveying transport
system’s operative station
b) noise of work of conveying transport system
without influence of operative station
Influence of the work status of conveyer
transport system at raise – descent on the
noise level
Status of work of transport system at raise, or descent, has a different influence to overall noise level.
Diagram 3 shows noise level of transport system at raise and descent on 25 m distance from the
measuring place.
Curve «a» represents the noise of work of
transport system at the raise of 7 (%), and curve
«b» represents the noise of work of transporter at
the descent of 7 (%).
The equivalent noise level of work of transport
system at raise is:
Lequ =65, 17 dBA
The equivalent noise level of work of transport
system at descent is:
Leqp =64, 9 dBA
Analyzing the above listed diagram, it is possible to notice that primarily steady noise occurs
at operation of transport system at raise, which is a
consequence of the following:
During the work of transport system at raise, the
horizontal (abscissas) forces of conveyer’s belt are
higher at the system’s operation at descent. With
the raise of horizontal forces the conveying belt
of the transport system tightens up which allows
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a «calmer» movement of belt over the cylinders
and results in steadier noise. With raise of horizontal forces at the same time there is an increase of
strain of work elements of conveying system takes
place (cylinders, bearings, axles...) which brings
to an inevitable increase of noise.
Bigger influence of horizontal forces at raise
resulted a difference of equivalent noise level of
motion of conveying system at descent and raise
up to Leq =0, 27 dBA.
On diagram 2, curve (b), which presents the
work of conveying transport system at descent,
it is possible to notice more substantial changes
of vibrating oscillations of conveyer which influence in changeable level of noise. The vibrating
oscillations of conveyer cause an impact of bearing material to the construction of conveyer which
increases the noise. The mentioned belt vibrations
additionally act as impacts on bearing cylinders
which also leads to an increase of noise.

wagons of rail transport, we can see that the average level of general noise for the measuring place
at work of empty system is L1=59, 93 dBA, and
average noise of material pouring at loading system is Lres =70, 65 dBA.
Difference of general noise Lres-L1= 10, 72 dBA
was caused mostly by influence of material pouring.
Based on above listed and logarithmic deduction of noise level, it results that the noise of material pouring amounts to L2= 70, 15 dBA.

Diagram 4 noise of work of loading ramp of conveying transport system
a) sound signalization of loading system-siren
b) work of empty loading system
c) pouring of material from transporting
conveyer by loading basket into wagons

Diagram 3 Noise of transport system’s operation
at raise and descent
a) noise of transport system at raise 7%, at 25
m distance
b) noise of transport system at descent 7%, at
25 m distance
Influence of noise of trans-shipment ramp to
overall noise of conveying transport system
On diagram 4, it’s presented a noise of work of
coal trans-shipping system from conveying transporter into wagons of rail transport at 25 m distance from designated measuring place.
Analyzing the diagram, watching the curves
«b» and «c», and observing the noise of work of
empty trans- shipping system as well as the noise
of material pouring from conveying transporter to
212

Noise evaluation for work of conveying
transport system
Annual and daily noise of work of conveyer
transport system can be estimated based on an analysis of noise of transport system for certain time.
For the estimate of mentioned noise it is necessary to have appropriate measurements on field
(terrain). As an experimental (sample) facility we
used already mentioned conveying transport system on open pit PK»Grivice» RMU «Banovici».
Certain measuring of noise of transport system
at certain time was performed (t). Total measured
time of noise (t) was divided in time zones of i
value noise level (t t ). Each zone is determined
by level of noise and by duration time of noise
which is shown in table2. Then, based on the annual work plan of conveying transport system (tg)
it is evaluated the time of annual and daily i value
noise level.
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Annual noise of conveyer transporting system
[L-1]:
t pg =

tt ⋅ t g
t

(h ) .........................

65-69 dBA and at 25 m distance from the measuring place is 6,38 hours during the period of one
working day, and during the year is 2328 hours.

(1)

Where:
tpg – time of estimated annual i value of noise
level (h)
t – Time of measuring of noise of transport
system (s)
tt – time of measured i value of noise level of
transport system (s)
tg – annual effective time of work of transport
system (h)
Daily noise of conveyer transport system [L-1]:
t pd =

tt ⋅ t g
t ⋅ Tt

(h ) ..........................

(2)

Graph 1. Estimated daily noise of work of conveyer transporting system

Where:
tpd – time of estimated daily i value of noise
level (h)
Tt – number of annual working days of
transport system
For the coal transport in considered example of
Q= 543000 (t r.u.) by conveyer transporting system
of hourly capacity of q= 250 (m3č.m/h) it is needed
t = (Q / q) + z =3000 (h) effective working hours.
Needed number of effective hours z=828 (h)
for transport system is increased because of discontinuous coal transport and periodical work of
empty conveyer during the winter period of time.
Total estimated duration time of noise at coal
transport of Q=543000 (t r.u.) for obse4rved measuring place at 25 m distance, is shown in table 2.
And graphs number 1 and 2.
On graphs 1 and 2 and table 2 it is possible to notice that at transport of material by conveyer transporting system the most dominant zone of noise is

Graph 2. Estimated annual noise of work of conveyer transporting system
Steps for decreasment of noise emission of
conveyer transporting system
Increased intensity of noise occurs as a consequence of electro motor’s operation and unbalanced construction of conveyer system, interaction of conveying belt, bearing material, drums
and cylinders.

Table 2
Noise of work of conveyer transport system (dBA)

60-64

t- time of noise measuring (s)
tt – time of measured i value noise level (s)

65-69

70-74

134
28

104

2

Tpd – time of daily i value noise level (h)

1,72

6,38

0,12

Tpg – time of annual i value noise level (h)

627

2328

45
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For reduction of noise emission it’s necessary
to act on all components.
Reduction of noise emission generated by work
of conveyer transporting system can be achieved by:
- Rational management of conveyer transporting system
- adequate structure and speed of cylinders
- selection of appropriate cylinder carriers
- structure of cylinder’s axle
- constructional structure of conveyer transport system
When the production processes are planned to be
undertaken in proximity of urban areas, a great deal
of attention must be dedicated on protection of existing objects. With proper planning of production processes on open pits it is possible to avoid unwanted
consequences of increased noise intensity.
With planning and management of space in
purpose to decrease the spreading of noise, it is
possible to take the following measures:
- ensure an adequate distance of residential
zones from the noise source
- to place (locate) a certain contents on which
the noise does not have a big effect on, in
the area between the noise source and zones
sensitive to raised noise intensity.
Conclusion
Material transport by conveying transport resources causes a decrease of noise level in the area
that directly surrounds the production process,
with a significant violation of quality of life.
The method of material transport mentioned
above, emits noise in sections from the complex
of loading transport system with coal crusher, material transport and loading system. The most significant influence on noise level has the loading
system of conveyer transporting system. Within
this system, the most dominant noise is the noise
of material (coal, stone) crushing as well as the
noise at loading points.
By analysis of work of conveyer transport system it is possible to notice that on the noise level a
significant effect has a tension of conveying belt.
With further analysis it can be concluded that in
transport of material at raise, the effect of hori214

zontal (abscissas) forces in the conveying belt is
higher, which results the bigger tension of belt
(stronger connection of belt with cylinders), due to
vibrations are smaller, which is a product of lower
noise than in transport at descent.
The estimate of noise duration is divided in 7
zones. Each noise zone is determined by noise
level and duration time of noise. The listed time
zones of noise enable us to establish a volume of
noise harmfulness on workers and living environment. In listed graphs and tables of noise estimate
we can notice that for the observing place at 25 m
distance at material transport by conveyer transport system the most dominant zone of noise is up
to 65-69 dBA.
Considering that the material transport by conveyer transporting system is taking place through
entire day, in three shifts, the listed analysis shows
the emission of continuous noise, which from a
psychological aspect, significantly obstructs a
suitable human communication and has long term
consequences manifested in reduced tolerance,
frustration and raised reaction point.
From all above mentioned, we conclude that
there is a necessity for solving of noise problem
with purpose to decrease the level of noise and its
effect to the environment of transport system.
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